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COLLEGE CALENDAR
June 9

Monday, 8 :30 A. M.-Registration for fint
of Summer School.

July 4

Friday-A holiday.

Monday, 8 :30-10 :30-Matriculation and registration of Seniors.
10 :30-12 :30-Matriculation and registration of Juniors.
1 :30- 3 :00--Matriculation and registration of Sophomores.

July 12

Saturday--First term ends.

Tuesday, 8 :30 A. M.-Oasses begin.

15

1958

July 14

22

August 16

Saturday-Second term ends.

September 7

Sunday, 3 :00 P. M.-Freshman and new
:-eport for Orientation

September 8-9
September 10

Monday-Last day for class changes or late
registration.
Friday and Saturday-Wofford-Citadel Football
Gatne at Orangeburg and
Founder's Day-Holidays.
Thanksgiving holidays.

Orientation Camp.

Christmas holidays.

Wednesday,
Friday, 8 :30 A. M.-Instruction is resum d.
2:30 P . M.-Placement testl b
all Freshmen and new D
dents.

September 11

Wednesday-Midyear examinations begin.
Friday, 2 :00 P. M.-Entering new students report for orientation.

Thursday, 8 :30 A. M.-Testing program cmtinued.
2 :30 P. M.-Testing program

M onday--Registration for second semester.

cm-

Tuesday, 8 :30 A. M.-Instruction begins.

tinued.
September 12

Friday, 8 :30 A. M.-Meeting of Freshmen
counselors and ROTC
essing.
2 :30 P. M.-Meeting of Freshmen
counselors and ROTC
essing.

September 13

Saturday, 9 :00-12 :00--Registration of F
and new students.

2

Monday-Last day for class changes or late
· registration.

21

Saturday-Washington's Birthday holiday.
Period of Religious Emphasis.
Spring holidays.

Thursday-Final examinations begin.

30, 31, June 1 Saturday, Sunday, Monday-Commencement.
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James A. Chapman.
e: Dwight F. Patterson, J. Grier Hudson, James A. Chapman,
alton McLeod, Jr.,
Benjamin 0. Johnson, Frank Evans,
Roger Milliken.
, Buildings, and College Activities : J. Grier Hudson, Melvin E. Derrick, T. J . Gasque, Thomas T. Traywick, T. C.
Cannon, Samuel M. Atkinson.
orwrary Degrees: Ted Jones, Earle E . Glenn, W . Cantey Sprott,
Robert N. DuBose, McTyeire Gilbert, F. T. Cunningham.
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Assistant Alumni Director
WILLIAM PASCHAL WALKER, A.B.
Box 4072, Station "B"
Athletic Trainer
SUMT£R SMITH WINGFIELD, A.B.
201 N. Park Drive
Assistant Librarian
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Professor of Sociology

If

Tl-IE FACULTY
PHILIP STANHOPE COVINGTON AB AM
Acting President .and Profess~.,of En~lish

A.B., Union College; M.S., University of
Wisconsin; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin

Wofford

JUJAK CHAPMAN HERBERT, A.B., A.M.

A.B., Emory University.' AM
.
.
· ., Duke U ruvers1ty

136 Ponce de Leon

Effltritus Professor of Education

Geo~: CoTToN SMITH ADAMS, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
ofessor of Romance Languages
425 S F . .
A.B., A.M., Ph.D., University of North Carolina

1565 White Oak St.

.

airv1ew

A.B., Wofford College; A.M., Columbia University
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B.S., University of Montana
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706 Hollywood St.
B.S., Wofford College; B.A., M.A., Oxford University
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Professor of History
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.
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John M. Reeves Profes~or . of Hist~~y . .
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f ' AM
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•
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·

R

.,

· "
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of North Carolina

,

. .,
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'
· ·
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Dr.
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John M. Reeves Professor of Religion

411 Mills Ave.

A.B., Wofford College; B.D., Emory University;
A.M., University of Chicago; Ph.D., University
of Chicago
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526 Gadsden Court
John M. Reeves Professor of Sociology and Government
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B.S., Virginia Military Institute; M.S., University of
North Carolina; Ph. D., University of orth Carolina

SlKulL ROBERT MoY£R, A.B., A.M.

LAWRENCE HARRIS CH EWNING, JR., B.A. M.A PhD
Professor of English
'
" 5 · ·
B.~., F':1rman University. M.A PhD
19 Parkview DI:
'

110 Overbrook Circle

Professor of Art and Music

A.B., Wofford College. AM Duk U .
. t. 6, Kenmore
' · .,
e mvers1ty·
·
·
PhD
'
· " U mver ity of orth Carolina

Umvers1ty of Virginia

LOFTIN, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Professor of Cheniistry

B.S., Millsaps College; A.M., Emory University; Ph.D.,
University of orth Carolina; LL.D., Wofford College

666 Palmetto

RAYMOND AGNEW PATTERSON, A.B., A.M.
Professor of Chemistry
A.B., Wofford College; A.M., Wofford College

133 W. Lee St.
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CHARLES SEMPLE PETTI B.S., M.S.
Professor of Physics'

*
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AID Mc!EVER PEGRAM, A.B., A.M.
Associate Professor of Mathematics

B.S., .Unive_rsity of Wisconsin; M.S. University
of W1sconsm
'

A.B., Wofford College; A.M., Duke University
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175 N F.
. n....
· ., AM
· ·
aimew
John M. Reeves Professor of Foreign Language~

]OHN

ns LuPo ScoGGINs, A.B., A.M.
A.B., A.M., Wofford College

SECONDI, A.B., A.M.
Associate Professor of English

PB

WILLIAM WOODROW SCHEERER, B.S., A.M.
Professor of Physical Education

NORWOOD WIGGS, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Biology

llS

EDWARD 1:AMPTON SHULER, B.S.
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Emeritus Professor of Applied Mathentatics

480 N. Church

t.

B.S., M.S., George Washington University;
Ph.D., Emory University

B.S., Clemson College
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Wofford
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Campas
A.B., Umvers1ty of Richmond.
A.M., University of Virginia '

151 W. Lee St.

LOVELL WILBUR, A.B., M.S.
Associate Professor of Economics

DJ.IAM

A.B., University of Illinois;
M.S., University of Kentucky

JIAny DoNALD DOBBS, A.B., M.S.

RoBEART Jo.ROAN CARNER, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
ssocw.te Professor of Spanish and Latin

564 Drayton Ave.

Assistant Professor of Biology

A.B., A.M., University of Virginia·
A.M., Ph.D., Harvard University '

A.B., EmorY University; M.S., EmorY University

BOYL TON .GREEN, A.B., M.A., D.Litt., Ph.D., LL.D.
Associate Professor of English
161 N F · ·

AB u ·
·
. atrv1ew
· ., mvers1ty of South Carolina· MA D L'tt
Ph.D., Yale University; LL.D., so'uth~e~'ter~ ~t ··Memphis

RICH~ ERVIN HUTCHES<> , B.A., M.A.

A

ve.

715 Palmetto St

Ass1stant Professor of English

CAPTAIN VICTOR REINHOLD FEICHT, B.S.
111 Wrightson Ave.
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
B.S., The Citadel

C\PTAIN WILLIS BASCOM GRAHAM, B.S.
420 Ammons Rd.
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
B.S., Ouachita College

Busl EnwARDs GRIFFIN, A.B., B.D., A.M.

B.A., College of William and Mary.
M.A., Harvard University
'

Rt. 3, Box 32

Assistant Professor of Religion

1067 Boiling Springs Rd.

SAMUEL FRANK LOGAN, A.B. A.M.
Associate Professor of H istory

Wofford Campas

BP.hAD., ew: Yoi;-k State College for Teachers;
· ., Un1vers1ty of Minnesota

A.B., Hampden-Sydney College;
A.M., University of Virginia

CAPTAIN MURRAY MARTIN LEWIS, B.A.
1801 Hillview St.
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics

A.B., Wofford College; A. M., Duke University
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Associate Professor of English

A.B., B.D., A.M., EmorY University

Ww.IAM WALTER HALLIGAN, JR., A.B., A.M.
112 First Ave.
Assistant Professor of Education and Psychology

A.B., University of Michigan
A.M., Ph.D., Harvard University

*Decea ed, April 25, 1958.

7630 E. Main St.

A.B., A.M., University of Virginia

M~phis State Colle.g e; A.M. Columbia
UB.~.,
mvers1ty
'

BERDJ KE ADJIA , A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Econo'l-nics

359 Amherst Dr.

Associate Professor of History

A.B., Centre College; A.M., Harvard University

I

307 W. Birnie St.
Gaffney, S. C.

771 Palmetto St

B.A., Salem College

]AKIS ALBERT GILLESPIE
Instructor in Applied Mathematics
Bachelor of Industrial Engfoeering, Georgia
Institute of Teclmology

328 Meredith Circle
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Fiu:n GLENN

Instructor

.
in

.

S.

204 W. Arlington, Greer,

Applied Matheniatics

EARL HAMES i.;.wsoN! A.B .

.

204 Spruce St., Union,

S.

Instructor in Business Administration
A.B., Wofford College

MINISTRATION
· · ns: The Dean, the Registrar, and the Dean of Students.
gue:

Instructor in Mathematics and
Business Administration
A.B., Wofford College; M.B.A., University
of Alabama

WILLIAM PASCHAL WALKER, A.B.

Box 4072, Station "B•

Instructor in Physical Education and
Assistant in Intercollegiate Athletics
A.B., Furman University

MASTER SERGEANT ROBERT MILLARD FINLEY
Assistant in Military Science
16 Church St. Whitney,
MASTER SERGEANT JOH N WILLIAM SUTPHIN

S. C.

193 Boundary

Dr.

Assistant in Military Science
Assistant in Military Science
641 Irwin Aft.

Assistant in Military Science

364 Connecticut Aft.

Co LEY TRIGG SNmow, B.S.

Director of Athletics
B. S., Roanoke College

JAMES BRAKEFIELD, B.A., A.M.

Coach

350 Amherst Dr.

B.A., Centre College of Kentucky·
A.M., College of William and Ma;y

WILLIAM CHARLES McCARREN, A .B.

Coach

202 Converse Circle

A.B., Emory and Henry College

*

Business Manager of Athletics

· ory Council : W . P. Cavin, C. E . Cauthen, J. Q. Hill, C. F.
Nesbitt, C. S. Pettis.
flllllics and Physical Eduwtion: W. R. L eonard, S. S. Britt, Jr.,
W.W. Halligan, H. M. Pegram, J.E. Rob rtson, J . L. Salmon,
B. L Scoggins, C. T . Snidow, F. A. Troy.
Cwrictdum: C. E. Cauthen, W. R. Bourne, W. P. Cavin, L. H .
Chewning, J. Q. Hill, W.R. L eonard, C. F. Nesbitt.
Gradvate Scholarships and Fellowships: K. D. Coates, L. H .
Colloms, J. T. Doby, J. Q. Hill, R. E. Hutcheson, E. H. Lawson,

J.C. Loftin, W.

MASTER SERGEANT EDWIN WOODROW WILSON
SERGEANT FIRST CLASS FRED WISE, JR.

The Dean, the Registrar, and the Dean of Students.

ships: The Dean, the R egistrar, and the Dean of Students.
'tline: S. S. Britt, Jr., J. Q. Hill, S. R. Moyer.

FRANCI S ANDREW TROY, A.B., M.B.A.

JOEL EDWARD ROBERTSON, A.B.

LLEGE COMMITTEES *
-1957

Bachelor of Engineering, Clemson College

103 Lansdale Drive

L. Wilbur.

HOMrary Degrees : R. A. Patterson, C. C. Norton, L. P. Jones.
Llchu'es: G. C. S. Adams, R. A. Br nt, R. J. Carner, K. D . Coates,
L H. Colloms, H. D. Dobbs, W.W. Halligan, V. E. Miller, H.
M. Pegram, W.W. Scheerer, Joseph Secondi.

Library: L. P. Jones, W. R. Bourne, R. J. Carner, H. D. Dobbs,
Boyl ton Green, Herb rt Huck , Berdj K enadjian, C. C. Norton,
C. S. Pettis.
IUligious Activities: C. C. Norton, W. P . Cavin, R. E. Griffin,
Herbert Hucks, J. C. Loftin, C. F. Ne bitt, J. E. Robert on, C.
T. Snidow, D. N. Wiggs.
R. O. T. C.: Col. R. V. Bottomly, Jr., P. S. Covington, Capt. V .
R. Feicht, Capt.
. B. Graham, Capt. M. M. Lewis, S. F.
Logan, C. S. Pettis, W. W. Scheerer, B. L. Scoggins.
Sltldent Activities: S. F . Logan, J. A. Brakefield, R. A. Brent,
R. E. Griffin, L. P. Jones, W. C. McCarren, S. R. Moyer, R.
Patterson, W. P. Walker.

A.B., Wofford College
*Re igned, March 2, 1958.

-;fint name on committee (except Advisory Council) designates chairman.
The President is ex officio member of all committees.
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General Statement
DEGREES
Wofford College is the South Carolina
men.
The College grants the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bacbelar
of Scien~e.. !he College also confers the honorary degrees of Doctor of D1vm1ty, Doctor of Literature, and Doctor of Laws.
HISTORY
Rev. Benjamin Wofford, a local minister of the Methodist Epilcopal Church, South, died in the town of Spartanburg S. C. Jle.
cember 2, 1850. He left in his will a legacy for one hund;ed th~
~oll~rs to the Sout~ Carolina Conference "for the purpose of estab!tshing. and endowing a college for literary, classical, and scientific
education, to be located in my native district, Spartanburg." Onehalf of the amount was to be laid aside as a permanent endowment.
A charter was gi~en by t~e .Legislature of South Carolina, Jle.
cember 6, 1851. Suitable bu1ldmgs having been erected, a praident and professors were elected November 24, 1853, and the College was opened August 1, 1854. Since that time it has never been
suspended, though for a period during the Civil War it was not
above the grade of a classical school. At the close of the war college classes were again organized.
'
1:he ~onation of Benjamin Wofford was exceptionally large at
the time 1t was made. No Methodist in America had given so 1arp

amount to religious or educational objects. The will of the
was clear, so that no difficulty or doubt has arisen in carryout its few details.
easures were taken immediately after the opening of the Colto add to the endowment, and they were meeting with a large
ptifying success when interrupted by the War Between the
, 1861-'65. In the general wreckage of the war the endowwas swept away, leaving to the College only its grounds and
' s. The South Carolina Conference, however, liberally made
ents to meet the emergency and, by an annual assessment,
the College from closing its doors. This assessment has been
d from time to time as the needs of the College required
bas become a fixed source of income. In the meantime, since
, efforts have been made to restore and add to the endowment,
through the liberality of the people of the City of Spartanburg
of the State, together with the generous cooperation of the
Education Board, Mr. B. N. Duke, Mr. Andrew Carnegie,
Mr. S. Clay Williams, the resources and endowment have
lladily increased.

AIMS OF THE COLLEGE
The aims of Wofford College are to place religion at the center

.i its

purpose as an institution and to create an atmosphere con-

,.W to the development of a Christian philosophy of life and a
Cristian standard of conduct; to maintain high standards in literary,

clusical, and scientific education; to develop a Christian love of
freedom and truth; to stimulate and develop intellectual curiosity,

aitical acumen, and creative imagination; and to render the greatest
amstructive Christian service to the individual, to the state, to the
lltion, and to the Church. Unto these ends shall the affairs of the
Cdlege always be administered.

LOCATION AND SURROUNDINGS
The College is located in the City of Spartanburg, which, with
an altitude of nearly 1,000 feet above sea level, possesses an unuually healthful and bracing climate. Spartanburg has also been
Jong noted as a community with an exceptional soci~l, i~tell~ctu~l,
and religious atmosphere. Though a modem commeroal city, 1t still
retains the cultural advantages of a college community, offering from
time to time opportunities for hearing outstanding leaders of the
nation in the intellectual and artistic world.
The College campus consists of about sixty-five acres. It posseslel natural beauty and ample shade of pine, oak, and elm.
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Main Building

BUILDINGS

This is the oldest building on the campus and was completll
1854. For forty years it was the "College" and is still what
students think of when they think of Wofford. Architec:tunJIJi
is an imposing structure of dignity and distinction, and few
buildings anywhere produce a finer impression. In this buiJdiar
the faculty offices, the chapel, and lecture rooms.
DuPre Administration Building
One of the original colonial buildings designed for a
home has been completely renovated and equipped for a:amm11a
tive offices. In this building are located offices of the
Dean, and Registrar.

The John B. Cleveland Science Hall
The Science Hall, the generous gift of Mr. John B. Oev
of the Class of 1869, was erected in 1904 and formally opened
work at the commencement in June of that year. The buildiJlc
three lecture rooms and several laboratories for geology,
chemistry, and electricity.

Samuel Orr Black Science Hall
This building, originally constructed in 1946 as an annex to
Science Building, was completely renovated and considerably
larged in 1953 through the generosity of Dr. Samuel Orr Black,
Spartanburg. It contains two chemistry laboratories, five b.
laboratories, three lecture rooms and several offices.
The Whitefoord Smith Library
Gifts from Miss Julia V. Smith and Mr. E. L Archer
possible the college library named in honor of Miss Smith's
who for many years was Professor of English in the College.
1949, under the leadership of President Walter K. Greene, the
brary was rebuilt and more than doubled in size. The new librUJ
has spacious reading rooms, student carrells, a room for relica 11111
rare books, a music room, a projection room for visual educatiaa,
and stack rooms designed to accommodate 95,000 books.
The James H. Carlisle Memorial Hall
This building is a dormitory with modern conveniences and
a room capacity of 125 students. It was erected in 1911 with faadt
contributed largely by the citizens of Spartanburg and was named
in honor of Dr. James H. Carlisle, the third president of the Qil.
lege. The building has been completely reconstructed in the interior
and is now a most attractive dormitory.

H1qb Ratchford Black Infirmm:Y S C left a legacy of
"- 1918 Mrs. Ann Jeter, of Union, . ., b .
£ the
~
,
C 11
With this amount as a as1s, one o
.00 t~ ~e o =~e~emodeled and adapted to infirmary purbuildings w
f "Id cases of illness. Cases of
pecifically to take care o m1
ack Clinic. In 1943,
illness are transferred to the a~~~l'!~ed into an infirmary
of the of
resi~ences
on tDrhe ca~pu~ ; Black and Sam 0 . Black, in
means
gifts from
s. ug
·

of their father.

Snyd~all
is a dormitory with a room car~ity ~o~~e~i~~~
It is situated on the front campus acmgbl b "!di
It

· .
·
· an attractive and comforta e Ut ng.
mmedThis
for dormitory
Dr. Henry isNelson S nyder, Wofford's fourth president.

K. Greene Hall
d · 1950 It is one of the most
Thia dormitory wa~ co?1pl~te thm South In addition to rooms

mhas : spaci~us lounge, two parlors,
thed Ut
for the student council, student pubncreation room, an roo ·
. .
I ·
d for Dr Wal•
and other student organizations. t is name
.
K. Greene, fifth president of the College.
've college
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~tudents,

dorm~t~~~:s

::sg

S. Black Hall
f h W ff d Fitting School,
Thia building, originally a part 0 ~ enow0 a::ttractive, modern
completely remodel~d mf 1953, ~~~~ely forty-five students. Its
0
•tory
with a capacity
ap~tyro~o Wofford College of the late
commemorates
the generos1

• Hugh

s. Black,

of Spartanburg.

Jlllldll
·
d"f
d and modern
This...
newHall
dormitory, completely air-con
I ioi:ie
f
·1r in

leted in 1958, and named m honor o . .1 iam
respect, w~ comp "d t of Wofford College. In addition to
Wightman, firsdt pres~·nghtman
H all houses the college dining
1
ff
d cante n
for 120 stu en ts,
student and faculty lounges, student post o ice an
.

-tan Science
Building
. .
.
d

d d N rth
the corner of Clevelan an
o
This build mg is. locate on dious building affording offices, class
ch, armory
Streets. and
It isstorage
a com~o
or th e College Army Reserve Officers
raining Corps.

Anclrewa Field Home
.
I
An. .
d
ssible by the gift of Mr. saac
Thisofbwldmg
was maIt ~ispo
. s building, with ample facili4rew1,
Spartanburg.
a spac1ou
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~i~~dfr~~ al~~:d~or_ 1 ~J?Ort~,

anhd has a seating capacity of tw
mg ts t oroughly modem with ad
ers, sh?wers, an~ offices. A subsequent gift 'by M
~ulted 10 a considerable addition to the building · cir. dindrewa
10tramural
·h
•m u f a
gymnasium, s owers, dressing-rooms offices and
room.
'
,
a
.

:!uate

ui

Stadium
In 1919:'20 the citizens of Spartanburg raised a irn.ritt'....,.
$30,000.00, which was applied to the erection of
pp

~~ffait~f 1~~~ gen7t~ imMprove~~nt

athl:ti~n;::..

of the
.
' a g1
y r. Wilham A. Law of the Class of
m~de possible ample and appropriate facilitie~ for all outdoor
Jette sports-steel and concrete grandstand football b ball,
;~isi~~c7ra~:~~~fumishing exceptional ~pportun{ties~or

Planetarium
A gift from the Spartanburg County Fo daf
00
:Vofford College Planetarium possible The pl~~ta/
~
10 the Cleveland Science Hall and offe;s to the studen~': II
an unusual opportunity for the study of celestial bodi utroarlif
Student Peraonnel Buildina
es.
In 1956 one of the original facult ho
completely remodeled, and now housZs th;ies on the campus
Dea~ of Students, and Director of Public
Affairs.

Fraternity Locfaea
In 19~6 seven attractive lodges were o ened f

for ~.by
seven national fraternities on the campus fh
Alpha Sigma Phi Delta Si9 ma Ph.
·
ese ratem1ties U't,
Pi Kappa Alpha, P i Kappa Phi, Si~,:_~f;h:Z;':f ~appa Sigils,
Faculty and Staff Homea

10

':f

hree colonial homes on the cam us
.
,•
trat1ve officers of the College.
p are occupied by acfmiaia.

Veterana' Apartmenta
Four buildings each contai ·
· h
pleted in 1945-'46. 'These buildin;~n;ffoe:~ I~ _apartments, tcre comstudents, preference being given to veterC:;~g quarters or married

THE LIBRARY

~he Library consists of approximately (JO 700 vol
•
duding pamphlets and some unbound files of magaz~es, Wnotithmmes.
a
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exceptions, donations of special collections have been incorpin regular order with the general library. The donor of a
' collection is, however, indicated by a label in each volume.
book shelves are open to all students.
Though the Library possesses a number of rare Seventeenth and
th Century publications, and some works designed especialfor advanced investigation, the great bulk consists of a practical
working library for undergraduates. Valuable bound newsfiles, particularly concerning Methodist history, are frequently
tcd by advanced students from other institutions.
The collections of the South Carolina Conference Historical So• embracing a large amount of original manuscript material,
~ as a distinct body, separately catalogued in the library

The libraries of the Calhoun and Preston Literary Societies
a number of years ago, combined with the College library.
special collection belonging to the Student Christian Associa-

ia also kept in the College library and administered under its
tions. The library has been the recipient of many other
le collections of books.

Danc:an'a Library
The collection of 2,121 volumes, assembled by the late Bishop
• W. Duncan during a long lifetime, was given to the College
the time of his death in 1908. Being the working library of a
, works bearing directly upon religion, theology, philosophy,
ethics form a large part of the collection. Literature, history,
biography are also well represented. The collection contains a
of rare works and many presentation copies bearing the
phs of authors.

, Carlisle'• Library
The family of Doctor James H. Carlisle transferred to the Colpractically the entire contents of the library room in the former
,.dent's house. A special room in the Whitefoord Smith Lilnry Building is devoted to the Carlisle collection of 2,276 volumes.
Jlatbematics, theology, biography, and essays make up the larger
of the collection.

DaYid Duncan Collection
Professor David Duncan was the first professor of classical lanat Wofford College. In 1879 he bequeathed his library to
fie College. This is a collection of over 1,000 volumes of classical
kature, covering almost the whole field of Greek and Roman letters.
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The Herman Baer Collection
Dr. Herman Baer, of Charleston, S. C., of the Oasa of
beq~eathed t~ the College complete, bound sets of a number
leadmg American magazines and reviews.
The Warren DuPre Collection
~fr. Warren DuPre, of the Class of 1878, left a legacy of
to hts Alma Mater. This was increased by a gift from his •
M.rs. Carrie Duncan DuPre, of $500.00, and the $1,000.00 wu
plied t~ the purchase of books to be known as the "Warren
Memorial Collection." The books so far purchased are chiefly
the field of modern American Literature and consist of
mately 775 volu?1es. Later Mrs. DuPre added $1,000.00 u
e.ndowment, the mterest on which is used to increase this
tion annually.
The Robert T. Fletcher Collection
~obert T. i:tetcher, of the Oass of 1916, lost his life as 1
of his country m France in 1918. The Sunday School Class of
Grove Methodist Church, Marlboro County, of which be wu
?1ember, collected a sum of money and sent it to his Alma
m ~he form ~£ a Memo~ial Fund. It was decided to use it u
basts for startmg a collection of books on various aspects of the Fi
World War, to be known as the "Robert T. Fletcher Collection.•

The J. Thomaa Pate Library
In 1902, Rev. J. Thomas Pate, D.D., bequeathed his 1ibrUJ
to the College. It is a collection of some 858 volumes of tbeokJcb1
an? general literature. In 1943 the College received from
;,..t1ce G. Pate $4,758.59, as a !11emorial to her husband, to establWa
Th.e J. Thomas Pa.te ~emonal Library Fund," an endowed £111111,
the u~co?1e from which ts used for the purchase of books to be adde4
to this hbrary.
The Samuel Dibble Memorial Collection.
Samuel Dibble, of the Oass of 1856, was the first graduate of
Wofford C?llege. As a memorial to her father, Mrs. Agnes Dib1J1e
Moss co~tnbuted the sum of $1,600.00 for books in the Deputmeat
?f En~lish Language and Literature-$500.00 to be used for tbe
1mmed1ate purchase of books, and $1,000.00 increased by other
funds, to be set aside as an endowment for the purchase of additiom
to the collection.

A. G. Rembert Memorial Collection
Dr. A. G. Rembert, of the Oass of 1884, was for nearly forty

professor in the College. At his death in 1933, he l~ft. his
of approximately 3,000 volumes to the Col~ege. This is a
·on of books in the fields of psychology, philosophy, Greek
Latin, and general literature.

Eclwin D. Mouzon Collection
Bishop Edwin D. Mouzon, of the Class of 1~9 •. died in CharNorth Carolina, in 1937. He bequeathed hts library of more
1,000 volumes to his Alma Mater.
E. Toland Hodges Library
The late E. Toland Hodges was for many years a trustee of
Offord College, and was deeply interested in education. In recogof his great interest in Wofford College, his children, Edward
, Hodges, W. Carson Hodges, and Miss Moida Winn Hodges,
presented the library of their di~tinguished father to the C~l
This library consists of approximately 1,800 books, to which
be added, through annual gifts by his sons and daughters,
iWa of current interest and importance.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
The Wofford unit of the Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps
(Senior Division) was established during th: school y~r of 1919-'20
IDder the authority granted by Congress m the N attonal Defense
At.t of 1916 and is one of the oldest ROTC units in the South.
Aftf student entering Wofford College has the oppo:tunity, th:ough
die ROTC of earning a commission as a Second Lieutenant m the
U. S. Army Reserve. The Wofford unit is now design~te? a ~eral
llilitary Science unit, and graduates may earn comm1ss1ons m any
llranch of the Army except the Medical Corps, Chaplains Corps,
a the Judge Advocate General's Corps.
Enrollment in the ROTC at Wofford is entirely voluntary. Applicants must pass a physical examination prior ~o final enrollment
In either the Basic or Advanced Course. At the time of acceptance,
lluic students must have reached 14 years of age! and advan~ed
lbadents must qualify for appointment as second lieutenants pnor
tD reaching 28 years of age.
loape of Courae
.
The Military Science Curriculum is a four-year course, but is
chided into the Basic and Advanced Courses of two years each.
Both courses encompass subjects usable in civilian life as well as
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purely military subjects. The Basic Course .
.
same subjects a soldier would be given in hi;'~=ilyB~ '?'.
The Ad a d c
·
Y astc
tho
I "! nee.
ourse is selective and competitive and not
ai se app y1?g will always be accepted. Cadets so selected
pe;h month _for which they will
institution· to
or e r~mamder of their course at
the Secret~ry Ju~~~e ;;e co~se m ca~p training prescribed
and from S
my. ayment will be made for travel
men of the u;;~e~~;1P(~~~n)g ~tt.thh !the pay prescribed for enlillld
.
w1
ess than 4 months se •
approximately $83.20 per month while at
.~
app?intment. as a Reserve or
of gradu:~fo~nt:e;t isb_tendered and if commissioned at the time
A
•
su Ject to the order of the Secretary f
rmy, to serve on active duty as a
. .
o tlle
Army for not less than tw
co~m1ss1oned officer in the
active duty for training foor (a2) c~ndsecufhv~ years or to 5Crft aa
.
peno o six ( 6) mo tbs _..._
sooner relieved of such obligation or d" h
d
n ' ..._
prescribed by the Secretary of th A Jsc arge under regulatiam

~on~i:~r~xi:tel.[0~~-~

~~ :~~~pt

.;!

~egul~~6ffi!~e~f :~

=

ob~igati~n is a prer.equisite for thei; gr~;:a~i~~a~r!~~~~~~
~~i~s:d t t~~es:~1;:;:~ ~~ ~~~s~obligati~n\ unde: regulations Pl'"

bi

tinues in full force and ff
. rmy an t at this agreement cminstitution Such st
e ect m the event they transfer to another
Advanced. Course A~;n~o'1fcee t toh apply
en:olln_ient in tbe
maintained thereat.
a t e new mshtution 1f a unit ii

!or.

ROTC Activities
Besides classroom wo k th ROTC
activities, such as the R~TC eBand R~as ~everal extra:Urricallr
Instruments and mu ·
. • 1 e earn and Dnll Team.
Band. The Rifle T sic are f~rn1shed for those interested in tbe
All
. earn fires m local, state and national matcbea.
be ;~~:ss~Yry t~qu1pmentbis furnis?ed . A minor sports letter ma•
ose mem ers making the t
Th
.
.,
performs precision drills for athletic activit~:1~nd pae Ddnll Team
ra es.
Draft Defermenta
Enrollment in the ROTC d
. .
from Selective Service Th opes fnot m itself .a.ct as a deferment
· .
·
e ro essor of Milita
5 ·
__...
T actics
is authorized however to s.
"D f
ry cience :h ~ajorityodof those e~rolled which ~row th:~r:e: ~~~;::~ ~
e~r pen
of enrollment in ROTC
d
.
.'!"DC
obligations to the G
an complete their military
overnment after finishing th
U
terms of the contract the student ag
t
I e course.
nder
•
rees o comp ete the basic coune,
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enrolled therein; to enroll in and complete the advanced course
the proper time, if accepted therefor; upon completion or termi • of the course of instruction therein, to accept a commission,
tmdered; to serve on active duty for a period of not less than
years after receipt of such commission, subject to order by the
of the Army; and to remain a member of a Regular or
e component of the Army until the sixth (6th) anniversary
the receipt of his commission unl ess sooner terminated; or, if
Army does not require his service on active duty in fufillm ent
this obligation, to serve on active duty for training fo r a period
lix (6) months after receipt of such commission and to remain
member of a Reserve unit until the eighth (8th) anniversary of
'pt of his commission.

EDUCATIONAL STANDING
Wofford College is a member of the Association of Methodist
Schools and Colleges, of the Association of American Colleges, of
South Carolina College Conference, of the Southern Association
Colleges and Secondary Schools, and of the Southern University

ferencc.

PHI BETA KAPPA SOCIETY
The College was granted a Phi Beta Kappa Charter in August,

1940. The Wofford Chapter, known as Beta of South Carolina,
Wll

installed in January, 1941. Eligibility for membership in the

Phi Beta Kappa Society is based upon scholarly achievements, high
*1acter, and special extracurricular intellectual attainments.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
College Ii fe with its various interests offers opportunities for

the development and enrichment of the personality of the student,
for developing in him a sense of responsibility, for discovering his
capacity for leadership, and for helping him to realize the value
of effective cooperative efforts toward common ends. The many

llld various voluntary activities in which students engage are, therefore, not regarded as sidelines to the main purpose of the Col-

Jece,

but as essential elements in this main purpose-the making

of dear-headed men of strong character, who know how to express
themselves intelligently and effectively in the practical affairs of
&fe. Insofar as they contribute to this important end, student actmties are encouraged and sympathetically directed by the Faculty.
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RELIGIOUS OPPORTUNITIES
Wofford College is a Christian College. For one hundred
it has been the South Carolina Methodist College for men. It
to create an atmosphere congenial to the development of Cbriltillli
character, both by general influence and direct instruction and
ing. It insists that the members of the Faculty be men of appron4
religious character and that they cooperate sympathetically in ..-..
taining and developing the religious life of the campus. In
matter of direct instruction it conducts departments of Philoeoplaf
and Religion, which offer courses of study in English Bible, Qiri
History, Methodism, Christian Education, Christian Thought,
Philosophy. In his own religious activities the student receifts
couragement and guidance from the Faculty.

ATHLETICS, HEALTH, AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Health
One of the requirements for admission is an acceptable medical certificate. Instruction in hygiene is given in the required coanm
in physical education. Cases of minor illness are cared for under
the supervision of the Director of Student Health and the Resicleat
Nurse, while cases of serious illness are treated in the Mary BllCk
Clinic.
Phyaical Education
All students are required to take two years of physical educ:atim
or the two years of the basic ROTC course. A sound body, u weD
as a trained mind, is an essential part of the student's equipment,
not only for military service, but also for life as a whole. Thia program of physical conditioning consists of calisthenics 8Jld other
exercises prescribed by the armed forces and athletic coaches.
Intramural Sporta
Provision is made for organization and participation of intramural teams in various sports, including volley ball, softball, bueball, touch football, rifle contests, handball, paddle tennis, golf, pingpong, blitzball, track and field, and tennis. All students are urged
to participate in these sports because of their influence upon the
building of healthy bodies and the development of character.
Intercollegiate Athletica
A program of intercollegiate athletics is recognized as an important part of college life, and, on account of its educational valuea,

.
to it encouragement and direction. The. College
• Coll~\fg~e:.mateur standards for intercollegiate athletic~. ~e
cs ~
be of the Southern Intercollegiate Athl~tic sis a ~em r d d
f rm to the rules and requirements
'on, and its stan ar s con o
this association.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

n
members of the
All former students of Wofford Co ege are
· Association.
Th L · · Etidowment
Through an annual gift plan, lrnown as
e i~ng make thei;
embers of the Association have an opportunity to

~

~olAlege t:int~bl\olds

to the
its annual meeting in Carlisle
The Alumm ssoc1a ion
Ball d · Commencement Weekend.
h
Tbeur;;!fford Alumni Bulletin is published periodically by t e

Alumni

Secretary.
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rand ability. Students are admitted to Wofford College by
of the following methods :
UATION FROM A

SECONDARY SCHOOL

1. He must be a graduate of an accredited school and must submit sixteen acceptable units of secondary school subjects,
including four units in English and two in mathematics.
2. He must be recommended by his principal and/or guidance
counselor.
3. He must make a satisfactory score on an entrance examination. (See Entrance Examinations, page 31. )

Admission t:o College
Applicants may qual'f f
. .
bers of the Freshman 01 y or adm1ss1on to the College u ._.
Since the enrollment of ass _or as students with advanced s~
tee on Admissions will re~1~ent. students is limited, the Commiiwho, in its opinion are r~s ~1ct it~ selection of students to thole
tional advantages w'hich th es Coqlulal1fied to benefit from the edacae
ege offers.

A

.

.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION

pplicatton for admission t th C
Committee on Adm· ·
Wo e ollege should be made to....._
.
iss1ons,
offord C II
S
.._
Ca rolina.
Application forms ·11 b
o ege, partanburg, Soada
of ~dmissions, Wofford Col~1 e e sent on request by the Directar
possible, the completed ap r g .' Spartanburg, South Carolina. If
Committee on Ad.miss.
p icatton should be in the hands of the
date on which the app;f~n:pp_r~ximately fo~ months prior to the
w1s es to enroll in Wofford Collep.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Admission to Wofford C 11
.
attainments, and character ofo t~ge is l?ependent upon the ability,
furnish the Committee on Ad ~ ~pp icant. Each applicant Dl1llt
work in secondary school or collm1ss1ons a c?mplete _record of bia
the personal information fold ege,dthe ~eqmred medical certific:ate,
er, an satisfactory evidence of Pod

In cases of unusual merit, an applicant who presents fourteen
ble units for admission and is recommended by his principal,
who is not a graduate of an accredited school, may qualify by
IUpCrior score on the entrance examination and such other tests
the college may prescribe.

m. H1cH

scHooL EQurvALENcY CERTIFICATE

Candidates holding South Carolina State High School CertifiClta, or equivalent state high school certificates issued by other
llltel, are eligible for admission, provided they pass the entrance
mmination and meet other requirements the college may specify.
Candidates who have qualified for a high school equivalency
cliploma on the basis of the General Educational Development Tests
ay apply for admission. The first step is to present an official
transcript of all high school work completed as well as an official
ltatentent of the test scores received. Such candidates may still
be required to take the entrance examination.

IV.

TJtANSFER FROM ANOTHER INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING

Candidates submitting evidence of studies successfully pursued
ia another institution of higher learning are eligible for admission
with advanced standing, provided they are eligible for readmission
ID the institution last attended and meet the regulations governing
radmission of students to Wofford College.
Applicants for admission who have attended other colleges must
labmit complete records of all high school and college work to the
Committee on Admissions. Failure to submit such records may
constitute cause for dismissal from the college.
A student admitted with advanced standing will be given an
nerage grade of "C" on the semester hours transferred, provided
Ilia grades warrant it. Credit for work transferred will be deter-
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mined in. relation to the Wofford College curriculum OnJ
upon which a grade of "C" or better has b
d.
y
ferred to Wofford. In order to make his ~~~v~~:almay ~
~:~· ~ stude~t ~ust pass during his first year of resid~
of "C" e eqh~1vha ent of four year-courses, with an avf'r'llor 1g er.
---.,~
Substitutions for required courses offered b t
i
m~st hbe Dapproved by the ch~irman of the de;:ri:ter
an t e ean of the College.
CODcenlli
A student transf~~ring from a junior colle e or fr
year colle?'e not affiliated with a regional ac~rediti om a •
must rece1v~ approval from the department conce ng
guag;e or science credit that he offers for advanced~o~ aD
:ax~~~ am~unt of credit acceptable from a junior coll::.
ccr~ i. e s~nior . ~ollege is sixty-two semester hours
•
credit m basic military science or physical educaf
, exdUllft
Th
·
ion.
at Wo~~;~1o~J1~.of work (30 semester hours) must be compldlll

v.

SPECIAL STUDENTS

Upo.n the approv~ of the Dean, a student of mature
for special work in such courses of instru . age 11111
is qualified to take, but not as a candidate for a d
. ction u
lar course unless he meets all requirements for aru':ifs:i~~~ any "111-

?e adn:11tted

VI. !U:ADM:ISSION OF FORMER STUDENTS
A student who desires, following withdrawal from " return to the college and complete the requirements forco-r.~ flD
should apply for readmission to the Committee on Admi ~ ~
a student, during his absence from the college has
;
un.dergradua~e work in another institution, he 'must ~~~p.
lllJ
:~:al dt.ran~cral1ptf of such ~orlc! to.gether with a statement
e tsm1ss
rom that mstitutJon.

a:: :.:.,::

PRELIMINARY TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS
During the week immediately preceding the o in of
all Fre~hmen are given placement tests, on the bJ: whi:~
:~ a;s1gi;ied to proper sections in chemistry, English mathemati.....,
0
.
'.e~gn languages. The complete test data bec~me
~
for md1v1dual counseling with the student with
the ~
and personal adjustments.
respect to academic

of

•

• t1

to College
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ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
The College Admissions Committee bases its decision on the
'c record of the applicant, satisfactory evidence of good
, ability to profit by the type of education offered by Wofand a satisfactory score on an entrance examination.
Applicants may select either the Academic Aptitude Test of the
Carolina Entrance Examination Service, or the Scholastic
Test of the College Entrance Examination Board. Both
and Mathematics must be included in either program selected.

.Acldemic Aptitude Teat
The Academic Aptitude Test of the South Carolina Entrance
· ·on Service is administered at numerous times and locain South Carolina throughout spring, summer, and winter.
information concerning this program may be obtained from
Director of Admissions, Wofford College. The form should
mumed to Wofford College with the required $10.00 fee.
tic Aptitude Teat
The College Entrance Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude
is administered five times each year in numerous centers over
nation and in some foreign countries. Dates and centers are
in the Bulletin of Information which accompanies the ex'on application blank. To obtain Bulletin of Information and
• tion blank, write to: College Entrance Examination Board,
0. Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey. (Candidates from far weststates should write to the College Entrance Examination Board,
27896, Los Angeles 27, California.) Ask for an application
to take the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance
· tion Board, and the English composition and intermediate
m1111C11iatics of the afternoon program.
This blank should be returned to the College Entrance Exami, Board with a $16.00 fee . Information sent by the Board will
· the nature of the test and will list the several centers in each
II* at which the test may be taken. The candidate should request
dilt the results of the test be sent to Wofford College.

REGISTRATION OF VETERANS
All Veterans
All subsistence and allowance checks are sent to the veterans
"1tbe Veterans Administration, not by the college. Any preliminary
iDquiries regarding nonreceipt of these checks, therefore, should
~ made of the Veterans Administration.
All veterans must reach the objective authorized by the Veterans
Administration with the minimum number of semester hours re-
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quired. The Veterans Administration will not authorize
payments for credits that are in excess of scholastic requi'irealllll
All veterans must first receive acceptance for admission to \Vi
ford College from the Committee on Admissions.

Public Law 550
A veteran who wishes to attend college under the cdu •
provisions of Public Law 550 (Korean GI Bill of Rights)
apply to the Veterans Administration on VA Form 7-1990 for
fits. The veteran is strongly urged to seek the advice of his
V,A con~ct. off~cer for assistance in completing this form.
h1s application lS processed, the veteran will receive a Ceirtiti.rllll
for Education and Training, VA Form 7-1993 which should
presented im.mediately to the Bursar of the coll~e.
Under this law, a veteran pays his fees at the time of rcgistratillli
but. will receive a monthly allowance from the Veterans Acfsnim.
tratton b~sed on attendance and progress reports made by the catlege. It 1s the veteran's responsibility to see the Bursar at the
of every month about these reports. The Office of the College Bursar may be :onsulted concerning extensions of payment of tuiticll.
Under this law, the Veterans Administration may approve oalJ
one chan~ of :ourse; therefore, a veteran should plan his propm
o~ educab~n with. great c~re. I.f a veteran wishes help in pJanna.
his education or m cho~s~ng ~1s professional objective, he sboald
ask th: Veterans Admimstratton for educational and vocaticml
counseling on his application for benefits (VA Form 7-1990).
Public Lawa 16 and 894
. A veteran ~esiring to register under either of these laws ia required to submit to the Veterans Administration a letter of accept•
ance from the ~ol!ege he wishes to attend. If he meets the reqW.
ment~ ~or a.dmission . as well as the requirements of the Veteram
Admirustratton, he will be given an authorization for education, VA
Fo~m 7~1 905, which he must present to the Bursar at the time of
registration.
Veterana Counaelinl' Service
Y_et.erans. are always .welcome at the local office of the Veterm
Administration located m the Montgomery Building in downtown
Spartan~urg. The college bursar and registrar are also glad to
give assistance to veterans whenever possible.
. Si~ce interpretation of regulations governing veterans' benefits
is su~J:ct to. change, veterans should keep in touch with the Veterans
Adrmrustrabon.
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SELECTIVE SERVICE
The college maintains close relationships with the Selective ServSystem and attempts to do all within its power to advise students
the latest developments and interpretations and the special pro• of the law relating to college students.
Many responsible educators and government officials have voiced
opinion that a student contemplating entering college should not
deterred by impending military service. Some students may be
'ttcd to finish, while those who are not will be well along the
toward the bachelor's degree before entering the service.
Full-time students in good standing may be considered for det by their local draft boards upon consideration of class
'ng (as reported on S. S. Form 109), results of the Selective
'ce College Qualification Test, and related data compiled by
local board. Those who are called for induction while satis. y pursuing a full-time course of instruction will receive a
ry postponement of induction until the end of the academic
, provided they have had no previous postponement of induction.
Students desiring S. S. Form 109 sent to local boards should
t the college registrar.
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION CAMP
Incoming freshmen and new students are strongly urged to atthe three-day freshman orientation camp held in the mountains
Spartanburg before registration in September. Complete deabout the camp will be furnished freshmen and new students
-6me during August .
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Requirements for the Degree
Bachelor of Arts

oJ

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
The requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts are bue4
on a broad distribution of studies among the representative fields al
human culture and a concentration of studies within a special field.
The .object of dist~ibution is to give the student a general view of
our mtelle;tual. hentag: and to broaden his outlook. The object of
concentration 1s to aid the student in acquiring comprehemiw:
kno.wledge and systematic . training in a particular field of scholarly
~ch1evement. These requi rements are designed to guide studaa
mt~ the academic training desirable for their growth, and they are
basic to later study in the various professions.

Semester Hours and Grades
A candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts must complete
one h~ndred. and . twenty-six semester hours of work or the equiY·
alent, mcludmg six semester hours in either basic military science
or physical education.
In addition to the one hundred and twenty-six semester boan
of credit required for a degree, a student must maintain a certain
aver~ge of . excellence in ? is wor~. T his standard is fixed by the
Quality Pomt System, which reqmres fo r graduation an average cf
at least 1.80 quality points for all semester hours taken, includq
a~l seme~ter hours taken in excess of the one hundred and twentys1x ~equ1red for a degree. For explanation of the quality point and
grading system see pages 95, 96.
A ~tudent, irrespecti".e . of his grade point ratio in precedinc
years, m order to be eligible for graduation, must complete the
wor~ of ~he Senior year in residence at Wofford College with a
quahty-pomt-to-semester-hour ratio of at least 2.00.
A student must have in his major and related work fields (combined) at least twice as many quality points as semester hours taken.
For Freshmen entering in June, 1958, and thereafter, this requirement shall apply only to major work.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE
Semester Hours

English 1-2 and 51-52
Foreign Language
History 1-2
Mathematics
Natural Science
Philosophy 51
Religion 51, 52
Social Science
Basic Military Science or Physical Education
Maj or and Related Work
Free Electives to make a total of

12
12

6
6
8
3

6
6
6
30-36
126

lqliah 1-2 and 51-52, twelve semester hours.
These are the basic courses in English required of all students.

Fareisn

Languages, twelve semester hours.
This requirement is satisfied by the completion in college of the
1ea>nd year of one foreign language.

Hiatory 1-2, six semester hours.
This is the basic course in history and is required of all students.
Mathematica, six semester hours.
This requirement may be met by completion of any two of the
following courses : Mathematics 1, 2, 3, or 4. Placement will be
made on the bases of high school record, entrance tests, and indiYidual interest.

Natmal Science, eight semester hours.
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of Biology 1-2,
Chemistry 1-2, Chemistry 11-12, or Physics 51-52.
Pbilosopby 51, three semester hours.
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of Philosophy 51.

JWision, six semester hours.
Six semester hours are required in this department, and norm-

Degree at End of Summer Seaaion

ally satisfied by completing Religion 51, 52. Transfer students ad-

A student who completes in summer session the work required
by the College for the Bachelor's degree will be granted the degree
at the end of that session.

the advanced courses on the advice and with the permission of the

mitted to the Junior or Senior classes, however, may take any of
instructor.
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Social Science, six semester hours.
This req~irement is satisfied by the completion of three
hours each m any two of the following: Economics 51;
ment 51; Psychology 51; or Sociology 51.
Buie Military Science or Physical Education, six semester
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of the reqainC
work of t~e Freshman-Sophomore years in either department.
a student. 1s ~xcused from taking this requirement, he must
tute for 1t six semester hours of academic work.
Major .and Related Work, thirty to thirty-six semester hoan.
Major and R~lated Work consists of thirty to thirty-six smtellll~
hours-at least eighteen semester hours in a subject group
of which must ~e in a major subject, and twelve semeskr baan
of related work m one or more departments different from that
the major subject. A course open primarily to Freshmen may
.count as part of the major and related work. Under no ciramstance~ may a required course be used to satisfy the requiremmll
of maj?r and related work. The thirty to thirty-six semester baan
of major and related work must be completed with an a~
grade of "C" or higher.
For Freshmen entering in June, 1958, and thereafter, a "C'
average in major work only is required.
A student may not take more than thirty-six semester hoan
any department. Required freshman and sophomore courses 11111
not be included in the thirty-six semester hour limit.
Free Electives
In addition to the above, the student must elect sufficient counm
to complete the one hundred and twenty-six semester houn Deellsary for graduation.
OMISSION OF REQUIRED COURSES
Students with superior preparation in any of the above-lillea
courses are encour~ged (or may be required at the option of tbe
department) to omit any of them on which they demonstrate 11tif.
factory proficiency in the judgment of the department concerned.
Students relieved of such required courses must still take one lmadred and twenty-six semester hours of course work in college.
~ student who has tw.ice failed any semester of any of the aboft
req~1red courses may, with the approval of his instructor and tbe
chairman of the. department in which the student is majoring, be
allowed to substitute another semester in another course for oae
basic required semester of work.

·""mis for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
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THE FRESHMAN YEAR
In the Freshman year the student should enroll in English,
'gn language, history, mathematics, natural science, and basic
• ry science or physical education. Pre-medical students should
Chemistry 11-12 in the Freshman year.
THE SOPHOMORE YEAR

In the Sophomore year the student should enroll in English,
hy, religion, and basic military science or physical educaHe should continue foreign language if that requirement has
been satisfied. Pre-medical students should take biology, chemis' or physics in the sophomore year. During this year the stubas the choice of a few electives which give him the opporto explore his interest in other subjects.

MAJOR AND RELATED WORK
Not later than the close of the Sophomore year, a candidate for
degree of Bachelor of Arts shall select, under the guidance of
departmental adviser, his major and related work. It is often
• le, especially in certain subjects, for the student to choose
major and related work at the close of the Freshman year.
Many students, however, will find it better to postpone a definite
· 'on until they have had opportunity to acquaint themselves with
offerings of the various departments and to talk over their
plans with advisers.
A Major and Related Work Form must be completed by each
t, approved by the Chairman of the department in which he
majoring, and filed with the Registrar prior to the student's
"listration for the Junior class.
A student's major must be taken in one of the following sub-groups. His related work must be taken in one or more defl'bJICnts different from that of his major subject, approved by
die chairman of his major department.
BIOLOGY
Prerequisite: Biology 1-2.
and Related Work
A major in Biology consists of at least nineteen semester hours.
Sixteen of these hours must be in laboratory courses and shall include Biology 51-52. In addition, all majors are required to take
Biology 200 and Biology 202. The related work consists of at least
twelve hours in one or more departments related to Biology. The
ftkted work is subject to the approval of the chairman of the

department.
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CHEMISTRY
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12.

Major and Related Work

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Prerequisites: English 1-2 and English 51-52.

and Related Work

.

.

A major in chemistry consists of Chemistry 51, 52; cneim.,
113-114 (preferably in this order); and at least eight additiollll
hours in the department. The related work consists of twelve
mester hours in one or more departments related to chemistry.

A major consists of eighteen semester hours, which must include
laglish 103-104, and English 200. The related work of twelve semester hours must be taken in one or more related departments.

ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Prerequisite: French 1-2 for French; German 1-2 for German;
Spanish 1-2 for Spanish.

Prerequisite: Economics 51, 52.

Major and Related Work
A student in this department may concentrate either in Economics or in Business Administration. A major in the former cmsists of Economics 101, 141, 200, and four to eight other COU1'lel
in either Economics or Business Administration. A student majoring in Business Administration should follow the same course of
study as an Economics major with the sole exception that be
must take Business Administration 53 instead of Economics 141.
The related work of twelve semester hours which is required
of both majors must be taken in one or more departments related
to, but outside of, the field of Economics and Business Administration.

EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
Prerequisites: Psychology 51 for all other psychology COUl'lel
and the Teacher Education Program.

Major and Related Work
A major consists of nineteen semester hours which must be approved by the department, and which must include Psychology 132
and Education 200. The student may major in education, or in
psychology, or in education and psychology. Teacher candidates DJ
satisfy some of the professional education requirements of the State
Department of Education and the requirements for a major in education and psychology with the same courses. The twelve hours of
related work may conveniently be chosen from the area in which
the student prepares to teach. A major may likewise be obtained
in the teaching area, with courses in professional education as the
related work, where the major department permits. (For Teacher
Certification, see pages 48-50) .
Major programs in psychology alone lead chiefly toward educational, clinical, and personnel psychology. Related work may be
in any department appropriate to the major field, and to the student'1
aims.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

and Related Work
A major in foreign languages consists of a.t least .t~elve semester
lloars in French, German or Spanish and six additional seme~ter
lloars in any one of the three subjects. The related work consists
C1f twelve semester hours in one or more departments related to
foreign languages.

GOVERNMENT
Prerequisite: Government 51.
Major and Related Work
A major consists of eighteen semester hours of advanced work
in the field of government, including Government 101, .102, and 104.
The related work of twelve semester hours must be m one of t~e
following fields: history, economics, education, psychology, sociology, or religion.

HISTORY
Preresquite: History 1, 2.

11ajor and Related Work
A major consists of eighteen semester ho~rs which ~ust in-

clude History 51, 52, and History 200. Certain courses ltsted as
history but offered by other departments may be used to fulfill
requirements for the major only to the extent of three.semester hours
ud after specific approval by the Department of History:
The related work consists of twelve semester hours m one or
more approved related departments.

MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY
Prerequisite: Required Freshman Course.

Major and Related Work
A major consists of eighteen semester hours ~n t~is subject
poup, and must include Mathematics 200. The entire eighteen se-
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mester hours may be in mathematics; or the student may take 6
semester hours in mathematics and three semester hours in astrm•
The related work consists of twelve semester hours in one or
related departments.

PHILOSOPHY
Major and Related Work
Eighteen semester hours are required for a major in phil
The related work of twelve semester hours must be taken in
or more departments related to philosophy. An interd.ep;L1111llellll
major is offered in philosophy and religion. The requircmentl
such a major are eighteen semester hours above the dl'llllltrtnlV!lli&<
prerequisites with a maximum of twelve hours in one subject
a minimum of six hours in the other. The twelve semester hom
of related work will be taken in one or more related departmellll
different from that of the major subjects.

PHYSICS AND GEOLOGY
Prerequisite: Physics 51-52.

Major and Related Work
Eighteen semester hours are required for a major, twelve
which must be in physics. The related work of twelve aemem
hours must be taken in one or more departments different fnm
that of the major subject.

PRE-MEDICAL SCIENCES

41

ired for a major in this field, and twelve additional hours. of
requwork in the areas of education and psychology, E nglish,
, music and art, philosophy, sociology.

SOCIO LOCY
Prerequisite : Sociology 51 , 52.

Prerequisite: Philosophy 51.

A major in the pre-medical sciences consists of the

• iments for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts

foJlowiar

required courses: Chemistry 1-2, first year; Biology 1-2, secaad
year ; Physics 51 -52, second year; and Chemistry 113-114, third
year. In addition, the student must take eight semester houn it
either Chemistry 51 or 52, or Biology 51-52. This is a combine4
major for students who plan to enter medical or dental school at the
end of their third year. If the student takes a four-year coune,
he mu.t choose one of the standard majors listed above.

RELIGION
Prerequisite: Religion 51, 52.

Major and Related Work
A minimum of eighteen semester hours, including Relieion 3JO,

and Related Work
A ma'or consists of eighteen semester hours of advanced work
the 6e/d of sociology. The related wor.k of twelve semester h~urs
be in the fields of history, economics, government, education,
ogy, or religion.
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Bachelor of Science
GENERAL REGULATIONS
The general regulations g
.
h
overnmg t e requirements for the clegree of Bachelor of S .
of Bachelor of Arts. c1ence are the same as those for the ciep'8

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DECREE
Semester &Ill
English 1-2 and 51-52
12
F~reign Language
12
History 1-2
6
Mathematics
6
Natural Science
16
Philosophy 51
3
Religion 51, 52
6
Social Science
6
Bas_ic Military Science or Physical Education
Ma1or and Related Work
6
30-36
Free electives to make a total of
English 1-2 and 51-52, t l
126
Th
we ve semester hour
. ese are the basic courses in English requir:·d of all stud-'F ore1gn Langua
........
T .
.
gea, twelve semester hours
his requirement is satisfied b h
.. .
l
y t e completion m college of the
second year of one fore ·
1gn anguage.
History
· semester hours.
. .1-2, six
.
This is the basic cour . hi
M h
.
.
se m story and is required of all student1.
at ~matics, six semester hours
This requirement may be met
following courses: Mathematics 1 y completion of any two of the
made on the bases of high h ' 2• 3, or 4. Placement will be
vidual interest.
sc oo1 record, entrance tests, and indi-

b

.

Natural Scien
·
.
. ce, SIXteen semester hours
This requirement is satisfied b
.
following courses: Biology 1-2 0{ t~e completion of two of the
and Physics 51-52.
'
enustry 1-2 or Chemistry 11-12,
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PllilDIMm.h y 51, three semester hours.

This requirement is satisfied by the completion of Philosophy 51.
JWision, six semester hours.
Six semester hours are required in this department, and normally satisfied by completing Religion 51, 52. Transfer students admitted to the Junior or Senior classes, however, may take any of
die advanced courses on the advice and with the permission of the
instructor.
locial Science, six semester hours.
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of three semester
bours in each of any two of the following : Economics 51, Government 51, Psychology 51, or Sociology 51.
Buie Military Science or Physical Education, six semester hours.
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of the required
work of the Freshman and Sophomore years in either department.
Major and Related Work, thirty to thirty-six semester hours.
Major and related work consists of thirty to thirty-six semester
hours in mathematics and natural science- at least eighteen semester hours in a major subject and twelve to sixteen semester
hours of related work in one or more departments different from
that of the major subject. Courses open primarily to Freshmen
may not count as part of the major and related work, with the
exception that one elementary course in natural science may count
u part of the related work if taken as a free elective. Under no
circumstances may a required course be used to satisfy the requirements of major or related work. General psychology may also
count as part of the related work. The thirty to thirty-six semester
hours of major and related work must be completed with an averl(e grade of "C" or higher.
For Freshmen entering in June, 1958, and thereafter, a "C"
average in major work is required.
A student may not take more than thirty-six semester hours
in any department. Required Freshman and Sophomore courses
shall not be included in the thirty-six semester hour limit.
Free Electivea
In addition to the above, the student must elect sufficient courses
to complete the one hundred and twenty-six semester hours necesary for graduation.

OMISSION OF REQUIRED COURSES
Students with superior preparation in any of the above-listed
courses are encouraged (or may be required at the option of the
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department ) to omit any of them on which they demonstrate
factory proficiency in the judgment of the department concerael
Students relieved of such required courses must still take one
dred and twenty-six semester hours of course work in collqe.
A; student who has tw_ice failed any semester of any of the abolt'
req~1red courses may, with the approval of his instructor and
Chairman of the. department in which the student is majorm,,
allowed to substitute another semester in another course for •
basic required semester of work.

THE FRESHMAN YEAR
the student should enroll in Englilb.
mathematics, natural science, and buic
military science or physical education. Pre-medical students sboalll
take Chemistry 11-12 in the Freshman year.
I~ the Freshma? year
£o_r~1gn la~guage, history,

THE SOPHOMORE YEAR
. In the Sop.h~more year ~he s.t~dent should enroll in Englilll,
~h1losophy, religion, and basic m1htary science or physical cdaca·
ti on. He should continue foreign language if that requirement Im
not been sati~fie~ . Pre-medical students should take biology, ~
try, or physics 1~ the sophomore year. During this year the maden~ has the cho1c~ o.f a few . electives which give him the opportunity to explore his interest m other subjects.
MAJOR AND RELATED WORK
Not later than the close of the Sophomore year, a candidate far
the degree of Bachelor of Science shall select, under the guidua
of a departmental adviser, his major and related work
A Major and Related Work Form must be completed by eada
~tude~t, .approved by the Chairman of the department in which be
is ma1onng, and filed with the registrar prior to the student's rqittration for the Junior Class.
. A student's _major must be taken in one of the following 111~
~ect-gr~ups. Hts related work must be taken in at least two nb1ect_s d1fferen~ from that of the major subject, approved by the
chairman of his major department. One elementary course in science
may. count as part of the related work, if not used as a buic
requtrement.
BIOLOGY
Prerequisite: Biology 1-2.
Major and Related Work
. A major in Biology consists of at least nineteen semester houri.
Sixteen of these hours must be in the laboratory courses and shall

• ements for the Degree of Bachelor of Science
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Biology 51-52. In addition, all majors are r~quired to ta_ke
200 and Biology 202. The related work cons1s~s of Phys~cs
.52 Chemistry 1-2, and Chemistry 113-114. Any biology ma1or
1
"ring
to enter dental or medical school, or to do graduate work
biology should pursue this degree.
CHEMISTRY
Prerequisite : Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12.

ud Related Work
.
A major in chemistry consists of Chemistry 51,_ 52; Chemistry
13-114; and Chemistry 201-202 (preferably m t~1s order). The
~ work consists of twelve semester hours m one or more
dlpartments related to the major subject.
MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY
Prerequisite: Required Freshman Course.

uu1 Related Work
Mathematics 61-62, 101, 200, and any additional three courses
-1>cred above 100 are required for the major. The related wo~k
camists of at least fourteen semester h~urs and .must be taken m
chemistry, astronomy, applied mathematics, physics, or geology.
PHYSICS AND CEOLOCY
Prerequisite: Physics 51-52.
MaJor and Related Work
.
Eighteen semester hours in physics are required for the ma1or.
Tbe related work consists of at least fourte~n semester hours and
aust be taken in biology, chemistry, mathematics, astronomy, geology,
• general psychology.
PRE-MEDICAL SCIENCES
A major in the pre-medical sci~nces consist~ of the following
required courses: Chemistry 1-2, first year ; ~1ology 1-2, seco_nd
JDI'; Physics 51-52, second year; and CJ:em1stry 113-114, th1~d
JD!'· In addition, the student must take eight s~m~ster hour~ m
either Chemistry 51 or 52, or Biology 51-52. T his is a combined
major for students who plan to enter medical or dental school at
the end of their third year. If the student takes a four-year course,
he must choose one of the standard majors listed above.
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Three ears at Wofford during which the basic graduation

Combined Courses and
Teacher Certification
COMB INED ACADEMIC -PROFESSIONAL COURSES
A student may make a certain combination of courses that nat
only will lead to the Bachelor's degree and furnish the fundammtal of a liberal education, but also will provide special prcparatim
for the pursuit of a profession. The privilege of completing a combined course is conditioned upon admission to a professional schoal
at the close of the Junior year. A student thus admitted registen
as a non-resident Senior in the College and as a first-year student
in the professional school.

Academic-Engineering Combination
Under an agreement between Wofford and Columbia University
in 1952, a combined plan has been devised. Under this plan, inspired by a great need for more liberally educated engineers, a
student may follow a prescribed course at Wofford for three years,
during which time he must complete the basic graduation requirements at Wafford and also complete certain basic courses in ~
matics and the physical sciences which are required for entry into
the School of E ngineering at Columbia University. Upon completion of these requirements and recommendation by the Faculty of
Wofford College, the student is automatically accepted in the
School of Engineering at Columbia University. After successful
completion of one year at the professional school, the student 11117
be awarded the Bachelor's degree at Wofford; and after the secoad
successful year at the professional school, the student is awarded
the Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering by Columbia.
Refer to table in this section for specific course requirements.
For the physical sequence, major requirements may be met in
mathematics, or by a combination of mathematics-physics. ConsuJt
pre-engineering adviser frequently.
A similar arrangement with Duke University was completed in
1956. Major requirements may be met in mathematics, or by a
combination o f mathematics-physics. Refer to table in this section
for specific courses. Consult pre-engineering adviser frequently.

Academic-Forestry Combination
Through an agreement with Duke University, a combined threetwo (five) year plan is available which leads to a Master of Forestry

~· ents or Wofford must be met, followed by two' years at
~niversity School of Forestry, lead to a Bachelors degree
Wofford at the end of the first successful year at D;ke, and ft~
Master of Forestry degree at the end of the secon

success u

Jal' at. Dukt~e three years at Wofford, in addition to the

:~;ggraduation

~asic

requirements, courses in biologyF' ~hefl'.istry,
.
re uired Recommendation by the acu ty is re~ physic~~~~ eniineering plans. Major requirements at Wofford
as
h . e For specific course requirements, refer to table
ll)ow some c 01c .
.
f
t1
iD this section. Consult pre-forestry adviser requen y.

flired,

COMBINED PLANS
Course Requirements
ENCINl!ERINC
PHYSICAL StQUENCE

ENCINttRINC
CBl!MICAL Si!QUl!NCt!

DUKE

COLUMBIA

Finl YearJfrahman Math.

Freshman Math.
a.m. 11-12 or 1-2 Chem. 11-12 or 1-2
Eng. 1-2
f.Dr. l-2
Lang. 1-2
Llnl· 1-2
Hist. 1-2
Hilt 1-2
lOTC or Phys. ROTC or Phys.
Education
JWacation

lecond y ear-Kath. 61-62
... 51-52
Lins. 51-52
PhJsics 51-52
Kath. 11, 52
lOTC or Phys.

Education

'l'laird Year-

Math. 61 -62
Eng. 51-52
Lang. 51-52
Physics 51-52
Math. 11, 52
ROTC or Phys.
Education
Eco. 5l-52

PhJsics 103-104
"D.c..:
_.on: 6 hours
Qian. 51
Phil. 51
Kath. 101, 102
(Recommended)

DUKE

Freshman Math.
Chem. 11-12 or 1-2
Eng. 1-2
Lang. 1-2
Hist. 1-2
ROTC or Phys.
Education

Freshman Math.
Chem. 11-12 or 1-2
Eng. 1-2
Lang. 1-2
Hist. 1-2
ROTC or Phys.
Education

Math. 61-62
Eng. 51-52
Lang. 51-52
Physics 51-52
Chem. 51-52
ROTC or Phys.
Education

Biol. 1-2
Eng. 51-52
Lang. 51-52
Physics 51-52
Elective
ROTC or Phys.
Education

Soc. Sci.: 6 hours
Chem. 113 _114
Phil. 51
h
Relt"gi"on: 6 hours
Religion : 66 hours Elect.1"ve
Soc. Sci. :
ours
Matl1. 101, 102
Math. 101, 102
)
(Required)
(Required

Soc. Sci.: 6 hours
75-76
Math. 75-76
Kath.
Physics 103-104

FoRtSTRY

COLUMBIA

Eco. 51-52
Major or Elective
Phil. 51
Religion: 6 hours
· 6 hours
Soc. sct.:
.
d,
Add maior, re1ate
ed
& select
courses
from above fields.
Consult adviser.

All Combined Plan participants should consult their a~~ser
frequently, in order to avoid errors which might be made wit out
careful plannin&'.
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Academic-Law Combination
A student who desires to transfer before graduation to a
of law and receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts while in
dence there may do so by ( 1) completing, with an averace
of "C" or higher, work through the Junior year, sixty-four
hours of this work must be done in Wofford College (2)
the required subjects and the work of the Junior year in bis ma
and related work ( 3) completing satisfactorily the work of the
year in an approved school of law.
No single discipline or program of study can be described u
best preparation for the study of law. There are various
of approach to legal study, and students differ with respects to
undergraduate studies by which they profit most in preparing
selves for law school. Probably their best approach will be i
through a broad, cultural course of study, concentrating in subj
distributed among closely related departments.
Academic-Medical Combination
A student who desires to transfer before graduation to a Kboal
of medicine or dentistry and receive the degree of Bachelor of
or Bachelor of Science while in residence there may do so bJ (l)
completing, with an average grade of "C" or higher, work throaP
the Junior year, sixty-four semester hours of this work malt fie
done in Wofford College (2) finishing the required subjec:ta
the work of the Junior year in his major and related work and (3)
completing satisfactorily the work of the first year in an approtlt
school of medicine.
The student who chooses this combination must include in
three-year program of undergraduate work courses in genenl iaorganic chemistry, general biology, and general physics. He is 111vised to acquaint himself with the admission requirements of
school he wishes to enter and to plan his three-year program .,.
cordingly.

TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
The teacher education program at Wofford includes counea allowing for full preparation for secondary school work, and IClllll
courses applicable toward elementary school certification are taupt.
The Chairman of the Department of Education and Psycholoo
will advise the student who is interested in public school work iD
this state with respect to South Carolina State Department of Education requirements for certification. Students interested in preparing for work in another state should write to the State Department of Education in the capital city of that state for full certifica.
tion requirements.
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. eel Courses and Teacher Certification

Careful planning and selection of courses is requi~ed in rt~~der
. f both college requirements and those of teac er. ce I ~
lltiStle earlier in his college career the student . registers his
. t h"ng with the Department of Education and Psytn eac l readily can this planning be effected. The Col' the more
d
f f f tory fulfillment
within reason assure the stu ent o sa is ac
d
~cation requirements if he consults not later th~n ~he secon
"of th# sophomore year, and follows the pre.s~nbe ~equenc~
rses in the teacher education program. Add1ttonal ttme ~up
cou fng the regular four-year college course may be require~
the ~rogram if students report later than the first semester o
year.
·
·
t · South
J'unior
An
outline of the Teacher Certification requiremen s m
as administered at Wofford College, is a follows :

GENERAL EDUCATION
English
.
.
Biological and Physical Sciences
Social Studies (in thre~ fi.elds)
Music and Art Appreciation
Health Education

Semestt,. H<>11,.s

12
12
12

6
3

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Prerequisite: Psycholo~ 51.
Human Growth and Development
3
Psychology 104
3
Psychology 132
.
Principles, Philosophy and General Techniques
3
Education 105
3
Education 114
3
Education 126 or 121
Directed Teaching
6
Education 109-110
and
courses
will
The following is the recomm~n ded sequen.Cc '
ofcrcd as consistently as possible as noted.
Fif'st Senusttr

Sothomore Year

Jtlflior Year

S111ior Year

Second Semesttf'

Psychology 51

Psychology 51,
with Psychology 61
as corequisite.
Education 54

Psychology 132
Education 114
Education 109-110

Education 105
Education 126
Education 200
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T~us the major theoretical courses preparatory to a career iD
teaching are to be take.n in the junior year, with the prerequiaitel
to the Teacher Education Program accomplished during the F'll'lt
and Second Seme~ters of the Sophomore year. Arrangements for
a ~ummer course in Student Teaching to complete certification requirements can be made at certain universities.

udent Counseling and Advisory Services
FRESHMAN ADVISERS
Each Freshman, upon his arrival at the College, is assigned to

an adviser who remains his adviser until the student has selected

TEACHING AREA

Eac~ subject field requires a specific number of semester hoan
for cert~fication, as follows (For courses within each area wbicb

his subject-group for major and related work. Freshmen who, at
the time of entrance into college, have decided to prepare themselves
for a career in business or in one of the various professions, are

are. specified by Wofford College, consult the Department of Edacation and Psychology or the department concerned) :

plan their programs with the assistance of the advisers during the

English
Health and Physical Education
History
Languages
Mathematics
Science (Natural)
Social Studies

Semesttr How1

24
24
18
18 to 30
18 to 24
18 to 30
30

Recommendation for Certification
The college a~vises with the student as to the requirements of
the tea~her education and the certification programs, and helps with
sche~uling the appropriate sequ.ence. of courses. Responsibility for
starting the program an? purs~ing 1t to completion, however, rats
upon the .student. Defic1ences in preparation at the time the candidate appl.u;s to the State Department for certification are not the
r.espo~s1b1Iity of the college. Wofford College recommends forcertifica.t1on only those students who have completed satisfactorily aU
requirements of the program.
When the candidate. has satisfactorily completed all requirements
of. the Teacher Education Program, a committee consisting of the
Director of Teacher Education, the Dean of Students, and the chairman of the de~artmen.t mos~ closely related to his major teachinc
field or fields w1.ll consider ~1s recommendation to the State Department of Education for certification. Though technical requirements
~f the college and of the State Department are the minimum esscnt~als f?r such recommendation, the Committee on Teacher Educat10n will ~lso ~ssess the candidate's general college record and personal qualifications over and above these.

migned to special advisers in those several fields. Freshmen will
period of orientation. It is required, also, that each Freshman, before the second semester registration, will consult the adviser about
Iii program of studies for the second semester.
The adviser will be available during regular office hours for student conferences. The student should assume that the adviser desires to aid him with friendly, helpful counsel. At the same time
the student should take the initiative in consulting the adviser about
Iii personal and academic problems.

DEPARTMENTAL ADVISERS
Each student is assigned to a departmental adviser as soon as

bis selection of a departmental subject for major work is approved.
The departmental adviser is available at stated periods for student
conferences. It is expected that the student will consult the ad-

Yiler on all matters relating to his major and related work.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Some part-time jobs on the campus are available to students who

need financial assistance. Also, there are many opportunities for
part-time employment in the city of Spartanburg. Students who
are interested in securing such part-time employment should con.Wt with the Dean of Students.
While many Wofford undergraduates hold part-time jobs, experience has shown that only exceptionally able freshmen students
can hold regular outside employment and at the same time do satisfactory scholastic work. It is recommended that a student come to
college prepared to maintain himself for at least his first half-year
without the necessity of undertaking additional outside work.
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PLACEMENT SERVICES
. Wo~ord. Coll~ge is glad to assist graduating seniors and
tn secur.mg Jobs m fields appropriate to their interests and abilitia
The office of the Dea? of S~udents maintains a placement senict,,
dev~ted to placemen~ m business, industry, and the teachi
~es~1on. Rep~esentattves of various businesses and indust:?. Jll'O"'
m:-1ted to VISlt the college for discussion and personal inteniewt
~1th students. The college, of course, does not guarantee a pGli.
tton, b~t mak~~ every effort to assist alumni and graduating ltu
to obtam positions. No fee is charged for this service.

Financial Aid for Profeaaional and Graduate Stady
. Many grad~ate and professional schools offer excellent SCW..
ships, fe.llov.:shtps, and assistantships for advanced study Wofanl
takes pnde m the large number of its graduates holdi . ch cncluate scholarships. Chairmen of all departments are ":ta~ to
Woffo~d graduates secure such grants. In addition the F: help
Committee ~n Graduate . Scholarships and Fellowships° makes lcaltJ
effort to as~1st students m securing financial assistance for -~
11· and professional study.
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School

offord College Summer School, 1958
DATE

The Wofford College Summer School begins on Monday, June
llld ends on Saturday, August 16. The session is divided into
terms of five weeks each. Registration for the first term takes
on Monday, June 9, beginning at 8 :30 A. M. Instruction
on Tuesday, June 10, at 8 :30 A. M. Registration for the
d term takes place on Monday, July 14.

PURPOSE

The Wofford College Summer School is planned (1) to aid the
ts now in college and high school graduates entering the Colin June to accelerate their program of work and (2) to meet
demands of teachers who desire to take courses for certificacredil

ADMISSION
Applicants for admission must have completed a high school
mane. A student who wishes to enroll for the accelerated program
fulfill all requirements for admission as outlined on pages

38-31.
CREDITS
Credit
Courses are given six periods a week durinJ1: each term and
carry a credit of three or four semester hours each. The maximum
credit that a student may earn during a term is seven semester

:Cllli...

llllan.
Various state boards of education have different rules for grantcredits toward teachers certificates, and teachers
lllould acquaint themselves with these rules before enrolling in the
auncr school courses. The State Department of Education in
South Carolina has made a complete revision of certification retairements. The new requirements specify in some detail the eduClliooal training for certification. It should be noted that these
nquiremcnts include professional courses in education and speciallmcl training in content or subject matter.
For further information consult the Dean of the College.

mc professional
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tartme11ts and Courses of Instruction

Haman Anatomy and Physiology
A study of the structure and functions of the human body with
more detailed study of the physiological processes in mammals.
hours a week lecture and one period a week laboratory. Preite: Biology 1-2. Does not count toward major. Four semester
Mr. Dobbs

General Embryolou and Comparative Vertebrate
Anatomy

An integrated course-a study of the fundamental principles of
ology and the development, structure, and functions of sysand organs in vertebrates ; special emphasis is placed on onto·c and phylogenetic relationships. Three hours a week lecture
one period a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 1-2. Eight
er hours.
Mr. Leonard

Genetica

Departments and
Courses of Instruction

An advanced study of biological theory--Qrganic evolution,
mthropology and human heredity. Three hours a week lecture.
Prerequisite: Biology 1-2. Three semester hours.
Mr. Leonard

C011rses primarily for Fre h
marily I or Sophomores I s men are numbered from l to Mt. tL--- """'". from lOl-l . ' Theromamou
51 to 99.' th'?Se Pr1man
.
"ly for.,.,.,Jllllio,,
,...'
s en1ors,
99
semester hours following the d
!'Ptt. of credit for each couru ;, g;,,,,, 9
G
escn ion of the course
eneral/y, odd-numbered courses
ff
.
.
~ve~-numbered courses are offe d . arh o ered in the first StJMstw - '
1nd1cate that the course is
re " ' t e second semester. Doubll ...:..thr:o~ghout the year if credit ais y::r-~ourse and mu.st normally bt corm..I
mission from the instructor in ordew~d. A ~tudent mu.st stcur1 uwit11r1 lfra year-course.
er o receive credit for ftlhtr llfllUllr . ,

Cl' 11-12.

Courses Primarily For Freshmen

UZ. Cytolou

Biology 1-2
Chemistry 1-2
Chemistry 11-12
English 1-2

Mr. Leonard

1-2. General Biology

French 1-2
German 1-2
History 1-2
Mathematics 1, 2, J, 4, 11

BIOLOGY
Mr. Dobbs

Miii tary Science 1-2
Physical EducatiGD 1-2

Religion 1, 51, 52
Spanish 1-2

Mr. Wiggs

The purpose o_f this course is to train the student in careful and
accurate £observation, to familiarize him with the more common
0
::ip~~~s ofn~~~:e, ;~d to hgive him some insight into the fundameaperiod a week. Eight rs:~e~~~\~u~~ek lecture and one laboratory

Staff

ltL General Bacteriology
A study of the physiology and morphology of the common forms

of bacteria and of their relation to human life. Introduction to
pathogenic organisms; culture and straining methods of study; milk

and water analysis. Three hours a week lecture and one period

a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 1-2 and Chemistry 1-2
Four semester hours.

Mr. Wiggs

A microscopic study of the structural, physiological and genetic
upects of different types of cells with an introduction to microtechnique. Three hours a week lecture and one period a week labcntory. Prerequisite: Biology 1-2. Four semester hours.
US. General Ecology
Mr. Dobbs
The study of organisms in relation to their inanimate environment and to the other organisms that influence their lives. Three
hours a week lecture and one period a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 1-2. Four semester hours.
Mr. Wiggs

IM. Pbyloaeny
The history of the various plant and animal groups as revealed

by studies in the field of cytogenetics, comparative anatomy and embryology, serology, and paleontology. Three hours a week lecture.
Prerequisite: Biology 1-2. Three semester hours.
Mr. Dobbs
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Research Techni
200. Non-espenmental
·
This course is desi
.
que
technique of literature :e: t~ instruct all Biology majors in
p:per. !his course is requ~:~d a;~:he ~ormulation of a sci
t e Jumor or Senior year. 0 neoseme&ter
ma1ors
may be taken
hourand
credit.
201. General Pb •
Mr. Dobbs and Mr
ya101on
·
A study of the chemist
d
.
emphasis on oxidative metai7"r an physics of the cell with
a
of the physiolo
and related enzyme
tentton to energetics gy h . erve and muscle with particulu
week lecture and on~ ;e~ dames, and techniques. Three houn
ology 1-2, Chemistry 1-~oor ~;~~k ladborato~. Prerequisites: a.
semester hours.
an Chenustry 113-114. Fi
Mr. Llorwl

st~dy

o~ i~m

~stems.

202· Hi.story of Biology
The .rise of the b"io Iogica
"l sc·
th ought
m these fields are traced1e~ces
and _the development of
present. Reading of cl . .
rom classical antiquity to the
basis for this study . p rereqwsit
ass1~ contributions
to biology f orm the
. B"
ster hours.
e · 101ogy 1-2; 51-52. Three semeMr. DobN
CHEMISTRY

Mr. Loflia

Mr. Patterson
Mr. Cavin

1-2. General Chemistry
1:he fundamental ideas of h .
~latton
to the elements. law cf e~1ca! structure; atomic theory •
e elements and their 'co s o c
combinations . a stu"'to organic chemistry Th" mpounds, including a brief lntrod v.1. o
all Oiemistry
o: Chemistry 11-12
~- Three hours a week lecture y ~ is a prerequisite to Chemistry
ight semester hours.
M r. pan
one Mr.
laboratory
atterson,
Loftin period
and Mra eek.

Major~. ~:~~~~se,

~1cal

f
requi~
C.

°""'

ll-12. General Chemiatry,
•
'
·
(Pre-P f ·ona1
A
special
section
of
Ch
.
ro
eaaa
and
Pre-M.-11-1\
have
.
em1stry 1-2 d ·
_,
pre-professional or pre-mcdi
. , es1gned for students who
mended for this group Th"
cal interests, and strongly

~~~C~~~!~t;~ ~=!~rsT.e ~~~~!e~ C:e;;~:~~~ ~~ twre0qu!~
Tnhr::
.
semester ho
urs.
( ot o fered in 1958-1959)
N

f

iiwuq-

Mr. LofM

Qaalitative Inorganic .Analyaia

A study of the reaction of electrolytes in solution. Special at•

is given to the Theory of Electrolyte Dissociation and the
of Mass Action. Emphasis is given to analysis of a number
"unknown" solutions and solids of the common elements and
Semi-Micro Technique. Required of all Chemistry Majors.
hours a week lecture and two laboratory periods a week.
uisite: Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12. Four semester hours.
""-•.. • .
. "'nal .
Mr. Loftin
~titat1ve 1norgaruc ,... ya••
A study of the theory and techniques of inorganic gravimetric
volumetric analysis as applied to the more common, simple
ces. Required of all Chemistry Majors. Two hours a week
and two laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite: Chemistry
-2 or 11-12 and Chemistry 51. Four semester hours.
. Cb •
Mr. Patterson and Mr. Loftin
• Or pnic
e111111try
114study
A
of the compounds of carbon and related topics, indading the aliphatic and aromatic series, stereoisomerism, carbollJdrates, proteins, polymers, alicyclic and heterocyclic compounds.
J.mpbasis is given to both the theoretical and practical aspects of
6eld, with some attention to the modern concepts of organic
ftlCtion mechanisms. The laboratory work consists of the preparation and study of typical compounds, with an introduction to the
methods of qualitative organic analysis. Required of all Chemistry Majors. Three hours a week lecture and two laboratory periods
a week. Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12. Ten semester
Mr. hours.
Cavin

UL Pre-Medical Physical Chemistry
In this course emphasis is given to those fields of physical
chemistry that have medical applications. It is primarily designed
for pre-medical students. (This course does not fulfill the requirements for the B.S. degree in chemistry.) Three hours a week lecture and one laboratory period a week. Prerequisites: Chemistry
1·2 or 11-12, Chemistry 51 and 52; Mathematics 1-2; Physics 5152; Chemistry 113-114, prerequisite or corequisite. Four semester
liours. Offered upon sufficient demand.
Mr. Lo f tin

lJl.ABiochemi•lrY
study of those aspects of chemistry that relate to plant and
animal life, including the important biochemical processes of photoaynthesis, digestion, metabolism, excretion and related topics. Three
liours lecture and one laboratory period per week. Prerequisites:
Qiemistry 52 and 113-114. Chemistry 121 recommended. Four
eanester hours. Offered upon sufficient demand.
Mr. Cavin
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141. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry
A survey of the field of inorganic chemistry with emphasis
the periodic arrangement of the elements. Special attention is •
to the development of the modern theories of inorganic c
and the relationship between chemical behavior and atomic
ture. Three hours a week lecture. Prerequisite: Chemistry 52.
semester hours. Offered upon sufficient demand.
Mr. C
143. Inorganic Preparations
A laboratory course designed to acquaint the student with
theories and techniques involved in the synthesis and reactions
some of the more complex inorganic compounds. Frequent coat
ences and two laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite or co
'
ite : Chemistry 141. Two semester hours. Offered upon suffi ·
demand.
Mr. C
151. Advanced Quantitative Analysis
Theory and technique of analysis of the more complex 9
stances, involving the classical quantitative gravimetric and ftla.
metric procedures. Two hours a week lecture and two periods
week laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemistry 51, 52. Chemistry 113114 recommended. Four semester hours. Offered upon sufficim
demand.
Mr. Pall,,_
201-202. Physical Chemistry
A study of the Jaws and theories of chemistry. Required of
all Bachelor of Science majors in chemistry. Three hours a week
lecture and one period a week laboratory. Prerequisites: Chemistry
51, 52, and 113-114; Physics 51-52; and Mathematics 61-62. Eicbt
semester hours.
Mr. Loflia
203. Physical Chemistry Problema
Problems of a more complex and broad nature, in the field <i
Physical Chemistry. Primarily chosen from the literature. Co-requjsite
Chemistry 201-202. Two semester hours.
Mr. Loflja
204. Physical Chemistry Problems
An extension or substitute of Chemistry 203. Co-requisite
istry 201 -202. Two semester hours.
Mr. LofM
213-214 Additional Physical Chemistry LaboratOl'J'
Special laboratory exercises of a more advanced nature to
meet the requirements of students who plan graduate work in
chemistry. It must be taken concurrently with Chemistry 201-2n2.
One period a week laboratory. Prerequisites: Same as those for
Chemistry 201-202. Two semester hours. Offered upon sufficient
demand.
Mr. Lo/M

a.em-

-.ftll.4~ts ancl Courses of Instruction
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. Or genie
· Chemistry
·
1 . r identification of organic comQaalitabve
Theory and laboratorr: ana ys~s o toward crystalization and exand mixtures, with. a v~ew hemistr 113-114. Three .h?ur~
of the knowledge gai:ied in ~eek la?oratory. Prerequisites .

~st~;[,e5~n:nJwi°1 fi;i~~sF~ve semester hours. Off~;~ i:;~
'ent demand.

Orpnic preparations b s nthesis of a number of more
Literature search followed y yfi ld 0 f the student's interests.
·
unds in the e
k Preex organic compo
wo laboratory periods a wee .
.
ent conferences and t d 113-114; Chemistry 218 prere.q~1sisite: Chemistry 51, 52 an
h
Offered upon suff1c1e~t
or corequisite. Two semester ours.
Mr. Cavin

d.
Orpnic preparatio~
221 Frequent conferences and two
An extension of Chemistp
.uisites: Chemistry 52 and 113-

tory periods a week.
~e~;q or corequisite. Two semest~r
14; Chemistry 218, prereqmsi e
Mr. Cavin

· ta1 Analy aia
lnatrumen

f the more complex natura1
Theory and technique ~f ana.lysisel~ctrometric, colorimetric, and
industrial substances, mvolvm~ d Two hours a week lecture
ico-chem~ca\ instrum:n~a~o~a~~;. s. Prerequisite: Chemistef . 51t
two periods a wee a t
hours Offered upon su ic1e~
S2 and 113-114. Four semes er
·
Mr. Loftin
.

-.nand.
111. Research

. le nature in the field of the
Guided original researc? of a s~~:research principles and .methlbldent's choice. Introduction of ~~o work leading to solution of
....a. Literature search and labor ~
port Frequent conferUUlh
tion of written re
.
. Off ed
tbe problem and prepara
t
semester hours credit.
er ff
A student may earn wo
Sta
tl(eS.
d
apon sufficient deman ·
. . Research
.
261 An investigation of more exAn extension of Chemistry
~rn two semester hours credit.
Staff
. problems. A student may
upon sufficient demand.

;::d
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ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Mr. K enad jian
Mr. Lawstm
Mr. Wilbur
Mr. Troy
Students in this department may concentrate either in
ics or Business Administration. Those majoring in Eoi>DGmil
should take Economics 141 and those majoring in Business A
stration should take Business Administration 53. In addition to
above, all students in the department must take Economics 51,
101, 200, and four to eight other courses in the department, •
in Economics or Business Administration. It is therefore reammended that any student who, at the end of his freshman
thinks he will major in this department schedule at least Economira
51 and Economics 52 in the sophomore year.
A definite program for the junior and senior years, incl~
related work, should be planned during the sophomore year in cmf erence with the chairman of the department. After a student
the courses he wishes to take, he cannot substitute others for ta
without special permission of the chairman. A course used to satiafJ
the requirements in history or in social science may not also be ue4
to satisfy the related work requirement.

mac.

SI. Fundamentala of Economica
This general introductory course is designed to give the studeat
an understanding of our economy. The subjects covered inda
basic functions of an economy, the economic aspects of businal,
labor and government organizations, the distribution of income 11111
social security, the role of money, credit, banking and other financill
institutions, the analysis of national income and its components, and
an introduction to the economic aspects of international problems.
Three semester hours.
Staff
52. Principlea of Economica
This is essentially a continuation of Economics 51. In this count,
however, attention is focused on the principles which underlie economic decisions and fundamental organizations studied in the previous course. Prerequisite: Economics 51. Three semester houn.

Staff
101. Money and Banking
A study of the relationship
of economic activity, commercial
trol under the Federal Reserve
policy, and international financial
ics 51. Three semester hours.

between money and the volume
and central banking, credit conSystem, objectives of monetary
relations. Prerequisite: EconomMr. Kenadjia

Lahar Problema . .
roblems in labor-management
A survey of the_ pnnc1ple~ an~ ~ollective bargaining as deter. hips, includ~n~ a stud yfe~eral statutes. Prerequisite: Ecoby court dec1s1ons an.
Three semester hours.
51, 52 or consent of instructor.
Mr. Wilbur
Economic Hiatory of the United Statea
See History 108.
Pablic ~inance
und tax system, the general prop_erty
The requirements of . a so1e estat e an d ·inheritance taxes, met·

corporation taxes, mcon ,
tal borrowing, budgetmg,
.
f rms of governmen
. .
E oof taxation, o
d n l policy Prerequ1s1te: c
sea
·
Mr. Wilbur
s of the public debt, an
51. Three semester hours.

Baaineu Cycle•
t description, causes, and
A study of the ~ature, me~surem;n 'requisite: Economics 51.
'es of economic fluctuations. re
Mr. Wilbur
semester hours.
International Trade
.
t de to the United States,
The importance of int~rnational r~e balance of international
·c bases of international ~rade, d·ts and collections, combits foreign exchange, f?n~1gn cr~o~ international trade, the
world trade, re~~nc~1ons a~d current proposals for its
em of exchange stab1l~zat10~
ld trade Prerequisite: Eco·on and the reconstruction o wor
.
Mr. Wilbur
olics 52. Three semester hours.

ht

Sl,

Economic Theory
.
in econom1·c analysis in which the
An intermediate ,course . .
more fully developed. Studen~s

aspects of e~ono~1cs are n theoretical tools and analysis
led to see the relationship be~~ee. Economics 51, 52. Three seof economic problems. Prereqms1te.
Mr. Kenadjian
1e111e5ter hours.
Comparative Economic Syate~a terns . an introduction to
Criteria for eval~atin~ eco~om1cn:~~c sy;tems with respect to
..a..-:es of Marx ; d1scuss1on o ~co
.
and practical opera-··
.
tlleir theoretical assumpt.ions, social premises,
.
terns of capitalism, soc1adons' a survey of the leading e:o.no~~ sys ·cs 51. Three semester
111n,'and communism. Prereqms1te. conom1
Mr. Kenadjian

teoretical

Jioars.
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144. The Development of Economic Thought Present

1141 te

A systematic examination of the development of economic
from the works of John Stuart Mill through the modem
will be attempted. Among others, the theories of Marx, the Au
the neo-classical economists, as well as Keynes and his fo
will be considered. Prerequisite: Economics 51, 52. Three
Mr. W
hours.
145. Theories and Problems of Economic Development
Various explanations of the causes and nature of economic
velopment are examined. Problems associated with economic
both in the advanced and relatively backward economies are ·
sed. Prerequisite : Economics 51, 52. Three semester hours.
Mr. Kn1a11""
146. Comparative Economic Development
The economic development of the United States, England, aa4
Russia are compared. Economic as well as non-economic criteria
are used in the appraisal of historical performance. Prerequisite
Economics 51. Three semester hours.
Mr. Klff«ljita
148. Public Policies Toward Buaineaa
The necessity for constructive public policies toward industrill,
financial, and commercial establishments is examined in detail. The
economic philosophies underlying past and present policies u
as some political and technical problems in their execution 111
studied. Prerequisite: Economics 51. Three semester hours.
Mr. Knatljia

200. Research Paper
Instruction in research methods with particular application tD
field of major study. The chief requirement of the course is a
research paper carefully prepared under the close guidance aacl
supervision of members of the department. Required of all majon
in either the Junior or Senior year. One semester hour.
Slaf

Business Administration
53. Principles of Accounting
This course introduces the student to the theory and practice
of handling accounts, and an understanding of the business u aa
entity through the study of the balance sheet and income statement.
Laboratory exercises supplement the study of such subjects u the
theory of debit and credit, the organization of accounts, and the
classification of accounts in the financial statements. Three semester
hours.
Mr. l.avlsos

PftDcipl• of Accounting
.
. at·on of Business Administration 53 with the emt
A con mu 1
. .
f
rt
hips and corpora• laced upon the organization o pa ners
d b d
leir dissolution, corporate records, s~rplus stoc.k~ ant' on
. Prerequisite: Business Adm1mstra ion
.
statement anaIys1s.
Mr. Lawson
semester hours.

5;'

Corporation Finance
·
h t
.
. .
f modern business, with a some"'. a
Ymanc1al o~gamzat1ohn o
te form of business organization,
emphasis upon t e corpora
.
.
h
d expansion,
·ng of ordinary business operations, growt l'dan.
d re.
fit
ansion conso t at1on , an
t'
53 54. Three
ition of business pro s, . exp dm! .
, tion. Prerequisite: Business A imstra ion
Lawson
er hours.

Mr.

:!:!:~~marketing f~n~tionss a~h~:~i:~~~nsa~~os:e~a~l~::trii~

L

• ; functions of mdanu a~ ure~o' the consume~. Three semester
transfer of goods an services
Mr. Troy

Ac:coanting
r h knowledge of methods and
T!'is course seeks i~o fi~?t~t~~:e a~c~unting into logic~! patterns,
aplcfs d~velode~delop the lundamental accounting pnnc1rlesf, by
to urt er
h "h " but also the "why o ac:ve study! into ~o~r~nq~is~t:: B~:iness Administration 53, 54.
manting practices.
r
Mr. Lawson
Three semester hours.

1&CoAccountin1
. .
·
. t. n of Business Adm1mstratton

Buin:n~~:inistration

121

53, 54, and 121. Three

.

Prerequisites:

semes~~. h~~;:;on

Baaineaa Law
·
h
duct of busiAd . .
A study of basic legal principles applying to t e c~n
Mii operations. Prerequisite: Economics 51 , 52, Busine;;,. L;~~~s~
tration 53, 54. Three semester hours.
.
UL Baaineu Law
. .
.
Prerequisites:
Continuation of Business Adm1mstration 124.
Mr. Lawson
lllDC u 124. Three semester hours.
Coat Accountina
.
h · d
.
t I of management will be emp as1ze .
Cost accou.nting ;s a os~os stem will be made with emphasis on
A study of a JOlb ~r ertcry v~uation labor cost control, overhead
material contro , mven o
•
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expense control and distrib .
ution, and statements prepared for
agement. Prerequisites:
mester hours.
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51 and 132 prerequisite for Teacher

Mr. Britt
• Secondary Education
The functions, the organization, the curriculum, and the activiof the modem secondary school levels, as developed in America.
semester hours.
Mr. Moyer

136. Coat Accounting
Introduction to and stud of
cost system will be st d ' dy . ha process cost system. A
.
u IC Wit emph .
b
setting standards budg t
d
as1s on udgetary
.
•and stat
e an t standard cos t s, d'isposrbon
· · of
h ea d variances
requisites: Bu~iness A~i:n~n s prepared for management
hours.
mistratton 53, 54, 135. Three

111. Student T eacbing
This required course in the Teacher Education program affords
tion and teaching under supervision in one of the public
in the area of the college. Ninety clock hours of such exe in the school is a minimum requirement, this to be accomover a period of approximately six weeks, on a two-hours
day basis, and one full week of continuous practice. Classes
the college are met three hours weekly, for the study of the
· methods in the teaching field, and for conference and
'on of the practice work. Heavy student responsibility in
and conducting the course is an additional means of en'ng fuller professional competence. A laboratory fee is charged
the course. Prerequisites: Psychology 51, 61, 132; Education
, 114, 126. Six semester hours.
Mr. Halligan

Mr.
.EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
Mr. Britt
Mr. H alligaM
Mr. Moyer
Education
It is not necessary that II
.
.
Teacher Education program ~ ma1~rs m Education follow
as background for profess.ion:iurses ~n t~e department are .
recreation and education
.
wor with churches,
Students who wish t; social work, and college teaching
consult with their adviser!:~dare .for public school teaching
and Psychology before registrati:t~ t~e Department of ~ucatiaa
tho cTomplete prerequisite courses be~~re ~hsop.ho~ore year,. m order
t. e cacher Education ro ram
.
e Junior year, m •
mg may be possible, b~t ~ann tbC:ms. Full preparation for ~
reports for advisement afte
o . e ~aranteed when the studelt
of the sophomore year For r ~efi1stration for the second _ _ .
Educatio? program, se~ page: ~-S;tatement concerning the Teacfw
Certain courses are acceptabl f
. .
upon consultation with th
. e or credit m other departmea1a,
cation 121 and 126 for H' e ma1or professo: concerned, i.e., Eda1story, and Education 171 for Phil~

54. In~oduction to Education

.._.....,.

Designed to acquaint th
he gle~eral student with some of ......
principle aspects of the
·
.
sc oo m Ame ·
.
.
111S
aims, organization and
.
ncan society, its ~
for any student. '
practices. Three semester hours. E l .

105. Principles and Metboda of Ed
•
Th
d
ucation
e stu Y of educational ro

~hasis

Mr. """'

upon the psychological ppri~e:rt and pr~edures, with emtJon of instrumental mat . 1
p .es underlying the orpniza.
51 61 and 132 Th
ena and media. Prerequisite: Psychol-.
' '
.
ree semester hours. Elective without prereq~

to Carriculwn Theory
A comprehensive presentation of the philosophical and sociologiprinciples upon which the educational program is based. Also
'dered are the various organizations of curricula and of school
• 'ties. Required of Teacher Education students. Three semester
Man.
Mr. Halligan

• Hiatory of Education in the W eatern World
The ancient, medieval, and modern European foundations of
edac:ational theory and practice. Three semester hours. Mr. Halligan

UZ. Educational Meuurement
A study of the theories basic to achievement and intelligence

tats, their function, construction, and application in the school proc•

Practice in the writing of tests for the various academic sub-

jects. Elementary statistical concepts. Prerequisite: Psychology 51.
Three semester hours.
Mr. Britt
la Hiatory of Education in the United States
The historical development of educational theories and organiza-

tion of schools in America, with emphasis upon the relationships between education and the supporting society and culture. Three seaster hours.
Mr. Halligan
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141. Guidance
. Principles and practices in
br
.
IDtroductory course sketche thpu ic s~hool guidance work.
guidance movement, and thes pri~cies~ent~al theories underl~inr
ance program for the modern pub!i~ sc~o:te\?ffl a systematic
levels. Three semester hours.
, c ie y at the SCCODCllUJ.
171. Philoaophy of Education
Mr.
The major schools of edu f
.
1
American philosophies, classical ~~o:od!~ug;th m European
·
rce semester bom&
200. Research Paper
Mr. Iii ·
Instruction in research method .th
.
field of major study. The chief w1. particular application to
s7a.rch paper carefully prepared u~~~~1~~;e7t of t~de course ia I
v1s1on of members of the d
c os~ gu1 ance and super.
either the junior or senior epartOment. Reqwred of all majon •
year. ne semester hour.
Mr. Britt and Mr. Ham,.
Psychology
C.ourses in this field are
· bl
ground in modern life Psychs~1ta ~ts gen~ral educational hickScience requirement
the col~eogy
ap~l~ing toward the Soc:iil
ence for professional work . ge. . 1n addition, supporting expert.
ministry, and social welfare ;~ fo~~nde~s, ed~cation, law, mediciat,
·
k .
ID various courses.
Ma1or
wor ID Psycho!
( ·h
toward clinical psychology vogy f w1~ ou~ Education) leads cbielJ
agement. A ma. or ro , oca 10na .g.u1dance, and personnel maaeffectively combi~es bot~ram emphasizing Educational Psycholaa
chological services in schoo~~e:sd an: leaalds toward specialized JllJing.
' uca ion research, or college teacb-

ot'

men~sychology

51 is prerequisite to all other courses in the deput-

51. General Paychology
An introductory course
.
·
H uman developm
' surveying
1:...
and beh av1or.
t
· the· science of pe........
._,._,
and aptitudes are studied Th en , motivation, emotion, intelligence.
communication, personali. d ~ sen.sory pro~es~e~, learning, thinkinc.
introduced Th
ty y am1cs, and md1v1dual differen- ·.
e course prepares th t d
f
......, -·
specific phases of personality and b ~ s ~ en~ or ad~~nced work Oil
courses in Psychology R
de davior. rerequ1s1te to all other
· ecommen e for sec d
mores. Three semester hours
on semester sopbo.
Mr. Hall;,,_
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Applied Paychology
A general course designed to acquaint students with the uses
JllYChology in various aspects of modern life. Of special interest
atudents of business, law, and ministry. Three semester hours.
Mr. Britt

M•tal Hyaiene
A study of personal and social adjustment of the individual, of
cllll'acteristic behavioral patterns, and of the development of sound
JISIC>IWity and mental health. Three semester hours.
Mr. Britt
Almormal Paychology
The major patterns of deviant personality and behavior are
lbldied from the standpoint of their cause and development, and
their treatment. Functional etiology is emphasized, with due regard
1o the heredity and constitutional factors in mental illness. Organic
im>lvements and mental defectiveness are surveyed by way of
IQUDding out the introduction to mental abnormalties. Of special
interest to students of business, law, medicine, ministry, and social
welfare. Three semester hours.
Mr. Britt
UZ. Educational Paychology
A comprehensive course dealing primarily with theory and applications in human development and in learning, as basic to the
educational enterprise. Three hours lecture and two hours laboratory
per week. Required of all departmental majors. Three semester
hours.
Mr. Halligan
ID. Hiatory of Paychology
An historical pursuit of the main streams of thought leading
to modem schools of psycholo~, and theories of learning and motintion. Philosophical foundations and theoretical issues are emphasized as basic to an understanding of modern positions and practices.
Three semester hours.
Mr. Britt

a

R...-ch Paper

Instruction in research method with particular application to the
field of major study. The chief requirement of the course is a reISl'Ch paper carefully prepared under the close guidance and superYision of members of the department. Required of all majors in
either the junior or senior year. One semester hour.
Mr. Britt and Mr. Halligan
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Mr. Che'l-r.ming
Mr. Coates
Mr. Covington

Mr. Green
Mr. Miller
Mr. Secondi

1-2. Engliah Compoaition
A _study of ba~ic grammar, with frequent practice in writinc.
Expository, narra_hve, and. argu':'entative techniques, together witla
some related reading. English 1 1s a prerequisite to English 2. Six
semester hours.
Sltlf

dramas from Ibsen to the present.
Mr. Miller

U. Contemporary Poetry
Major writers of the Twentieth century in America and England.
Three semester hours.
Mr. Miller

51-52. Engliab Literature
A survey of English Literature required of all
Six semester hours.

U. Proae and Poetry of the Elizabethan Age.
A study of the literature of the Elizabethan period exclusive of
dramatists. Selections from the poets and from the prose writers
will be read; chief among these writers will be Wyatt, Surrey, Sidrtq, Spenser, Greene, Dekker, Nashe, Campion, and Bacon. Thre~
lelDCSter hours.
Mr. Secondi

101. Public Speaking
Offered second semester. Does not count toward the requiremem.
for the English major. Three semester hours.
Mr. Coolll

114. Milton
Reading of all of Milton's poetry and selections from his prose.
Three semester hours.
Mr. Chewning

103. American Literature to the Civil War
. ~ survey . of Ameri:an Literature, from its beginnings to tbe
ClVll. War, _with emphasis upon the major writers. Required of aD
Engltsh ma1ors. Three semester hours.
Mr. Coolll

US. The Literature of the Reatoration and the Eighteenth
Century.
A study of the non-dramatic work from the Restoration to the
publication of the Lyrical Ballads. Three semester hours.

ICM. ~eri~ Literature Since the Civil War
Continuation of 103. Required of all English majors.-3 LIL

lit. The Literature of the Reatoration and

107. Shakespeare

Mr. Coatu

Stu~y of _the principal plays of the first half of Shakespeare'•
career, mcludmg. the romantic comedies and histories. Lectures IDd
reports on the Eltzabethan background. Three semester hours.
108. Sbakeapeare
Mr. C~
Stu~y of ~e principal plays of the latter half of Shakespeare'•
career, mclucling the major tragedies and romances. Three semester
hours.
Mr. Chtnittg
109. Early Engliah Drama
A study ~f the ~rly drama in England, exclusive of Shab~peare, from its medieval beginnings to the closing of the theatres
m 1~2..Impo~nt dramas will be selected for reading. Special emphasis will be gt:-en to the chief successors and later contemporariel
of. Shakespeare m the drama, especially Jonson, Webster, Toumeai
Middleton, Marston, Dekker, Chapman, Massinger, Ford, and Beau~
mont and Fletcher. Three semester hours.
Mr. S1eOfl4l

Mr. Secondi
the Eighteenth

Century
Continuation of English 115. Three semester hours.
Mr. Secondi
US. Tbe Romantic Period
Consideration of the new creative spirit which shows itself in
the poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Byron and Keats, as
well as in the minor writers of the age. Three semester hours.
Mr. Green and Mr. Covington
UI. The Victorian Period
A study of the noteworthy changes in industrial, political, intellectual, and spiritual life of the English people as reflected in the
poetry and prose of the Victorian era. Three semester hours.
Mr. Green and Mr. Covington
117. The Early Engliah Novel
Reading of representative British novels of the eighteenth century and Romantic Period, from Defoe to Scott. Three semester
hours.
Mr. Chewning

US. The Later Engliah Novel
Major novels of the Victorian and modern periods. Three semester hours.
Mr. Green
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130. The Modern American Novel
The novel from Jarnes to the present. Three semester houra.
Mr.M;a,,.
131. Chaucer
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Creative Writing
For juniors and seniors interested in writing poetry, essays,
abort stories. Three semester hours.
Mr. Coates
latroduction to Journaliam

An introduction to news writing. Emphasis on the actual gatherand writing of news. Three semester hours.
Mr. Coates
132. Ruaaian Literature in Tranalation
A study of the major writers of the Golden Age of ""-· ~
Literature, including Pushkin, Gogol, Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, T
gene~, and Chekov. Special attention will be given to a study of
the influence of western thought upon these writers and of
influence upon contemporary western literature. Three ~
hours.
Mr.

c,,,,.

133. Comparative Literature
A comparative study of selected works from the great fitera.
tures of the world. The course is intended to allow the student tD
gain some sense of the breadth, nature, and importance of bia
~ultural heritage, so far as he can do this through a study of a few
literary works in translation. The first semester is not prerequililie
to the second. Three semester hours.
Mr. Milllr
134. Comparative Literature
Continuation of 133. Three semester hours.

135. Principlea of Literary Criticiam
A study of the principles by which one distinguishes the bat
from the inferior in literature. Some attention will be given to the
opinions of major critics, but the main part of the course will be
practical and inductive, and concerned with the discussion of selected works. Three semester hours.
Mr. Milllr
137. John Donne and the Metapbyaical Poeta
A study of selected important poems of the chief poets of the
group known as Metaphysical Poets. Donne, George Herbert, Crashaw, Vaughan, Lord Herbert, Marvell, and others will be studied
in the course. Three semester hours.
Mr. Stcorwli
139. Great Narrative Poetry
A rapid survey of narrative poetry from Homer to the prcaent,
with especial emphasis on epic form and development. Three aemester hours.
Mr. S1t<IM

Hiatory of the Engliab Language
A study of the growth of English as a living language from
beginnings to the present with the purpose of clarifying and
lmlai'ni.ing modern usage. Three semester hours.
Mr. Chewning

Reeearcb Paper
Instruction in research method with particular applicatio~ to the
of major study. The chief requirement of t~e course 1s a repaper carefully prepared under the dos~ guidance and. supe;of members of the department. Required of all majors m
the junior or senior year. One semester hour.
Staff
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Mr. Salmon
Mr. Bourne

Mr. Adams
Mr. Carner
Mr. Secondi

The first object of the courses in Foreign Languages is t~ teach
student to read the languages readily, with a view ~o literary
lllPftclation and as an aid in the pursuit of other studies.

French

W. Elementary French
Elementary French grammar; pronunciation; dictation; conwnation ; memorizing of common idioms and everyday expresliaas · reading of easy stories. Six semester hours.
'
Mr. Bourne and Mr. Adams
..SZ. Intermediate French
Reading of selections from stan~ard prose w.ri.ters. Advanced
pammar; composition and conversa~1on. Prerequ1s1te: French 1-2,
or two years of high school French. Six semester hours. Mr. Bourne

ltl·IU. French Proae in the Nineteenth Century
Reading of selections from the Romantic and Naturalistic writ-
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ers History of French literat
d
.
French 51 -52 s·
ure con ucted m French. Prereq •
. ix semester hours. (Not offered in 1958-1959)

161-162. Compoaition and Co
•
C d
nver..tion

Mr. Boww

readi~;s u~~~~ i::rench.
semester hours.

<?onversation and composition buecl
dern writers. Prerequisite: French 51-52.
Mr. Boww

Cerman

1-2. Elementary German

Elementary German g
.
. .
versation . m
. .
rammar, pronunciation; dictation. cae.
, . emonzmg of common idioms and
da '
s10ns. Reading of easy stories. Six semester hours every My BUJ>l'CI-

51-52. Intermediate German
Reading of selections fr

.

r.

OWW

ta d d
.
dom s n ar prose writers. Ciel'llll8
lyrics and ballads Ad
·
vance grammar .
··
sation. Prerequisite: German 1-2 or two' compos1ti~n and
man. Six semester hours
years of high school Ge,.
.
Creek
Mr. Boww

coa...-

1-2. BePinera Creek
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Spanish
Elementary Spanish grammar; pronunciation; dictation; con'on; letter-writing; memorizing of common idioms and every, expressions. Reading of easy stories. Six semester hours.
Mr. Salmon, Mr. Adams, and Mr. Carner
Reading of selections from standard prose writers. Advanced
111"1mniar; composition; commercial correspondence; conversation.
uisite: Spanish 1-2, or two years of high school Spanish. Six
er hours.
Mr. Salmon, Mr. Adams, and Mr. Carner

154. General View of Spanish-American Literature
Rapid reading of representative works from many countries;
res; history of literature; reports. Prerequisite: Spanish 51-52.
Conducted in Spanish. Six semester hours.
Mr. Salmon
·112. Spaniah Proae of the Late Nineteenth and
Early Twentieth Centuries

A thorough study of some book for be .
.
"th rea d"mg, m
. the original myth f bl
gmners
d
. m con......:•........._
life. Six semester hours
,
s, a es, an stones from Greek
(Not offered in 1958-1959 )
Mr. S1t°""

IDry of literature; outside reading and reports. Prerequisite: Spanish
51-52. Conducted in Spanish. Six semester hours.
Mr. Adams

51 •52. ~ia and New Testament

ID-174. General View of Spaniah Literature

WI

·11Dbunng the first semester two or three books of th "-·1...-1.
w1
e read The
d
.
e nnrwtllll'
N
T
.
secon semester will be devoted to the stud of
will be practiced
ours.
Mr. S1t""41

ou~wthe :~:i~e;~;re~7~ !~~!t:X.~ding
1-2. Latin ,f or Beainnera

~

LATIN

Grammar
··
and G k , com~s1t1on, and pronunciation. Reading of r -&!....
rec myths. Six semester hours.
.....ua
Mr. Corur
51 •52. Reaclinara in Latin Literature
The first term will be devoted t
.
o prose, with emphasis OD the
orations of Cicero. the se d
works of Vergil a~d Ov"d
1 co~_, to poe~ry, w!th emphasis OD the
requisite : Latin 1-2
t · ight r~dmg wdl be stressed, Prehours.
, or wo years of high school Lltin. Six semester
(Not offered in 1958-1959 )

Mr. Corur

Rapid reading of representative works by outstanding writers,

with special emphasis on the novel and short story. Lectures; his-

Rapid reading of representative works; lectures; history of literalaft; reports. Prerequisite: Spanish 51-52. Conducted in Spanish.

Six semester hours.

Mr. Carner

(Not offered in 1958-1959).

Covernment
Mr. Kendrick
The study of government is essential to good citizenship in a
democracy. Students intending to enter law school should take as
a minimum Government 51, 101 and 102. The courses in government
examine the organization and machinery of government, political
theory, and politics. Regardless of his major interest, the student
will find the study of government stimulating and practical.

IL Introduction to Government
A general course covering such topics as the nature of the
ltate, the organization of government, the functions of government,
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and relations between gove
lent background for underntmedn~s. The course provides an
rs an mg the
t
.
ure and Mr.
func:tiClll
contemporary governments . Th ree semester na
hours.
K

lOl. American
National Government
.
This
course
is design ed t o give
. the student a vital interat
affairs of American
ture of our democrac;ov~:nrentt. The emphasis will be on the
a participant in gover~mentun~h10ns, and the role of the citi&al
·
ree semester hours.
lOZ. American State and Local G
Mr. Kntdritt
A
. .
overnment
survey of mstitutions and
.
.
governments. As in Governm practices m state, county, and
nature of the government
~nth101, the emphasis will be cm
mester hours.
an t e role of the citizen. Three
Mr. KlfllltVt
lOl. American Party Politics
A study of the origin of th A
.
examination of the organizatio e ~encan party system and
cal parties. Current t d . n, practi~es, and politics of the -1:.t.
·
ren s m our b1part'
~
ammed. Three semester ho urs.
isan systemMwill
be ar. Kntdriti
l04.A Comparative Eur,__n
- r - Government
s an approach to this stud
. .
~ ~n exammatton is made of underlying theories of government
1
present-day Europe · The systems
a built
av~ contended
u
th for· suprf'I,,.,..,
· · - - ill
mocracy, communism and tot rt . . pon e pnnc1ples of cleparative study. The' course ~ t anams!11 are examined in a c:anstructure invisible go
g ves special attention to governmat
mester h~urs.
vernment, and political methods. Three •
Mr. Kltftlriei

t':

105. International Organization
A study of international r
. .
.
twe~tieth centuries. Special att~nfamzat.1on m ~e nineteenth and
Nations, and particularly to th '{!;n .wd1ll be ~aid to the League of
hours.
e mte Nations. Three semester
Mr. Knttlriei
106. International Relatiom
study of international l f
.
~rialArevolution.
Attention w~~ ab10ns ·~nee the dawn of the indut1sm, militarism, nationalism and e lpa1. .to the factors of imperial·
ent conduct of relations ardong nac~.ions.
oma!tTsmhree
as they
affecthoun.
the pretsemester
Mr. Ktfldriei

American Constitutional Hiatory

See History 118.
Diplomatic History of the United States

See History 153.
HISTORY
Mr. Cauthen
Mr. Jones

Mr. Logan
Mr. Brent
Mr. Scoggins

ffiatory of Wea tern Civilization
A survey of the history of Western Civilization since the fifcentury. The chief emphasis is on the history of Europe,
considerable attention is given to related developments in other
of the world community, especially the United States, Russia,
Asia. As a required course for all students, it is designed to
· an introduction to our modern cultural heritage and to give
tial historical background for an understanding of contemnational and international problems. Six semester hours.
Staff
Political, social, and economic development of American society
h the Civil War. Required of students majoring in history.
semester hours.
Mr. Jones

ffiatory of the United States Since 1865
Continuation of History 51. Three semester hours.

Mr. Jones

.toz. History of

England
A study of British political history from its beginning to the
paent, with emphasis on those aspects which bear on the evolution of popular government. Cultural, social, and economic developments are also surveyed. Six semester hours.
Mr. Brent

A study of the discovery and settlement of Central and South
America, colonial development under Spain and Portugal, the wars
for independence, and political and economic developments in the
.Uonal period. Special attention is given to Mexico, Brazil, and
Argentina, and to international relationships. Six semester hours.
(Not offered in 1958-1959)
Mr. Jones
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108. E~omic Hiatory of the United Statea
Amencan economic life f
.
.
~om its colonial beginnings. TIU
may also be taken f
hours.
or credit as Economics 108. Three

113. Hiatory of the Old South
A cultural econom ·
d
.

11 and Courses of Instruction
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-.._.., of the Middle Ages
aurvey of medieval civilization with emphasis on cultural and
'

I developments. Three semester hours.

Mr. Cauthen

Mr.

.
Civil War. Although ~~r:~ soci~I hist~ry of the South befon
story, emphasis is on oth attention will be given to the
semester hours.
er aspects of Southern society.

Mr.
114. Hiatory of the New South
The South since the Civil W
ar; cultural, social, economic.
semester hours.
Mr.
115. Contemporary Affaira
A course in current histo .
.
to analyze carefully and b. ry . m I which the student is en
the field of public affairso J~tve cont~mporary devclOJllllmll
reading from a variety o.f
a~sd. ialscuss1on is based on
per10 ic s. Three semester boan.

J·

118. American Conatitutional Hiat
Mr. Ii
A course dealing with th
. . ory
s.titution. Attention is aid t e or1~1!1 and de~elo~cnt of the
tions, and institutional ~orm o ~~1tical theories, Judicial int
(Not offered in 1958-19~9) ree semester hours.
Mr.

cry, exploration, settlement of the English colonies in
• ; social, economic and political development of the prov; international rivalries and conflict; British imperial policies
American Revolution. Three semester hours. Mr. Cauthen

'l\e World Since 1914: World War I and lta Aftermath
1'bis course and its sequel, History 152, are designed to furni sh
"cal background for better understanding of complex contempoworld problems. Primary interest is in the history of Europe
much attention is given other areas, and emphasis is on worldinternational relationships. The two companion courses divide
"cally about 1930. Three semester hours.
Mr. J 011es

'l\e World Since 1914: New Age of Conflict
Eaentially a continuation of History 151 described above. Three
Mr. Jones
hours.

Diplomatic History of the United Statea

A survey of American relations with foreign powers with em• on recent American foreign policy. Three semester hours.
Mr. Cauthen

121 · Hiatory of Education
See Education 121 Cred"t
.
.
1 on rna1or
mission only.
·
m history by special
123-124. Hiatory of South Carolina
A survey of the histo of s
.
and national periods S. ry
outh Carol ma during both ......-i.... "
. ix semester hours.
Mr.

127. Religion in American H* t
S R 1· ·
u ory.
. . ee e ig1on 127. Credit o

m1ss1on only.

c.,,.

n ma1or m history

l30. Tbe Ancient World
A study of the emergence and d
valley civilizations of th G k . evelopment of the early riftr
and the Roman w~rld T~ ree city states, the Hellenistic -'.
ree semester hours.
Mr. C~

MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY
Mr. Hill
Mr. Troy
Mr. Pegram
Mr. Gillespie
Mr. Glenn
Organization of the work has been planned to correlate the
with the basic sciences and at the same time enable the
, if he so desires, to obtain courses of such scope and thoroughthat he will be prepared to enter upon graduate work in

Mathematics
good high school preparation and high mathe-
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matical aptitude should take M
.
Other students ma fulfi 11
athematics 3 and 4 in either
matics 1, 2.
y
the college requirements by taJciui
l. College Algebra
A brief review of basic al b
ge ra, followed by a study of
ratic equations prog
.
hours.
'
ress1ons, and other topics. Three
2 Plan T .
Mr. Hill, Mr. p egra,,. Mr.
•
e ngonometry
• •
Numerical and analytical t ·
.
according to need of arf I ngonometry with emphaail
numbers through DeJoiv~~?s a~hclass. Includes a study of
eorem. Three semester houn.
3 F
Mr. Hill Mr Pin
11
• realunan Calculua with " __ , •
'
· :1raM,
C
I
IUQUybc Geometry
. omp ementary development of I
.
differential and inteo-raJ calculu fp anl e a~ytic geometry and
o·
s o po ynom1als.
4. Finite Mathematica
Mr. Hill, Mr. PegrOM, Mr.
Development and a r .
calculus sets and artl?t~ icatton of the basic ideas of the
'
P 1 ions and
b bT
to vector and matrix algebra'
Mpro a ~ ity theory. ln1trn.r1ttoo11L
·
r. Hill, Mr. Pegram Mr.
11. Mechanical Drawin
' .
Three periods of twog hour
h
neering, drafting Jette .
s ~c . devoted to elements of
practical field problems r;hg, pro1ectrons, geometric drawiJJc
·
ree semester hours.
M '
52. Deacriptive Geometry
r.
Designed to fulfill require
.
hours of class lecture and t ~e~ts of pre-e~grneering coursa,
Prerequisite: Mathematics ~~ ;~ratory periods of two houn
61
•
.
ree semester hours. Mr.
-62•. ~ybc Geometry and Calcul
This 1s an inte t d
ua
lines, conics, polarg~~~rd~~::e containing th~ Analytic ~-bto the calculus Tho
h
'. ~nd parametric cquatio
•
.
roug tramm . d.ff
application to time rate
. g tn 1 erentiations, integratiam,
volume and length. Sim ~· max~ma. and minima, curvature,
requisite: Freshman Mithe apf.hcattons of partial derivatives. ; :
mester hours Required for em~ ics, except Mathematics 3. Six
71 72 Cal I
ma1ors.
Mr. Hui and Mr.
• •
cuua
Based upon the content of M th
.
through a complete de I
a emahcs 3, this course will proceed
of the differentjaJ an;e.o~menJ of the principles and applicatiom
m egra calculus. Three lectures and me

-r.

p,,,_
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week. Prerequisite: Mathematics 3. Eight
Mr. Pegram and Mr. Hill
Sm we1 ins
ended for pre-engineering students. Surveying methods
llJPlication, including use of the tape, transit, level, and level
Office computations and drafting. Adjustment of instruments
elementary astronomy. Two hours lecture and a two-hour
period each week. Prerequisite: Mathematics 2. Six
Mr. Gillespie
hours.
llltel mediate Calculm with Analytic Geometry
training in more advanced methods of integration with
..tiollS to volumes, centroids and moments of inertia. Infinite
and expansions. Selected topics in Solid Analytics. Partial
iation and multiple integration techniques. Simple differequations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 61-62. Not open to
who have taken Mathematics 101. Three semester hours.
for majors.
Mr. Pegram

Dil_._tial Equationa
A study of ordinary and partial differential equations, includtbe use of differential operators, integration in series, and the
'

'on to the solutions of problems in the sciences. Prerequisite:
Mr. H ill
tics 101 or 71-72. Three semester hours.

Solid Analytic Geometry
The application of algebra to the geometry of three dimensions.
llftbment of elementary matrix theory and application in the
of lines, planes, and quadric surfaces. Prerequisite : Mathecs 61-62 or corequisite Mathematics 71-72. Three semester hours.
Mr. H ill
1\eory of Equationa
Introduction to the complex number system, with graphical and
metric representations. Properties of algebraic equations,
methods of solving cubics and quartics, and procedures used
approximating irrational roots of equations of higher degree.
uction to operations with determinants. Homogeneous equaPrerequisite: Mathematics 61-62, or approval of the instrucThrce semester hours.
Mr. Pegram

.uz. Introduction

to Real Analyaia
A completely rigorous development of a limited number of topics
real variable theory. Included are the basic topology of point
; limits, continuity, and differentiability; the Riemann integral;
'ons of several real variables. Alternates with Mathematics
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. erequ1s1te: Mathematics 101 or 71-72. Six semester
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141-142. Survey of Modern Al eb
Ml
Structures in abst
I
If ra
and fields. Matrix al racbt a gebra: General theory of ·
ge ra and lmear sp
f
. ··--..-.
matrix operators Alte t
.
aces o n dimenai•
site: Mathemati~ lOl 0~n~l~~t~~ Mathematics 131-132.
200
. ix semester hours.
llr.

Military Science Courie II
Crew-served Weapons and Gunnery, nomenclature, functionand elementary gunnery needed to fire basic Army Crew-served
s; Map and Aerial Photograph Reading, theory and pracapplication of reading military maps and aerial photographs.
semester hours.
Capt. Feicht

A paper expressing th
s?me particular aspect of ~;hesu 1ts. of an individual inciairJ
tton with a member of the
ematt~s. Prepared in close
an opportunity both to ex lo~athemat1cs. fa~ulty, the paper
practice the mechanics of ~h e. any spec1~ mterest and to leara
es1s preparation. One semester

llZ. Military Science Courie I II
Small Unit Tactics and Communications; Organization, Funcand Mission of the Arms and Services; Military Teaching
s to include practical instruction in first aid and military
tion, and rifle marksmanship; Leadership. Six semester hours.

· Reaearcb Paper

Mr. Hill, Mr. Pegram, Mr.
r.._ _ • •
Astronomy
192• a1eacnptave
A1tronomy
A general course designed t
.
of the principal facts th . o give a comprehensive
particular attention to, thee~ne.s, and methods of the subject,
cer?ing the structure of theas1c. concepts he!~ by astronomen
tanum in familiarizin the universe: Use is made of the
ments of celestial geo!'etry s!;':ent with the night sky and the
.
ree semester hours.
Mr. Pi

MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS
Colonel Bottomly
Captain Feic'ltl
Captain Graham
Captain Ltwil
.
Military Science
Courses m Militar Sci
. .
courses each being y 1 ence are subd1v1ded into sevenl
f
'
compete within itself
d f
or more advanced training the f 11 •
an
orminr the
hour per week of Lead h. D ~ owmg year. A minimum of
be included in each
ers J~, nil and Exercise of r ____ ..
d 'JI fi
course m the for
f
""'UWlllllQ
n
eld. Freshmen and So h
~ o practical work aa
of classroom work per weJc o:ores w1.ll normally have two
three hours per week.
, nd J un1ors and Seniors

1-2. Military Science Course I
Organization of the Arm
tory from colonial da s t y and ROTC; American Military
Basic Marksmanship YLe ~ th~· present; Individual Weapoaa
Two semester hours. .
a ers ip, drill and exercise of COllllllll. .~
Capt. wu.i

Capt. Lewis
IM. Military Science Courie IV
Logistics, the theory of supply and evacuation, troop move' motor transportation; operations, command and staff prin' estimate of the situation and combat orders, military intelce, the military team, training management; Military Adminisand Personnel Management, military correspondence and
, military justice; Service Orientation, the role of the United
in world affairs and the present world situation, leadership,
Col. Bottomly
indoctrination. Six semester hours.
MUSIC AND ART
Mr. Moyer
Maaic Appreciation
A course designed to introduce the student to a broad world
music and to help him break down the barriers that might have
the technical aspects of music to seem strange to him. Aton is given to music's inner workings, its historical traditions,
vocabulary, its luminous creative spirits, and the student is guidin the art of general listening. Three semester hours.

Mr. Moyer

Art Appreciation
This course involves the study and discussion of appreciation
values in art. Art problems will be related to human needs
as are found in home, community, and religion. Some topics
are: organization (design ) which influences the developand form of art objects; the selection and arrangement of
; the choice of shapes, colors, texture and space; materials
processes, their possibilities and limitations and the manner and
od in which they are transformed into art objects. Three
er hours.
Mr. Moyer
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PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Col/oms
Mr · H U tCntSOfl
L
Th~ ~ourses in philosophy are designed to teach the
the ~nnc!ples. of correct thinking, the nature and scope of
soph1cal mqu1ry, and to acquaint him with the life and
of the great philosophers of the Western world both
present. Th~ study of philosophy should help the' studenti-: •
grat.e the various branches of knowledge into a workable ph'I1
of life. A major objective of the department is to lead the
to see. that a knowledge of the fundamentals of philosophy
compns~ a p~rt of the equipment of the educated person if
would live wisely and well.
The subject matter of the courses is presented through
b~oks .and the study of representative selections from the worb
t e philosophers. The courses for a major in philosophy are
on the basis of the needs and interests of the student
51. Philosophy and Modem Life
. The chief types and problems of philosophy, the phi!
~ttttude and met?~d, and the relation of philosophy to thloelOplllial
ttonal, mo~al, :e1tg1ous, and social problems of our time.
·
as a contribution to general education. Three semester hou.ugn.1111111•

101. Aeathetica
Mr. C
A critical examin~tion of various historical and contcmpora
answers to the question : What is the nature and function
work of art?. The art fonns receiving primary consideratiOQ
be those of literature and music. Three semester hours.

7

Ill. Principles of Ethica
Mr. Hflle"'. T?e development, nature, and theories of morality and the
~lrcatton of ethical principles to the living issues of ~ontem~
hfe. Three semester hours.
Mr.

coa;:.

116. Socia) Etbica
A consideration of practical problems incident to l'f ·
mo~ern w?rld, and the application of the basic ethical ~n~·
their solution. Three semester hours.
M Co/loru
(Not offered in 1958-1959)
r.

°:

117. Religions of the World
See Religion 117. Three semester hours.
118. Introduction to Christian Theoloay
See Religion 118. Three semester hours.

Mr. Gri/itl
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Principles of Logic

A general survey of the major topics in the philosophy of
, and the principles of inductive and deductive logic. Defor the general student and for those who expect to do adwork in law, medicine, science, theology, and philosophy.
semester hours.
Mr. Colloms

PIWoaophy of Science
This course will be concerned with such questions as : What is
? What are the ultimate data of science? What is the reof science to other departments of learning? Some previous
' g in science would be helpful, but it is not required. Three
r hours.
Mr. Hutcheson
PIUloaophy in America Before 1865
The development and meaning of philosophy in our nation durthe Colonial Period, the Age of Reason, and the TranscenMovement. Consideration will be given to such thinkers as
ds, Franklin, Jefferson, and Emerson with special reference
the permanent significance of their ideas. Three semester hours.
Mr. Colloms
PIUloaophy in America After 1865
Some leading philosophers and major philosophical movements
this nation from the close of the Civil War to the present. Em's will be placed upon selections from the writings of such
phers as John Fiske, Charles Sanders Pierce, Bordon Parker
e, Josiah Royce, George Santayana, William James, Alfred
Whitehead, and John Dewey. Three semester hours.
Mr. Colloms
Philosophy of Religion
The nature of religion, God and His relation to the universe
nature and destiny of man, religious knowledge, the problem
evil, religious values, and the significance of religious practices.
1'bree semester hours.
Mr. Colloni.s

Paycholoay of Religion
A psychological study of religious experience. Religion and
subconscious, worship, prayer, mysticism, conversion, and the
~logical aspects of religious belief. Three semester hours.
(Not offered in 1957-1958)
Mr. Collotns
Ancient and Medieval Philosophy
Philosophers of classical antiquity and of the Medieval Christian world. Designed to help the student discover the philosophical
tnditions which have influenced the intellectual perspectives and
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heritage of Western civilization. Three semester hours.

152. Men and Movementa in Modern Pbiloaopby Mr. Hf4tc
The great philosophers and philosophic movements from fi
hundred to the close of the nineteenth century both as a
and basic interpretation of modern social, political, and
institutions. Three semester hours.
Mr. Hf41c
161. Twentieth Century Pbiloaopby
A study of the three main types of philosophic thought •
1900 : Logical Positivism, Existentialism, and Marxism. An a
will be made to examine these philosophies, not as isolated intell
systems, but as manifestations of our contemporary history
culture. Three semester hours.
M r. Hf41c
(Not offered in 1958-1959)
171. Pbiloaopby of Education
See Education 171. Three semester hours.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mr. Scheerer
M r. Walktr
The purpose of this department is to promote health, crowdl,
and development of the body. The various activities included
the program produce the highest muscular coordination and grady
improve the efficiency of the body and mind. Activities included
in the program are: calisthenics; tumbling; gymnastics; volleybd,
mass athletics ; group games; corrective exercises; intramural sport1:
individual and dual sports.
This department also serves the purpose of providing advanced
courses in physical education whereby a student may be prepared
to teach physical education and coach in high school. A student
may fully qualify under the rules of the Department of Educatiaa
of the State of South Carolina fo r full-time teaching of physbl
education in high school by taking the advanced courses below llld
completing 4-6 semester hours in physiology and anatomy llld
6-8 semester hours in chemistry and/or physics. In addition to
the above requirements the student is required to complete 18 •
mester hou rs in education and such general courses as arc required
by the State Department of Education for a teacher's certificate.
Students majoring in physical education may take practice tcac:hing in physical education. The following courses must have been
completed before a student may start practice teaching: Physical
Education 52 or Physical Education 101; Physical Education 102;
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•cat Education 103 an~ p ys field of physical education bef~re
24certification
hours must be taken in ~he
d credit allowed in practice
can be obtained an
h ical Education 108. A minimum

Bui Ph aical Education
. .
d
y
.
an
Coursec includes
basic exercises,
gahmes of low organization
Mr. Walker
. .t.1es. Two semester ours.
•0 na1 activ1

•--!-

Ph

·cal Education

Y•• . . f Ph sical Education 1-2,
Course is a continudabdon lo ort! One semester hour.
• ·00

of individual an

ua sp

·

"th
w1
an

Mr. Walker

Health Education
. Militar Science and for all
Required o.f all student~ no~ t~~~:~ls of s:uth Carolina. Course
ts planning to teach in t e
"t health safety and first
f
1
,
des a study o persona and commumd y .ty health
and we lfare
u Visits and studies of the
with these agen'es will be conducted to acqua.intd . d to meet the general
and their work. This co~rse ;s ;s~~~~rs of South Carolina.
irement for health education or e
Mr. Scheerer
semester hours.
•

cou~ty :~e s~~dent

d Materiala in Health Education .
Methods an
f health education, including a survey
A course in the theory o
thods The course covers
teaching materials and classroom me ·cabl~ diseases sanitation
fi
"d safety commum
,
d t
topics as rst a1 '
, .
·11 be offered each stu en
_.. healthful living. An oppo:tfiumty. wF1 ·rst Aid by the American
9111111
St dard Cert1 cate in I
.fi .
.
qualify fo r a an
h
Required for certi cation in
Cross. Three semester ours.
Mr. Walker
Physical Education.

Croup Recreation
d
tudy of group game s that are adaptable
f
. to
Course inclu es a s
h . .s placed on economy o equ1ppublic schools. Special e.mp ;:~s i~ limited space, games for. the
ment games adaptable for m~o
G
for short recess periods
both quiet and actived
semester hours. Required
.t recreation periods are stresse · .
Mr. Scheerer
for certification in Physical Education.
d Ph •cal
• t"IOn and Administration of Health an
ya1
Orpnaza
. .

-~m,

T~~:

Education
.
bases of the work of admm1sTbis course covers the vari::nf of health and physical e?~~tration in a high school dep~rt
tian. A study is made of curriculum b u1.1d.ing and the use of fac1hbes
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at the disposal of the director of physical education and '
murals. A survey is made of needed equipment for various
of schools. Three semester hours. Required for certification in
cal Education.
Mr. Sc

104. History and Philosophy of Health and Physical EdllClli..
The historical background of health and physical ed
movements in the world, and a survey of the underlying prin •
aims, and objectives of a school health and physical education
gram. Three semester hours. Required for certification in ......___,,_...
Education.
Mr. St,,,,,,,_
105. Materiah and Applied Techniques of lntencbolutic
A survey of high school coaching covering basketball and
ball. The class will make a thorough study of the science of
games and coaching methods. Three semester hours. Requinf
for certification in Physical Education.
Mr. WcrlW
106. Materiah and Applied Techniques of lntencholutic
A continuation of Physical Education 105, with baseball
track being studied. Three semester hours. Required for certificl.
tion in Physical Education.
Mr. Stl111tft
108. Intramural Sporta Procram
A study of the high school intramural programs for the
medium and large high schools. Students will be required to bow
the rules and modifications to meet the high school program,
organize and coach the various sports adaptable to the high ICbaal,
and in addition pass proficiency tests in each of the intramanll
sports studied. Point systems, intramural councils, awards, coedacational sports, and scoring plans will be studied. Three ~
hours. Required for full certification in Physical Education.
Mr. St,,_,,
110. Testa and Meaaurementa in Health and Physical Eda .....
A study of the tests adaptable to the high school program
be studied. Construction of tests and administration of tests
be studied, also statistical applications to tests will be covered. Three
semester hours. Required for full certification in Physical Educatim.
Mr. Scll.mr
112. Materiala and Applied Techniques of lntencholutic s,.ta
A survey of high school coaching covering golf and tennis. Tbe
class will make a thorough study of the science of the sports ml
coaching methods. Required for full certification. Three semester
hours. (This course is limited to a small group.)
Mr. Stll.mr
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PHYSICS AND GEOLOGY
Mr. Pettis
Physics

A General Physic~
wave motion and sound, magnetA study of mechanics, heat,
h
week lecture and two

. .
d light Three ours a
E. ht
and electnc1ty, an
.
. .t . Mathematics 1-2.
ig
a week laboratory. Prerequisi e ·
Mr. Pettis
er hours.

-lt2. Laboratory Course

h
ds of students who wish
This course is designed to meket . t eGneeeral Physics. Particular
atorv wor m en
.
d
d ork in electricity an magadvance d 1abor · J d
ion is paid to mor~ ~ ;oar°a.~~ry w Prerequisite: Physics 51-5~.
ldism· Six hours a wee a
·
Mr. P eths
• semester hours.

104. Mechanics
.
chanics with special reference
An introduction to theoretical me hours a week lecture. Pre-

the methods of the calculus. T.hre~l 62 or 71-72. Six semester
nquisite or corequisite: Mathematics - ,
Mr. Pettis

11our5.

•t-ZOZ. Theoretical Physic~

fundamental concepts, laws. ~nd
A study of the foundations,
k lecture Prerequ1s1te:
.
h
.
Three hours a wee
""°ries of Physics.
.
_62 0 r 71 _72. Six semester our~ .
61
Physics 51-52 and Mathematics
'
Mr. Pettis

111. Meteorology

f the atmosphere which affect weather
A study of the ph.enomena.o
aeronautical meteorology. Three
tonditions with special attent1oi:i .to . Ph sics 51-52. Three semest~r
hours a week lecture. Prerequisite·
Y
Mr. Pettis

hours.
112. Navigation
h
ds of pre-aviation students
This course is adapted to meet t e ~ee. valved in the means and
with special reference to th: ~athem~t1c:a~h' s surface. Three hou~s
methods of determining position on t e
M. Pettis
a week lecture. Three semester hours.

Geology
Sl-52. General Geolo~
.
h. al structural and historiPrinciples of dynamical, phrsiograp ic d, to points 0£ geological
1

cal geology. Occasional excursions are ma e
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interest in the vicinity of Spartanburg. Several theses are
of the class during the year, based upon reading assigned by
instructor. The geological collection possesses not less than
specimens of minerals and rocks, and 500 specimens of fossila.
semester hours.
Mr. Pi

RELIGION
Mr. Nesbitt
Mr. Griffl,.
The purpose of this department is two-fold: ( 1) to provide
series of studies in the field of Religion as foundations for a
understanding of the Christian faith and its practice among
students, and (2) to enable the college, as a church school, to
more fully its obligations to its constituency.
These courses are designed to help prepare a leadership
trained clergy and informed laity for the church, in order to
on an increasing and effective program of Christian service in
world. Historical methods and philosophical principles are f
mental in all offerings in the department.
The college requirement for graduation is six semester
normally satisfied in the sophomore year with the basic couna
and 52, and these are prerequisite to all advanced work in the
partment. Religion 1 may also be taken as a part of the requiremeat;
or for extra credit, but may not be counted toward a major in
field.
1. Introduction to the Engliab Bible
The nature of the Bible, its origin and development, the wim.
and collection of the various books into a canon of Scripture, '
the history of the English versions, and frequent selections &.
the Bible for special study. Open to Freshmen in the second ~
only. Three semester hours.
Mr. N1"1ill

51. Old Teatament Life and Literature
The origin and development of the Hebrew people, and the •
ligious life that grew out of their historical experiences as sbon
in the writings of the Old Testament. Three semester hours.
Mr. Nesbitt and Mr. Grilfa
52. New T eatament Life and Literature
The origin and development of the Christian religion, and tbe
spiritual forces it generated in its earliest period, as shown in tbe
writings of the New Testament. Three semester hours.
Mr. Nesbitt and Mr. Griffea
101. The Life and Rell.Pon of Jeaua
A study of the Synoptic Gospels for the life that Jesus lived
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.
.
£ the Christian faith
die religion he taught, as the foundations o
Mr. Nesbitt
Church. Three semester hours.

ts and Courses of Instruction

'l\e Life and Religion of ~aul
ment in the apostolic age
development of the Chris~1an ;!1°-;~e Acts, with special er:iin the Letters of Pau an

t r hours

• on Paul's life and work. Three semes e

.

Mr. Nesbitt

•

f th Hebrew Propheta
..
e
bets and their wntmgs,
A historical study of the !f eb~w t:~d religious contributions
ial emphasis on their et tea
Mr. Nesbitt
~life. T hree semester hours.
. d
L'terature of larael
'l1ae PoetrY and Wu o7 H~brew philosophy and religious
An introductory study 0
of the Old Testament, and s~in the wisdom and poetry
t r hours
Mr. Nesbitt
from the Apocrypha. Three semes e
.

'l\e Religion o

Biblical Hiatory and Ar~eologyd Christian religions, with
The main trends in the He _rer ;.n veries and the religious
•
h sis on archaeologica isco
'
emp a
ff d Three semester hours.
cultural values they a or .
(Not offered in 1958-1959)

'l1ae Religiona of the Wo~ld

Mr. Nesbitt

£ the leading religions of
Three s~Mr. Nesbitt

Astudy of the history ~n~ hterat;;;e~t world status.
'nd, from primitive ongms to P
hours.

Qriatian Education . .
d t'
with special emphasis
.
f
th
. . l
f rehg1ous e uca ion,
The basic pnnc1_p es o
in as better preparation or . .e
Christian expenenceChand ~a~hr~e semester hours. Mr. Griffin
tional work of the urc .
(Not offered in 1958-1959)

The Church and lta Work

its origin and nature, its
f the Christian Church, function in society. T~r:e
A st~/th~ world, and its practical
Mr. Griffin
d

er hours.
(Not offered in 1958-1959)
• to B'blical
Theologyf th Bible rooted m
· anc1en
· t
1Dtroduct1on
•
0
The principal theological conce?t~ 't :Od de~eloped therefrom.
JOism• passed on into early Chnsttaru Y
Mr. Griffin
'l'bree semester hours.
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124. Introduction to Chri t"
Th
. The basic doctrines of ~ uan . ~logy
mgs of the major theolo i!n: Ch.nstian ~aith ~s shown in the
Protestant theology Th g
, with special orientation into
.
ree semester hours.
.
Mr.
127 R I• .

•

e •11on

IJl
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• 'zed with major social processes and institutional functions.
uisite for sociology majors. Three semester hours.
Mr. Doby

Am encan
•
•
H1atory

Social actions, processes, and structures are

~iven emphasis in
course. Applications will be made to sociological analysis. An
· tion is made of social systems and the relation of social systo personality. A prerequisite for sociology majors. Three sehours.
Mr. Doby

The development of rer .
and the contributions they if ous forces and institutions in
Three semester hours.
ave made to the American way of
(Not offered in 1958-1959)
Mr. Ni

l28. The Churches in A
•
•
Th
.
rner1can Life

. e various churches and den . .
American history th .
ommational patterns ~
,
e1r present t t
.
-----:-·•-.
some of the smaller sects a d I s a us m our culture .
hours.
n cu ts of recent years. Th~
(Not offered in 1958-1959 )
Mr.

A study of the cause, nature, and cure of the problems that
contemporary society. Some of the principal problems studied
delinquency and crime, feeble-mindedness and insanity, poverty
economic maladjustment, race and class relations, and the in'onal problems of the complex society of modern times. Three
er hours.
Mr. Doby

135. The Philoaophy of Rel" .
1gion
.
See Philosophy
135 Th
.
ree semester hours
136. The Paycholo1nr
of R e1·1gion
•
.
•.1
See Philosophy
136 Th
.
ree semester hours

200. Research Paper

Social Anthropolou
This is a study of the culture of primitive man. An examinais made of the life of contemporary primitives in Africa, Asia,
orth America, and Oceania. The course is made vivid by an
ce of illustrative material. Three semester hours.
Mr. Norton

·

Instruction in research meth
.
the field of major study. The ch~ with. particular application
research paper careful!
ie requirement of the course •
~uJ><'.rvision of member/of~~pa~ed under the close guidance •
tn either the junior or
. e epartment. Required of all
•
senior year. One semester hour.
,,.,

SOCIOLOGY

Mr. Norton
Sociology deals wi"th
b
Mr. Doi..•
t
group eha ·
"J
ure, and working of soc· I . . .v1or, and the development ltraefessional training in such ':e1~~s!~t~hons. I~ su_Pplementary pro.
and personnel management
. aw, medicine, Journalism b .
enter social work S . I . It is essential to those wh' plaaUllDal,
. ..
.
oc1a resea h I
o
flD
tnv1tmg field for students int
red .a so has come to be a ereste m resea h
..
·-1
SI G
re pos1t1ons.
• eneral Sociology
An introductory course in
.
student a knowledge of him If soc10logy designed to impart to
of personality, society
d se 1 and the social world. Interr••-.:~
, an cu ture are .. v .. - . ed Th
~
---.outn •
e student ii

!s

to

• Marria&'e and the Family
The age-level of the college student is recognized in the apch made in this study. The treatment covers such topics as
ration for marriage, problems of adjustment within the family,
mic aspects of the family, the family as a social unit and the
as the center of family interest. Three semester hours.
Mr. Norton
The Rural South
A study of the present and the future of the rural South in
ftlation to such problems as tenancy and land ownership, perils of
ling Cotton, poverty and riches in the country, the social and inttitutional life of rural people, and relation of rural and urban life.
A special examination of rural life in South Carolina will be made.
Three semester hours.
Mr. Doby
(Not offered in 1958-1959)

a

Early Social Thought

A survey of man's ideas about life with his fellow man as repraented in the thought of ancient, medieval, and modern thinkers.
The course covers material up to the late Nineteenth Century. Three
1e111ester hours.
Mr. Norton
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llO. Modern Social Thought
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Tech.
sociological pro ems. .
f
tive techniques of ana:ynzm:nd sampling theory, test1~~u~s
f factor control, samp i g ·u be considered. Two
4
o
d probability theory wt
. 'te. Mathematics 1 or .
and an
two hours laboratory. Prerequ1s1 .
Mr. Doby
semester hours.
(Not offered in 1958-1959)
d Courses of Instruction

bl

nts an

A survey of trends of development in the social scienca
late Nineteenth Century onward, with special reference to
contributions to the development of modem sociology.
of all majors. Three semester hours.
Mr. Ni

Ill. Race Relationa
This course gives emphasis to such topics as race COD:ICll•
ness, cultural development of minority races in the United
and various aspects of race conflict. Relations between the N
and whites of the South will be given special attention. Thref
mester hours.
Mr. Ni

in~er-

P.-.onality
Cult'":9
ersonality, social
1 . ofand
relationships between pt by means of testing,
An ana ysis
arty measuremen
isite ·
IDd cultucc, per.;onh ~ s with applications. Pr':tequDob;
and projectiv~ tee nSfue Three semester hours.
logy 51 or Sociology ·

ll2. Social Paychology
Primarily a study of the effects of social interaction oa
psychological processes of motivation, perception, and learning.
modem approaches to the study of the relationship of psychoJocia(
processes to group development and organization are considereiL
Three hours of lecture and two hours of laboratory per week, Fi
semester hours. Required of all majors.
Mr. Dot,

ll3. Criminology

de!""""""

A course dealing with the causes and treatment of
and <rime. A study is made of the social factor.; contributms

maladjustments that lead to crime. The penal institutions are
amined and a survey is made of constructive contributions to
problem of crime. Three semester hours.
Mr. N,,,,.

114. Juvenile Delinquency
An analysis of the basic factors involved in the conduct prob1of modern youth. A study will be made of enviromental factors, die
nature of behavior problems of children, prevention of delinquency,
and correctional methods and institutions. Three semester houn.

1IS. An Introduction to Social ReaearcJi

Mr. N,,,,_
A survey of research methods and techniques in use in sociolCJo.
A study will be made of the experimental and stat;stic:al
case study and life history methods, and the interviewing IDCI
questionnaire techniques. A practical application of such methods
will be made in the formulation and pre-testing of a research project.
Prerequis;te: Sociology 51-52. Three semester hours. Mr. DobJ
ll6, Introduction to Statiatica

~

An introduction to the logic and use of certain qualitative IDCI

r.

s~ch

Social Pathology

.
. 1 relations caused by
he breakdown m soc1a .
d manic depression.

A

s::::rd~~: as neurosis, sohiwph;,:,";;.\:;m the standp?int. of

. is
. on human relations,
. .
emphas1s
An cxammatton
t.s made of m~t1tuTl rec
d cure of disorder~.
.
1
d in maladjustments.
l
and
an ot her so cial relations mvo ve
Mr. Norton
hours.

Urban Sociology

.
wth of urbanization in the
d will be made o~ the ra?1d gro rban structure and funcA stu y E phasis willh bef given
to u h
hoot and govern, States. m
mily churc ' sc
'
d A

~stitutions ~uc~ i~s t~: li:ht oi urban change anta~:~::i:s:U,d

. nwill
of be
theexamme
course w1·u be devoted to modern urban p Mr . Adams
lmiopmcn.t Three semester hours.

Tbe Sociology of Religion

th
oint of view of
tic analysis of religion fro~ m:n~ of man's social
.A
core that
affords oics as the socio-cultural
logy. ·n be examined,
religion and pe.rso?al. ot;eligion, religion and
other socialN
religion
. . and social status, an
Mr. or
Three semester hours.

syst~:C

religio~
covenn~ sue~ to~
s~1:!1~~~g~d

insh:~~

. .
d the people who work wi~j
fodus~~~ ~i:;;;a~~~ ~~esent tcends i:n\~u~~ ;,:,

.....triol Sociolou
0
A study ?!

0

the orgamzTath1on. elation of industry to the cdo'mmd Such topics as
rvcyed
e r
t ill be stu ie .
Th
au
.f 'I and governmen w .
d d . the course.
rec
s, the ofamt
y,
t to labor are mclu e m
Mr . Adams
relation
managemen
81CSter hours.
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schedule cards must be approved by their faculty
Sophomores' schedule cards must be approved by the
of the College. Junior and Senior students' schedule cards
be approved by the chairman of the department in which
majoring and the Dean of the College.

REGULATIONS REGARDING GRADES
es shall be reported so as to indicate one of four things:
.-A grade of "A," "B," "C," or "D" shall indicate that
t has passed a course. The work is graded according to the
system: "A," excellent; "B," good; "C," fair; "D," pass-

General Regulations
The academic year is divided .
mester of the academic year 1958~~59twbo s.emesSters. The fint
second J
27 C
egms eptember 16 •
• anuary . ommencement day, 1959, is June 1.
"

TIME OF ENTRANCE
All students should b
for freshmen and u
e present on the opening day dcsi
after the beginning :f~~classmen, respectively. Students who
they have missed in th e semester are .marked absent on the
th
b
e courses to which they are dmitt-'
ese a sences are counted as other absences from c1as:. ......,

M~TRl~ULATION,

REGISTRATION, AND ENROLLMENT

Registration and mat · 1 ·
the beginning of each s:::s::;on~~ke p~ace in the Field HOUie
date prescribed in the colJe
.
stu ents must register oa
to matriculate at the beginni~e c~lendar. All students are reqainll
the Bursar a receipt Th' go . eac~ semester and to obtain U.
who issues the stude~t a n1~:becc1ptf is presented to the Regisbw
b
f
er o course cards eq "vaJcnt
num er o courses the student is entitled
u1
to
sents the enroIIment cards to prof
tho take. ~e s~dent PNous courses. Students
.
. es~ors. w o enroll him m the M
than that prescribed in~i:ic~:i~~~~ m;_: ~her semester at a cfate Jater
1
of $1.00 per day for late
.
? s pay the Bursar a penalty
register later than one we:~g~sft:C~b~~· No ~tudent i.s permitted tD
e operung of either semater.

1

'liltd.-A grade of "F" shall indicate that the student has failed
course and that, in order to receive credit for the course, he
be required to take the work again.
lwOMplete.-A grade of "I" shall indicate that the instructor,
ue the student has not completed all the work required in the
though he has passed the examination, is unable to report
final grade at the regular time.
All students with incomplete grades who have not satisfied the
nt concerned and have not obtained a passing grade before
dose of the semester following the date of the regular examinaio which the "I" was incurred, are regarded as having failed
the course concerned and must repeat the course in order to recttdit.
Jfbsent from Examination.-A grade of "X" shall indicate that
student was absent from the examination.
A student absent from examination and marked "X," if his abhas been excused by the Dean of the College, may receive
examination on the payment of a fee of $5.00 to the Bursar of
College. The Dean shall arrange with the department concerned
this examination, which must be taken by the student before
dose of the semester following the date of the examination in
the "X" was incurred. Otherwise, the grade for the course
be recorded as "F." If a student's absence from an examinais not excused by the Dean, the grade for the course concerned
be recorded as "F."

REGULATIONS FOR DROPPING COU RSES
In order to drop a course, a student must obtain the approval
the Dean of the College and of the instructor concerned. In the
of freshmen, approval must be obtained from the student's adaor and his instructor. The grade in a dropped course shall be
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.
he is not passing. A grade of pas~ing the course, or a
m establishing the student's
d
sh~IJ be counted as ID
gra e-point ratio.

"WP"
·f the student is current!
'
i

!f

.

r.

W!

EXAMINATIONS

Final examinations in all b.
.
respectively The
. . su Jects are held m January and
.
.
examination record
b. d .
made in class constitutes the student's fin~~rc:~:. w1th the

~XPLA~ATION

A

OF QUALITY-POINT SYSTEM

certain quality-grade is
. d
purpose of determining th ' reql~1re for graduation and, for
·
is qua 1ty-grade' numenc
· al values
points
are given to the
points for each semesterg~ade letters a~ follows : for grade "A,•
for grade "C ,, 2
.
our of credit; for it'ade "B " 3 •
points; for grade "D,, 1 .
'
. '
T o obtam a student's grade
.
' . point.
m~ster hours taken is divided P?mt ratio, the total number of
pomts earned.
mto the total number of qualitJ'
The term "average grade of 'C' ,,
twice as many quality p . t
• means that the student ' om s as semester hours taken.

CLASS STANDING
1:'or a student to rank as a S
credit a minimum of tw t
ophomore, he must have to
quality points; as a J unio/n Y/~u.r semester hours and f~
and twelve quality points'.
Y su· s~mest~r hours and one "'""""
and one hundred and eight -fa Semo~, nine~y-two semester boan
Y our quality pomts.

'7s

.

AMOUNT OF WORK

Exclusive of basic ROTC 0
h .
permitted to take less than fift r p ys1caJ education, no student
special permission from the De::". semester hours of work witboat
mester hours of work
I
. , to take more than seventeen
mester is "C"
ho
un ess his average grade in the pr-...a..
or a ve, or under any co d'f
·---.
twenty semester hours of ~o k A
n i ions, to take more tbla
of the right to take extra w r
grade of "F" deprives a
The total amount of
'h regardless of his average grade.
departn:ient toward the Ba;~;lor~s ~ a st~de~t .may take in any oae
th1rty-s1x semester hours F
egree is limited to a maximum of
ment, German and Ro~anc~r krposes of determining this require.
departments. Required Freshma ngu~g~s are regarded as 8Cplrate
be included in the thirty .
n an
ophomore courses shall aat
-six semester hour limit.

k

°i:

m.cr.
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LIMIT ON FRESHMAN WORK
No Senior may take credit for any course open primarily to
en except a course required for graduation; and no Junior
take for graduation credit more than one course open prito Freshmen. A list of these courses is given under "Dets and Courses of Instruction."

LIMIT ON FINAL WORK FOR GRADUATION
Not more than six to eight semester hours of work may be
in another institution of approved standing as the final work
ry for graduation, and this work of Senior grade must first
approved by the Dean.

REGISTRATION FOR LESS THAN NORMAL WORK
A student reported to be in poor health or engaged in outside
that demands much of his time may not register for the norJoad of work unless his average grade for the preceding semester
11
C" or above.

SUMMER SESSION ELSEWHERE
Wofford students desiring to attend summer school in another
tDllege must secure advance approval of the registrar and of the
~en of the departments in which the student desires to take
Mb courses.

AUDITING COURSES
A student who wishes to audit a course may do so on securing
•consent of the instructor. No attendance record of the student
kept, and he may not receive credit for the course.

HONORS COURSES
Senior students may, at the discretion of the Curriculum Committee and the Faculty, be allowed to carry an honors course durilc the regular academic year. Honors courses are subject to the
iollowing regulations:
1. An honors course shall represent work beyond the usual
nquirements for majors in a field and beyond any requirement
for graduation, except as noted in 10 below.
2. A student shall be allowed to participate in an honors propm only upon invitation by his major department.
3. Only students with an overall average of "B" in all courses
aad no grade less than "B" in his major field shall be eligible to
nceive an invitation. Upon mutual consent of department and
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student, the department shaII subm1·t to th C . I
h
e urncu um
•
a request t at the student be allowed to participate in
program. The request shall be accom anied b a
an
mg the general nature of the work t: be und{rtak:~tement
and 4. -~n honors program may be undertaken o~ly by
,
. . w1 carry credit of 6 semester hours provided the
is Judged to have do~e work worthy of either an "A" or a "B" ,..the s~~Jh~· course, if completed satisfactorily, shall be entered •
it is an e~ s permanent record with a notation to the effect tbiie
onors course. Also, the student shall be m .
commencement exercises - and shall be listed in
e~tioned.
of the college catalogue of his grad t'
a special SectiGI
"h" h h
ua ion year - as ha · ..-.:.......
ig
onors" or "honors" in his field
.
ving ........_
he received an "A" or a "B" . th h
' depending upon whether
m e onors program
6: A. student may be removed
from an hon~rs
any time if, in the judgement of th d
. program It
of sufficient merit to J·ust1"fy h1·s
t~ _epartment, his work is DGt
con mumg.
7. An honors course is not to be b.
per semester limit on course load.
su Ject to the usual 20 boar
8. ~ch student completing an honors course
1
of an
copy in the student's perma~ent fileep:~:;nent shall ~en place om
!ib~ary. It i~ expected that the department :~~ ~~~Py:;: ththi~ dcollep
m its own ftles.
e r copJ

:~: ~~~~ ~0t~e ~~ !~:t:~~:e t~~~ ~opies

abstra:~~e:;::

. ti 9. ~II appli~ation~ for honors courses should be made at 1eut
m me or consideration by the Curriculum C
.
.
scheduled meeting in the student's Junior year omm1ttee at its Jut
10. At the discretion of the d
·
be taken in lieu of the resea ch
epartment an honors course may
r paper course 200 in his department.

THE DEAN 'S LIST
. Students who, at the mid-year or final
. .
h" h .
exammahons, have It·
tamed an average of "B"
just closed and
or ig er. m the courses of the half-year
who have not received a grade of "F"
"I" •
any course are placed on the Dean's L" t f
h
o~
m
year. A student whose n
is or t e succeeding half.
two additional unexcuseda:s:~~:a~~ oe:c~e ~~n's List is allowed
dent must be car in
. .
o is courses. A ata·
be considered. TIJ n:m'1e :;n~~~~ o; 15 sebmest_er hours' work to
Dean's List at a
.
.
u en may e withdrawn from the
factory standard ~ !~:ia;!h~~ea~~u~~~~~::.ls to maintain a aatit-
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RULES ON ABSENCES AND CLASS ATTENDANCE
1. The maximum number of absences allowed a student in a
course for any reason, except as given below, is as follows:
A. Students in good standing will be permitted four absences in each course.
B. Students whose names appeared on the Dean's List for
the preceding semester will be allowed two additional
absences in each course.
C. Students on academic probation will be permitted one
emergency absence in each course at the discretion of
the Dean of Students.
2. A student who has been absent from class on account of
mapension for infraction of college regulations shall forfeit the
cats to which he might otherwise have been entitled for that
~er.

3. No student will be permitted a voluntary absence from a
pre-announced test. In order to make up a pre-announced test the
ltUdent shall submit an excuse in accordance with attendance regulations to the Dean of Students. Upon approval of the excuse,
he shall obtain a statement from the Registrar's Office and present
to the instructor involved.
4. Aii excuses for absences from class must be cleared through
the office of the Dean of Students within seven days. Failure to
do this will result in an unexcused absence unless special permislion for an extension of time is approved by the Dean of Students.
Excusable absences will be cleared in the following manner :
A. College-Sponsored Activities
Absences incurred through participation in college sponsored activities will be excused if the excuse is presented
on the forms provided and signed by that member of
the college staff who is responsible for such activity .
If possible, such excuses should be filed prior to the
absence involved and in most instances may be issued
for an entire group of students and sent by the staff
member directly responsible to the Dean of Students'
Office. Activities not specifically headed by designated
officials will be cleared in advance with the Dean of
Students. The student will be responsible for any makeup work required by the instructor for such absences.
Students who expect to be absent from classes should
consult the instructors in advance about assignments.
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However, absences under this rule count in th tolll
number of absences which a student may not ex~ ia
one semester.
B. Illness - Boarding Students
No excuses may be issued by the nurse for absenca
other than those due to illness and physical disabilitJ
to attend classes. No excuses may be issued by the nune
for .ab~ences fr~m classes unless the student r rts to
~~e .mf1rmar~ pnor to the time such classes are sctctuled.
' m th: ?PIOn of the nurse, the extent of the illness is
not suffment for excuse from class the ab
wiD
be unexcused.
'
sence

No ~at.urday classes will be excused unless atient ia
hosp1tal1zed or. remains in the infirmary until ~ :00
Monday morning.
I.DI.
No !'1~nday classes will be excused unless
hospitalized or remains in the infirmary until
Tuesday morning.

tient •

r.-oo
·

tD drop the course with a grade of "WF." If the student withdraws
while passing, "WP" shall be put on his record.
6. Absences from Military Science 101-102, 103-104 will be
mused by the Professor of Military Science and Tactics.
7. Students living more than 500 miles from Spartanburg will
lie allowed one extra day at the beginning of the Thanksgiving
llolidays.
8. Absences are counted from the first day of the semester.
9. An instructor has no authority to excuse a student from
clua attendance. Daily attendance reports must be submitted by
llCh instructor to the Dean of Students. Absences from class or
laboratory sessions may not be removed by making up the work as
nquired by the instructor.
10. Students may check their attendance record on Wednesdays
in the Dean of Students' Office.

11

a.m.

No board~ng student may leave college to go home becaus: .of illness except by permission from the nphys1c1an or nurse.
co.....,.
A!I other absences due to illness from class will constitute a class cut unless otherwise excused.
Day Students
In the cas~ of the absence of a day student for illn
excuses will be accepted only from a doctor It is :
~tudent's respons~bility to submit a properly . completed
xcuse Card, which may be obtained either in the !>tan
of S~udents' Office or in the Registrar's Office After
s~curmg .the E~cuse Card the day student must. fill in
t at ~ort~on of it "".hich he is required to complete and
~ave it signed by his physician. The Excuse Card must
e returned to the Dean of Students off'ice.
C. Other Absences
Other absences will constitute class cuts Exceptional
case~ mu~t be submitted to the Dean of . Students f
consideration.
or
ceed ~· ~ st~dent's total absen~es, allowable or excused, may not exh
we ve m any ~ne class m any semester. A student exceed'
t e number of permitted cuts in a semester in a course is requi:

ACADEMIC PROBATION AND EXCLUSION
The College reserves the right to require the withdrawal of students whose scholarship is not satisfactory and of those who, for
any other reason, are regarded as not in accord with the ideals and
standards that the College seeks to maintain.

Probation
The purpose of academic probation is to warn a student and to
U1ist him in improving the character of his work. If a student
fails to make an average grade of "C" or higher on at least twelve
eemester hours of work passed in a semester, he may be put on
academic probation for the following semester. Such students are
allowed no unexcused absences during the period of their probation.
A student may be removed from academic probation upon the
eomplction of a semester's work with an average grade of "C" on
a minimum of fifteen semester hours passed.
Exclusion
A student who is taking less than twelve semester hours of work,
because he has been dropped from courses on account of failure
is excluded from the College.
l1pperclaaa1n~1958-S9

Upperclassmen, including second-year Freshmen, are not per-

mitted to remain in college in the second semester unless they pass
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nine semester hours of work i
.
n th~ first semester, or to
in September if the do n
the second semester: unlesso~hpass nme s;mester hours of work
school work.
ey meet this requirement by
An upperclassman who does no h
demic year, a credit of at least 24 t av;, at ~he close of an
that year is automaticall
1 d quality pomts on the work
meets this requirement b y exc u ed from the College, un1m
A
y summer school work
student who has not
1 d
.
. accumu ate a minimum of 56
hours and 112 qual"t
shall be discontinue~. y pomts at the end of three
Students academically excluded ma
.
. y not be remstated until
end of one semester after th e exc1us1on.

Entering F res hmen-June, 1958
d
The following regulations
Thereafter
college in June 1958 and th
fs a 1 apply to Freshmen
'
•
erea ter:
Upperclassmen second ea F
semester hours in' the f /
r reshmen included, must
tinue in college in the irs dsemester of an academic year to
secon semester.
. Students completing an academ.
.
rrutted to re-enter the f ll . S ic year m June are not
time or in the summer ~ch~w:ng ep~ember if they have not by
with the following sched 1o. ;11owmg earned credits in ac·-"--..;.;
quality points. Sopho u e. rdeshmen: 22 semester hours ancl
,
mores an second
F
mester hours and 96
year reshmen: 54
.
1.
year students : 87 seme~~:r I~ points; Juniors, including all ,
and all fourth year students ou~s. and 162 quality points;
al" app ~mg to return the fifth year· l
semester hours and
'
224 qu 1ty pomts.
.
callyStudents
excludedfailing
for onto meet th ese reqmrements
shall be ac:ademl.
e semester Acade ·
1 .
time shall constitute p
.
. m1c exc us1on for the secGllll
ermanent exclusion.

h~

Transfer Students
Transfer students mu t
established for the class m
. ~o w
mhe.eth
ic the
they requirements
are admitted.

. WITHDRAWAL FROM COLLEGE
Students withdrawing fro
the Registrar and Dean of ~t ~ollege are required to report tD
drawal. Failure to do th"is w1·11 result
u ents · and arrange regular ,
t h e permanent record card.
m an entry to that effect

Regulations
DISCIPLINE
dent discipline at the College is vested in the Discipline Comand in the Dean of Students. For infractions of college
ions, a student may be placed on probation, suspended, or
. If a student is found guilty of an additional offense while
pobation, suspension will ordinarily follow. In all major cases,
Discipline Committee will act, while the Dean of Students will
minor infractions of the rules.
CONDUCT REGULATIONS
Students are expected to conduct themselves according to the
standards of morality and decency. Dishonesty, drinking of
lie beverages, gambling, profanity, and other immorality are
ited, and students found guilty of misconduct will be subject
discipline by the Discipline Committee. The College reserves
right to suspend, expel, or ask a student to withdraw from
at any time his conduct is deemed unsatisfactory.
DORMITORY REGULATIONS

All unmarried students, not living with parents or relatives,
required to live in college dormitories.
Students will be required to pay for neglect or abuse of college
. Students rooms and personal belongings must be kept in
y fashion.
Furniture must not be moved from the room where it has been
by the College.
Janitor service is furnished. Students must bring their own
s, towels, and bed clothing for single beds.
Use of electrical appliances other than the regular li,ghting
· ent must be approved by the Dean of Students.
Alcoholic beverages and gambling are forbidden.
Persons of questionable character are forbidden to visit the

"tories.
Animals shall not be kept in the dormitories.
Solicitation is prohibited.
Visitors who spend the night in the dormitories must be registered
with the hostess .
PUBLIC REPRESENTATION OF THE COLLEGE
Athletes must qualify in accordance with the rules of the Southlntcrcollegiate Athletic Association. Special students must ob' pcnnission from the Dean before participating in any public
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CHAPEL EXERCISES
All students are required to attend chapel exercises twice
ly. Four absences for which no accounting is required are
in any one semester, but if a student's unexcused absences
five in any one semester, he is automatically excluded from
College. Excuses for chapel absences should be handed in to
office of Dean of Students within seven days of the date of
absence.

SOCIAL FRATERNITIES
All rules concerning the social fraternities' relations with

other are formulated by the Inter-Fraternity Council in clOle
operation with the Dean of Students. Any infraction of these
lations will render the fraternity subject to disciplinary acticm.
For initiation into a fraternity, a student must have earne4
minimum of nine semester hours and eighteen quality pointl
preceding semester.

THE PUBLICATIONS BOARD
The financial control of all student publications is vested ii
board, composed of four faculty members and five student
hers. This Board is also at the service of the staffs of the
tions for suggestions or advice concerning their work. No
publication can be started at the College without the approval
the Publications Board.

FACULTY REPORTS
Each member of the Faculty is required to report monthly
the standing of all students who are failing in his classes.

MID-SEMESTER AND SEMESTER REPORTS
After November 15 for the first semester and March 30 for
second semester, reports concerning class attendance and scholar-

ship of all Freshmen and Sophomores will be sent to parentl ar
guardians. At the close of each semester fi nal reports of clau attendance, courses, grades, and quality-points of all students will lie
sent to parents or guardians.
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and Expenses

All fees

a~d expe~ses

0e:c~e s~;r:~~~~ a~~ ::ee ~;g~n~~~;b~f

for
otherwise spec1fiedd u~ . ad~itted to classes until arrangetemeste~, and ~o stul en its h been made with the President
conceming their sett emen as
the College.

GENERAL FEES AND EXPENSES PER SEMESTER
Resident Students

Tuition
College Fees

Room
Board
Total

Day Students

$175.00
155.00*
67.50**
185.00

$175.00
140.00

$582.50

$315.00

Laboratory and Special Fees
Laboratory Fees in Science
CoursesLaboratory Fee in Sociolo~ 112
Laboratory Fee in Accounting
Courses-Per Semester
'.us1c
ll• . and Art Fee-Per Semester
Extra Subject-Per Semester Hour
Physical Education Fee-Per Semester
Basic ROTC Fee-Per Semester
Student Teaching Fe~
Graduation Fee (Senior year)

10.00***
5.00
5.00
3.00
5.00
1.50
1.00
40.00
10.00

~udes $15.00 Medical Fee (see Page 103) .
..Por Carlisle, Snyder, and Black Halls.
Greene Hall-485.00 per semester .
• htman Hall-$100.00 per semester.
advanced courses.
W11
. troductory courses or one-semester
_,or two-semester m
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FEES AND EXPENSES FOR SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS
Charges for each term :
Registration Fee
Tuition Fee, per semester hour
Room-rent and Board
Library Fee
Medical F ee
Audit F ee, per course

BENEFITS OF MEDICAL FEE
t of the medical fee of $30.00

la consideration of the p:~~enCollege provides th7. following

$ 15.00
10.00
100.00
2.00
2.00
12.00

~ester), MW~·
e ical

• •per
Surgical, and
infirmary care :

.

1. Reimbursements of charges for hospital

All fees and expenses are due and payable at the time o(
tration.

2.

Teac hers in active full -time service in schools and coDqa,
orphans from Epworth O rphanage, Method ist ministerial studenta,
and sons of Methodist ministers are required to pay a tuition fee of
only $8.00 per semester hour, in addition to the fee for regi5tratic11
and the ex penses for room-rent and board.

LI VING ACCOMMODATIONS
Snyder and Black Halls are dormitories for Freshmen; Carlisle,
Greene, and W ightman H alls a re dormitories for upperclassmen.
Generally, two students are assigned to each dormitory room.
T he exchange of rooms may be arranged within fifteen da71
after the opening of the semester. A charge of $2.00 will be made
for the change of rooms a fter that period.
*The annual staff has the aut hority to make additional charges for )lel'IClllll
photographs which appear in the year book.

75.00
75.00
200.00

5.

mum of
I
fil
(In accordance with schedu e on e
with College Bursar)
by doctor or physician for treatment
Charges . I f non-surgical disabil ity rein a hosp1ta or
imbursed up to

EXPLANATION OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE
This fee secures to each student, without additional cost, (1)
one copy of the College Annual* ; ( 2 ) participation in class functions-literary, social, and athletic ; ( 3) membership in the Student
Christian Association ; ( 4) Lyceum tickets ; ( 5) admission to athletic games; and (6 ) subscriptions to student periodicals.
In view of th is fee, no assessment by classes or by student bocl7
can be made except by special permission of the Administration.

$7.50 per day

injuries up to a ma..'C1mum o
.
4. Surgical charges reimbursed up to maxi-

briJW
Tbe

room and board up to
.. )
.
31 days for each disability
(M axtmum
. b
d
Miscellaneous hospital expenses re1m urse
up to maximum of
(For each disability)

3. First aid treatment .for acc~dental bodily

lab-

Students taking courses in laboratory science must pay the
oratory fees required in regular ·term.
S tudents room ing in the dorm itories will be expectt'd to
wi th them their own bed-clothing, pillow cases, and towels.
dorm itory beds are all single beds.

Care insurance in addition to the

d

3.00 per ay

REGULATIONS REGARDING PAYMENTS
.

h

Board of Trustees govr rn the

The following regulations of t Pe "d t Dean or Du rsar have
11
f s The rest en ,
,
.
-~t
cge eeor. m
. any way alter these regulations.
r-r··-·· of
. all
t co spend
DO authority

o su

d

and payable upon regis-

fe~s ~nd expen~e:e~~ste~e or summer term, and ~o
tration at the ~egmnmg of eac until arrangements concerning their
ltudent is admitted to c~~ss\:~th the Bursar of the College.
1. General

ldtlement have been ma
d
d payabl e when the bill for the
2 All special fees are ue an
: ren dere d by the Bursar of the College.
llll1e ts
d d
3 Matriculation and tuition fees are not refun ~ .
. I
.
d
. made for delay m matncu aof $1.0?
per ay
• 4. A charge
. case
of sickness
or tsunavo1"dable detention at home.
tion, except m
.
and board will be allowed, except
5. No refund m ro~m-rent or exce t in case of absence at
ia case of permanent withdrawal
. d pof at least fifteen days.
unt of sickness for a per10
home on acco
. South Carolina are exempt
6 Graduates of any orphanage .m d to pay all other fees.
from i>ayment of tuition, but are reqmre
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7. Wofford College is
remits full tuition and ll a member of Tuition Exe
at other institutions h_coh ege fees to children of faculty
w ic are members of T ..
. . 8. A reduction of $lO 00
u1tton Exchangt.
tuition where two o
. per student per semester is
same time.
r more brothers are enrolled in Collqe
9. No student who has
o_f the College is allowed ton~!a settled all _his bills with the
t1ons of the academic
nd the mid-year or final
term.
year or the final examinations of the
10. A fee of $1 ·oo is
· charged fo
h
course card after it h b
r any c ange in a
required by the Colle:: een approved, provided the change
. 11 . A charge of $5.00 will
tton given to a student.
be made for every special
1_2 .. Effective September 1959
.
admission or readmissio
'
' all boarding students appl~
All day students applyi~gm;st m;k: a_ $25.00 nonrefundable
a $15.00 nonrefundable depor .: ;;~ss1on or r~dmission shall
the students' accounts.
os1 .
ese deposits will be crcdite4
13. No student or former
outstanding bills with th B student who has not settled all
th
e tursar ' o r pa~"d h"ts loan fund nots
. e B ursar according to th
scnpt
· o f his
· work until his eobi"erms
f of payment, may receive a
of the College.
iga ion has been cleared on the

~.

14. In all laboratory courses
.
cost of replacement of
student ts required to pay
1
by h'im. This amount .apparatus
and
t
·
t b
.
ma ena s broken or
amination.
is o e paid to the Bursar prior to the

ial Endowment, Scholarship,
Loan Funds
'l'hroUCh the years, by generous gifts from friends and alumni,
(.ollege has been building its Special Endowment, Endowed
!llDliarlbi'p, Endowed Loan, and Loan Funds. These funds give
stability to its program and help to provide an educational
in accord with the highest institutional standards. We are
to list below this constantly enlarging group of funds .

SPECIAL ENDOWMENT FUNDS

SAii

OP BLACK AND HucH S. BLACK PoRTRAIT F u?-m, $1,.-By Dr. Sam Orr Black and Dr. Hugh S. Black of Spar-

's. c.

(;Am.ISLE MtMOtUAL FuND, $36,141.00.-Memorial to Dr. James

Carlisle, established by the alumni and friends of Dr. Carlisle
llrc-1ll0Ut the State at large but particularly from Spartanburg,

c.JAlllS

H. (ARLISL'l! CHAIR OF RtLIGION AND PHILOSOPHY,
,00.-Subscribed and directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow

·gn.M. AND CtMA S. CHRtITZBERG FuND, $9,221.99.-By Mr .
AuG.
. M. and Mrs. Cerna S. Chreitzberg of Spartanburg S. C.
ML AND Mas. Jos. K. DAVIS ENDOWMENT Fu ND, $1,000.00Mr. and Mrs. Jos. K. Davis of Spartanburg, S. C.
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SAMUEL DIBBLE MEMORIAL LIBRARY F
daughter, Mrs. Agnes Dibble M
f OrUND, $1,tiOO.OO.angeburg S C.
BENJAMIN N. DUKE ENDO oss o
' .
Benjamin N. Duke of Charlot:,M~~TC~UND, $100,000.00-By
. WARREN DUPRE MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND
widow, Mrs. Carrie Duncan DuP
f S
' $1,000.00.-BJ
J. M . EVANS ENDOWMENT F re o partanburg• S. C.
the ;state of J. M. Evans, May
~~~2. $5,000.00-Estahlilbeil

91

ORD FOUNDATION ENDOWMENT F
Ford Foundation the p . . I f
~N~, $135,000.-Grantecf
0
institution only ~s end~::~
which is. to be held by the
ment of such principal shallt, and the income from the
salaries. After July 1
. b~ used only to increase
1966
be used for any educ~tional' principal and income of the grant
purpose.
] AMEs D. HAM fETT MEMORIAL Fu
Jam s D. Hammett of And
S
No,
erson, . c.
WrLLJAM HowARo JA
his father and mother M CKSOdN MMEMORIAL FuNo, $1,00000
tanburg, S. C.
'
r. an
rs. Walter G. Jackson ~f •
DR. ANO MRS. N. F KIRKLAN M
By their son, Dr. WiJJi;m C K' kol dEMORTAL FuNo, $1,(XX)
ference.
· ir an of the South Carolina
RICHARD I. MANNING J
M
c~·
EMORIAL FUND, $6,000.00.
his heirs of Spartanburg,

S.

J . THOMAS PATE MEM
his widow, Mrs. Alice G . PORIAL LIBRARY FUND, $5,318.59
· ate of Camden
C
·
H. N. SNYDER CHAIR OF ENGLISH L
' . .
$760.00-Subscribed and d '
d
ANGUAGE AND UTQA
row Campaign.
irecte through the Wofford of T~

s

1854 SOUTH CAROLIN A CONF
-Subscribed and directed th
E~E~CE ENDOWMENT FUND $1'1.
paign.
roug t 1e Wofford of Tomorn:w
T. B. STACKHOUSE CHAIR OF E
MINISTRATION, $50,()()() 00-E
. CON~MICS AND BUSINISI A8o
Trustees in memory of .
stablished in 1949 by the Board
Wofford College Endowmr. Stackhouse, who, in 1937, gave to
holder of this chair will bee~tetun? the sum of $50,000.00. Tiie
Board of Trustees.
ermined by special resolution of tlle

M

W. FRANK WALKER MEMORIAL F
W. Frank Walker of Greenville, S. C. UNo, $20,563.67.-By

llr.
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Y P. WILLIAMS ENDOWMENT FUND, $1,359.58.-By Mr.
P. Williams of Charleston, S. C.
JAKIN

WOFFORD ENDOWMENT FUND, $125.00.-Subscribed

directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Campaign .
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

Bl HOP jAMES ATKINS MEMORIAL, $1 ,000.00.-Established by

J. T. Hooker of Spartanburg, S . C., in· April, 1948,
mdowcd scholarship for wo rthy students with outstanding
of scholarship, cha racter and leadership.
BDNARD M. BARUCH, $10,000.00.-Established by Mr. Bernard
Baruch of New York City and Georgetown, S. C., in February,
u an endowed scholarship for worthy students who possess
ding qualities and promise.
lbs. BETTY G. BEDENBAUGH, $1,784.64. -Established by Mrs.
G. Bedrnbaugh in her will of August 22, 1953. The income
be used as an annual scholarship to be awarded to a worthy
needy student, with her kinsmen being given preference.
Da. LEw1s ]ONES BLAKE, $2,500.00.-Established in March,
, by Mrs. Louise H. Blake of Spartanburg, S . C., as a meto her husband. The scholarship is to be awarded on the
• of character, leadership and scholarly achievement.
Tai ROBERT M. CARLISLE MEMORJAL ScHOLARSBIP.-A rele scholarship of $300.00 per year, made possible by the
on the Robert M. Carlisle Scholarship Fund of approxi7 $5,000.00 held in trust by the Spartanburg County Foundaand Mrs.

Tai CARROLL SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $2,631.00.-Established by
Hattie Carroll and Mr. Edwin Carroll of Charleston, S. C.
their gift of $3,250.00.
Ci.Ass OF 1916, J. SPENCER WOLLING SCHOLARSHIP FUND,
.00.-Established June 30, 1957, by Mr. J. Spencer Wolling of
Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri.
CLIFTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, $4,700.00-Established by
Manufacturing Company of Qifton, S. C., in March, 1943,
the purpose of establishing scholarships to be awarded to boys
Oifton Mills eligible for college.
Juuus E. CocswELL ScaoLARSHIP FuNo, $1,000.00.-Estabby Mr. Julius E. Cogswell on December 31, 1953 as an ened scholarship fund.
Tai D. E. CONVERSE COMPANY, $1,700.00.-Established by
'l'be D. E. Converse Company of Glendale, S . C., in April, 1943,
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for the purpose of awardin s h I
.
Converse Company eligible
c o1rsh1ps to the boys of the D.
ALEXA DER COPELAND Mor co ege entrance.
-Established by Mrs. Kathl=~O~AL SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $4,
memory of her husband Ale
d opCeland of Warwick, Virginia,
T
M
,
xan er opeland
HE RS. ALFRED I DUPONT s
.
Established by Mrs. Al.fred I
CHOLARSHIP FUND, $15,(XX)
for worthy students.
. duPont as an endowed SCholu•
. FAIRFOREST FINI HING COMP
Fa1rforest Finishing Co
f ANY, $l,000.00.-Establiahed
1943, the annual procee~~a~:o~ S?artanburg, S. C., in uc1:1e111m
pe~manent scholarship for an
this endowment to be used
Fa~rforest Finishing Com an e~loyee or son of an employee
cation for this scholarshi P.t y.
owe~er, when there is no
boy.
p, i may be diverted to some other

f

Cm:sLEY c. HERBERT $2 080
Jr., and his bro;her ' Dr .00-Established by Rev. C.
to their father Rev Ch 1 '
· T. W. Herbert, as a
principal of this fu~d .es tey bC. .Herbert, of the Oass of 1892.
terest used as a schola~:hio e invested by the college and the
THE 0 C K
S
p grant to worthy students
$25
.
. · AY CHOLARSHIP F
C K ay UNO,
0.00-Establiahed
1956 by the gift of Mr.0. .
W ILLIAM A. LAW $50 000
.
.
COO:-Established by Mr. S.
Williams of Winston-S~lem
to Mr. William A. Law of Philad m 1'.ebruary, 1937, as a memorill
the income from this e d
elph1a, Pa., of the class of
n owment to be used t
f II
b
o pay college fea
a care u y selected group of stud t
Law Scholars." They are to b en s to e known as the "Wm. A.
character, and leadership.
e selected on the basis of scholanbfpt
MILLS MILL $3 000 00
ff S
'
• · .-Established b M'll
1 s Mill of Woodru ' · C., in December 1943 th
Y
dowment to be used as a,
, e annual proceeds from thia
permanent schola h. f
so~ o f employee of Mills M'IJ H
rs ip or an employee ar
cation for this scholarship it I . bowe.ver, when there is no ..,....
boy. .
, may e diverted to some other WortbJ

Herb~rt,

N

EUPHRASIA ANN MURPH, $4,266.37.
Mr. D. S. Murph of St A d
· Established by her 11111,
the income to be used t~ a~s(ews, S. C., and Washington, D. C.,
and promise.
st students of scholarship, chal'ldlt
PACOLET MANUFACTURING COMPAN
by Pacolet Manufacturing C
Y, $5,000.00.- Established
1943. Students of Pacolet ..;;_mpaty of. Pacolet, S. C., in JanU&rJi
first consideration If the . anu acturmg Company must be
.
re is no student who is d . .
•·
esmous of a'flil-

oiva:
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f of this opportunity, Wofford College shall have the right

the proceeds in granting other scholarships.
DARWIN L. R.Em MEMORIAL, $3,000.00.-Established by
D. L Reid of Sandy Springs, S. C., and her daughter, Mrs.

D. Rogers of Easley, S. C., in March, 1950.
LYLES-DAWKINS-MARTIN, $2,000.00.-Established by Mr.
T. P. Sims of Spartanburg, S. C., the income to be used
ICholarship for orphan boys from Spartanburg, Union, and

Counties.
AN M1u.s, $5,000.00.-Established by Spartan Mills of
lltlmbllfl, S. C., in February, 1943. If a student connected in
way with Spartan Mills meets the qualifications for admission
, the income from this fund will go to that person. If no

qualifies in a particular year from Spartan Mills, the income
be used to aid some other student.
CoLIKAN B. WALLER SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $1,200.00.-Estabby Dr. Coleman B. Waller, Emeritus Professor of Chemistry
oford College, for the purpose of awarding scholarships to
and deserving young men at Wofford College.

ENDOWED LOAN FUNDS
CoUSBUKY CoNFERENCE SCHOOL, $10,000.00.- By Micajah
of Cokesbury, S. C., the income to be used for the assistance
ltadents studying for the Christian Ministry. Accumulations

14.
A. MASON DuPRE, $1,000.00.-By Mrs. E. P. Chambers of
burg, S. C., the income to be used as a fund for the assist-

of worthy and ambitious students. Accumulations $1,417.49.
lbs. E. C. HoocEs, $68.75.-By Mrs. E. C. Hodges of AnderS. C., on December 25, 1925, the income therefrom to be used
a.isting poor boys to obtain an education. Accumulations $45.97.
JOBN W. HUMBERT, $1,800.00.-By Rev. John W. Humbert,
income to be used in a loan to an outstanding student to assist
with his expenses. Accumulations $3,454.96.

A. W. l..oVE AND WIFE, $1,000.00.-Memorial by A. W. Love
wife of Hickory Grove, S. C., the income to be used in assistworthy students. Accumulations $1,417.12.
Jos. A. McCULLOUGH, $1,000.00.-By Mr. Jos. A. McCullough
Greenville, S. C., in March, 1934. Accumulations $718.48.
TB! LILLIAN LANCASTER OwEN LOAN FUND, $200.00-EstabScptember 1, 1956, by Mr. J. Mack Owen of Orangeburg,
income to be used to help worthy students. Accumulations $12.00.
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ANNIE NA~MI McCARTH~ SHIRLEY, $30,000.00.-By Mn.
le.y .of <?olumbia, S. C., the mcome to be used in loans to
m1mstenal students of the Methodist Church. Accumulations
756.76.
HucH MILTON STACKHOUSE, $1,000.00.-By Mr. H. M.
house of Oemson College, S. C., the income to be used u a
to help some worthy, needy students, preferably from
County. Accumulations $1,242.06.
]AMES WILLIAM STOKES, $2,000.00.-By his widow, Mn.
L. .Sto~es of Orangeburg, S. C., in July, 1904, the income
which is to be used as a loan fund in aiding deserving and
stude~ts from Orangeburg County. Accumulations $3,886.84.
D AacY P. WANNAMAKER, $3,500.00.-By Mr. John E. W
namaker of St. Matthews, S. C., the income to be used for
to ambitious and worthy boys. Accumulations $4,425.83.
~ARY A.
ATTs, $1,500.00.-By Mrs. Mary A. Watts of
bevill~, S. ~·· .m December, 1917, the income from which ii to
used m ass1stmg students preparing to enter the ministry of
Methodist Church, who, in the judgment of the College are
to help themselves. Accumulations $3,798.13.
'

'I'!

LOAN FUNDS
H. W. ACKERMAN FuND.-By Mr. H. W. Ackerman of
rum, S. C. Value $129.10.
BARNWELL LoAN FuND.-Given by Mrs. F. W. Barnwell
Warner Robins, Ga., in memory of Wilbur D. White '19. For
alized citizens or sons of naturalized citizens. Val~e $100.00.
H . C. BETHEA FuND.-By Mr. H. C. Bethea of Dillon, S.
Value $74.03.
J. N. BETHEA FuND.-By Mr. J. N. Bethea of Dillon, S.
Value $118.00.
BETHEL METHODIST CHURCH FUND.-By Bethel Metbodilt
Church, Spartanburg, S. C. Value $987.21.
~DWARD P. CHAMBERS FUND.-By his daughter, Mn. Muill
Wrigley of Greenville, S. C. Value $128.05.
CITIZEN OF FORT MILL, s. c. Value $50.00.
CLASS OF 1880.-T. B. STACKHOUSE FuND.-By Mr. T. B.
Stackhouse of Columbia, S. C., and his classmates. Value $4,568.ll
CLASS OF 1905 FuND.-By the class of 1905. Value $118.50.
CLASS OF 1939 STUDENT EMERGENCY LoAN FUND.-Establilbell
by Mr. Cecil G. Huskey and other members of the Class of 19
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mable third and fourth year students to meet incidental exValue $1,960.46.
.WJ1,UAK CoLEKAN FuND.-By Mr. William Coleman of Umon,

C. Value $107.86.

.
Bl.AND CoNNOR. MEMORIAL FuND.-By his mother, of Fort
S C Value $353.59.
A. MA~N DuPR.E MEMORIAL FuND.-By Wofford College
Body 1949-'50, $62.75, and Mr. Eugene M. Anderson of
urg, $300.00. Total value $362.75.
WAD!N DuPaE FuND.-By the Rotary Oub of Spartanburg,

C. Value $888.97.

ltJBANltS MEMORIAL FuNo.-Established by J. Evans Euba~s
a memorial to his wife, Frances Stackhouse Eubanks, and their
eon, Evans, Jr. Value $1,000.00.
A Fuim>.-From New York City. Value $4,514.39.
C. E. GAILLARD FuND.-By Dr. C. E. Gaillard of SpartanC., Value $15.78.
Wx. BUTLER GARRETT, III FuND.-By his father an~ mother,
, and Mrs. W. B. Garrett of the Upper South Carolina Conce. Value $355.50.
.
ADDIE F. GARVIN FUND.-By Mrs. Addie F. Garvin of Spar' S. C. Value $104.50.
]AXIS D. HAMMETT FUND.-By Mr. James D. Hammett, AnC. Value $23,656.18.
CB.AKLES T. HAMMOND FuNo.-By Mr. Charles T. Hammond
Greenwood, S. C. Value $359.79.
.
.
MilY ELIZABETH HILLS FuNo.-By Mrs. Mary Eliz.abeth Hills
Columbia, S. C., as a loan fund for stude.nts prepa~i~g for the
• , with special reference to service m the mission fields.

s.

s.

l1ae $100.00.

b
e<l
KELL HINSON LoAN FuND, $500.00-The inc~m~ to .e .us
of students studying for the Chnsttan ministry,
other worthy students.
.
W. H. HoDGES FuNo.-By Rev. W. H. Hodges and family of
tlie South Carolina Conference. Value $1,041.01.
ML AND Mas. W. A. HOOD FuND.-By Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Rood of Hickory Grove, S. C. Value $404.40.
Tiii w. E. HuNTER FuNo.-Established by Mr. W. E. Hunter
of Covington, Kentucky. Value $50.00.
A. w. JACKSON FuNo.-By Mr. A. W. Jackson. Value $8.34.

Jdte assistance
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WALTJ?R G. JACKSON FuND.-By Mr. Walter G. Jacka.
Spartanburg, S. C. Value $211.75.
Ma. AND Mas. T. ]. JORDAN FUND.-By Mr. and Mra. T.
Jordan. Value $477.27.
R. L. KIRKWOOD FuND.-By Mr. R. L. Kirkwood of
ville, S. C. Value $644.14.
W . E. LUCAS FuND.-By Mr. W. E. Lucas of Laurena,
Value $124.00.
WILLIAM ANDRJ?W LYON FuND.-By his widow and IOll, J
Fuller Lyon, and daughter, Inez St. C. Lyon, in memory of
father. Value $121.00.
BOYD M. McKEOWN FuND.-By Mr. Boyd M. McKeowa
Nashville, Tennessee. Value $74.50.
WALTER S. MONTGOMERY FuND.-By Mr. Walter S.
gomery, Sr., of Spartanburg, S. C., in memory of Frank
Albert Montgomery. Value $307.50.
W. R. PJ?RKINS FuND.-By Mr. W. R. Perkins of New y;
City. Value $519.46.
]AMES T. PRINCE FuND.-By Mr. James T. Prince of
Georgia. Value $2,321.13.
BJ?NJ. RicJ? REMBl?RT-ARTHUR G. REMBEB.T FuND.-By
and Mrs. A. G. Rembert of Spartanburg, S. C. Value $190.35.
RocK HILL DISTRICT FuND.-By the Rock Hill Distruct,
South Carolina Conference. Value $208.21.
F . W. SESSIONS FuND.-By Mr. F. W. Sessions. Value $1
SHANDON EPWORTH UAGUE FuND.-By Shandon M
Church, Columbia, S. C. Value $75.29.
COKE SMITH FUND.-By Rev. Coke Smith. Value $192.42.
SIMS, LYLJ?s, DAWKINS, MARTIN LoAN FuND.-Value ~
]. T. SMITH AND WIFE FUND. -By Mr. J. T. Smith. Vi

$261.53.

THE Z. A. SMITH FuND.-By his widow, Mrs.
of Greenville, S. C. Value $2,200.00.

z.

A.

H. N. SNYDER TausTEE Fu No.- By a friend, Spartanburg
Value $505.90.
'

S. C.

A. J. STAFFORD FUND.-By Rev. A. J. Stafford, Spartanbmr,
S. C. Value $2,366.45.
SuMTl?R SuB-DrsTRICT MINISTERIAL LoAN FuND.-By YOllfl
Adult classes of Sumter, S. C., District. Value $85.00.
]. P. THOMAS FuNo.-Dr. John 0. Wilson. Value ~.12.
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J0111' W. TauJ?soALE F UND.- B Y M r. John W. Truesdale,

:w, S. C. Value $2,956.61.
GloaGI WILLIAM W ALK!R FuND. -By Dr. G. W. Walker of

Georgia. Value $666.24.
WAI.LACI? MtMORIAL FuND. -By Mr. Samuel S. Kelly
Seataville, N. C. Value $35.00.
Glo. W. WANNAMAK!R FuND.-By Col. Geo. W. WannaAtlanta Georgia. Value $100.00.
R£v, .:,.,, PINCKNEY WAY I NCIDENTA L LoAN F UND, $5~5.00.
lished in 1957 as a memorial to their father by the children
die R w Pinckney Way. Loans from this fund to be made
6ird : d f~urth year students to be used for the purchase of

D. D.

bl

only.

1

!DwAJU> WELLING FuND.-By Mr. Edward Welling, Char esS. C. Value $898.60.
.
Riv WBITFil?LD B. WHARTON MEMORIAL FuNo.-.By his

, 'Mrs. Mattie J. Wharton, and children, Mrs . .Louise Mc. W. Carlisle, Edward Murray, and Rev. Marbn T. Whar-

Value $262.10.

J. T. WILKERSON

.
FuNo.-By the Wilkerson family of Hickory

S. C. Value $146.40.
.
.
W. s. WILKl?RSON FuNo.-By the Wilkerson family of Hickory
S. C. Value $669.73.
Wonom CoLLEGE DAMES LoAN FuNo.-By the Wofford ColDames Qub, for benefit of a married student. Value $~75.00.

JULIAN

D. WYATT FuNo.-By Mr. Julian

C. Value $10.00.

p. Wyatt of Pickens,
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Scholarships and Loans
SCHOLARSHIPS
. Through the generous gifts of endowed scholarship fua
fnend~ of the College several scholarships have been established
deserving st~dents. These scholarships are supported by the
~ome from invested funds. All scholarship endowments are

m trust and are kept separate and distinct from other holcliap
the College. All income is applied in accordance with the
of the gift.
~I~ sch?larshi~s are awarded for one year by a committee
adm1mstrative officers and are to be used exclusively in the
ment of college fees. The holder of an endowed scholarship iD
year may apply for a renewal of this scholarship for the suc:ceedill
year, which may or may not be granted.
Any student enrolled in the College, or any prospective
may apply for a scholarship: No application, however, 11117
m~d~ formally by a prospective student until application for
m1s.s1on . has been made, all necessary credentials presented,
notification of acceptance given.
The College reserves the right to withdraw the grant of a
ship or of free ~ui~ion, at the close of any semester, from a
~hose scholarship 1~ not satisfactory and who, for any other
is regarded as not m accord with the ideals and standards that
Coll7ge seeks to maintain. By satisfactory scholarship is meant
makmg of at least an average grade of C on the semester's worlr.
No grant of scholarship or free tuition will be made to help
fray the expenses of a student enrolled in the Summer School.
~II applications for scholarships should be made to Dean
Covington, of Wofford College.

WORK SCHOLARSHIPS
A limited number of work scholarships for students are aft1.
able on the campus. Applicants for such scholarships should applJ
to the Dean of Students.

MINISTERIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
px>.00 scholarship will be granted to boarding students w~o

lblclying for the Methodist Ministry.* A $200.00 scholars~1p
be cranted to boarding stu?ents who ar~ the sons of Methodist
in full connection with a Methocltst Conference or who
the sons of Approved Supply Pastors currently s: rving full
in the South Carolina Conference of the Methodist Omrch .
00.00 scholarship will be granted to day students who are
ICllll of Methodist ministers or Approved Supply Pastors cureerving full time in the South Carolina Conference. A ~100.00
'p will be granted to day students who are preparing for
Methodist Ministry.
.
A $100.00 scholarship will be granted the son~ of. ordained
in the full-time active ministry o f denominations other
Methodist or students preparing for the ministry in these
• 'ons and who are boarding students.
Only one of the above scholarships may be granted to a student
any academic year.
.
Students preparing for the ministry and acc~pttng th~ scholarunder the above provisions will be required to sign notes
will be cancelled upon thei r being received into full conof the Methodist Conference or being commissioned under
General Board of Missions of the Methodist Church or u~on
ordained in churches of denominations other than Methodist.

HONORARY SCHOLARSHIPS

Sr.uTANBURG HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP-~ one-year sc~olar
of $250.00 is awarded annually, on the basis of s~holasttc a.tand character, to a young man of the graduatmg class in
Spartanburg High School.
Sr.uTANBURG JuNIOR CoLLEGE ScHOLARSHIP.:--A one-y~r
.. ...ip of $250.00 awarded annually, on the basis of ~cholasttc
111111 11 1
111i1111nt~1t and character, to a young man of the graduating class
tbe Spartanburg Junior College.
VAL!DICTORY ScHOLARSHIPs.- Twenty one-year scholarships ~f
.00 each, offered annually to male students who ra.nk first in
• graduating class. Application for such a scholarship must be
prior to July 1.
..,._ term "Methodist Ministry" is here used in the broad .sense to include
ing for full-time Christian ser vice under the auspices and author~s of the Methodist Church, such as an Annual Conference or
Board of Missions.
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SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIPS

~MOPOULOs

wALTER
SCHOLARSHIPS.-Five one-year
icholarships valued at $250.00 each per year, awarded to
or sons of employees of Beaumont, Oifton, Drayton, Pacific,
Spartan Mills. In case there should be no qualified applicant
one or more of these mills for a given year, that scholanbip
be awarded to an employee or child of an employee of one of
other mills, provided there should be more than one qualified
cant from that mill. In case, in any given year, there
less than five qualified applicants from the above-named milk,
remaining scholarship or scholarships may be awarded to
applicants from the Spartanburg area.
THE MRs. ALFRED I. DUPONT ScHoLARSHIPs.-Two
scholarships valued at $550.00 each per year, awarded by
Alfred I duPont. These scholarships are outright granta.
ever the donor hopes that the recipients, when they have an
capacity, will pass the same amount that they have received
some
student to assist in financing the education of
worthyother
student.
EPWORTH ORPHANAGE ScaoLARSHIPs.-Graduates of
Orphanage are not required to pay tuition.
Krnc TEEN ScaoLARSHIPs.-Awarded to South Carolina
high school seniors who are nominated by their classmates u
sessing outstanding qualities of character, scholarship and
ship.
1st Piace.....-.......... -.....$2,000.00-$500 per year for four yeara,
2nd Place...........-.... -.....$1,200.00-$300 per year for four yean
3rd, 4th-$200.00-for one Year only.
Contest closes first week in March. Full infonnatioa
King Teen Scholarships will be made available to high school
pals and guidance counselors by January 15.

one-year~

NATIONAL METHODIST ScHOLARSHIPs.-Three
ships valued at $500.00 each, awarded annually by the
Education of the Methodist Church.

Board

SPARTANBURG COUNTY FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP.-0ne
year scholarship to Wofford College valued at $400.00 per
awarded annually to a Spartanburg County student.
SPARTANBURG ROTARY CLUB ScaoLARsnrP-A one year acbo1af.
ship to Wofford College valued at $200.00 per year awarded fD
a Spartanbu'lr County student. AppHcat;ons may be made br V.,
lst to the Committee on Scholarships of the College. The scholu-

. o f ac t ual need and scholastic
will be granted on th e basts

one- ear renewable scholar:
- DuPu SCHOLARSHIP-~he w?shington, D. c. Alumru
of• $250.00
per year,
awa~ded bii enry Nelson Snyder and Dean
• in honor
of President
Mason DuPre.
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I-loners, Prizes, and Awards
HONORS
The degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
honors is conferred under the following rules:
Students who have completed a minimum of ninety
mester hours in Wafford College are eligible for general
graduation. Those who earn an average of at least three and
half quality-points per semester hour are recommended for a
magna cum laude. Those who earn three and three-fourths
points per semester hour are recommended for a degree ~
laude. All semester hours taken in Wofford College on wbicla
students receives a grade are counted in the determination of
PRIZES AND MEDALS
THE HOWARD B. CARLISLE MEDAL IN 0RATORY.-Mcdal •
annually to the winner of the Oratorical Contest by Mr. H
B. Carlisle, Jr. This prize was begun a number of years ago llr.
Mr. Howard B. Carlisle.
TH E L. H. HALL PluzE.-For the best research paper
mitted annually by any member of the Freshman, Sophomore, Cl'
Junior Oasses at Wofford. First prize, $100; second prize, $50.
THE HELMUS PoETRv PRIZE.-As a result of a generous bequest by Mr. Andrew H elmus in 1957, three prizes, first $1
second, $10, third, $5, will be given annually to students •
mitting the best original poems to a faculty committee.
THE HERALD-]OURNAL AwARD I N JouRNALISM.-Four priaw
of $25 each given by Mr. Phil Buchheit, Publisher of the Sparfaftbwf
H erald-Journal, for the best editorial, the best feature story, tbe
best news story, and the best sports story appearing in the Old
Gold and Black during the year.
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS
Departmental awards are granted each year to outstanding senior
students in the various departments of the college. These a..are made on the basis of academic achievement, character, lllll
intellectual promise. Not more than one such award is made it
any one year by a department.

uden\: Organizations
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.
BLUE KEY
. Blue Key is a national hon
signed to honor those t
orary leadership fraternity It
curricular activities and s,:~~nts who ~av~ been active' ia
above the average.
have mamtamed a scholutic

Pl CAMMA MU
Go-ma Mu is a national social science honor fraternity. The
of this fraternity is to ingrain in its members the ideals of
idealism, and scientific procedure in dealing with the comproblems of our day. This fraternity, which enrolls
with high ratings in social science courses, does not seek
any particular economic pattern for society. It docs,
encourge its members to adopt objective research and
fact-finding before coming to any specific decision.

The Block "W" CTI HbE. BLOCK "W" CLUB
IS an honorar
.
ertg1"bl e f or membershi u on!
y organization.
A
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THE WOFFORD COLLEGE
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GLEE CLUB
1
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.
throughout the State.
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Membership i~~~eW~FFORD COLLEGE BAND
approved by the Director o~ot~d College Band is open to
by the College and the R~TC e SBand. I~struments are fu
members of the Band.
. cholarsh1ps are offered for

Phi Alpha, the national honorary German fraternity, seeks
excellence in German and to give students thereby an infor higher scholarship. Upperclassmen of high scholastic
in German are eligible to membership.

SIGMA DELTA Pl
Della Pi is the national honorary Spanish fraternity which
excellence in Spanish. It is open to upperclassmen who
exhibited their skill in both the written and spoken language.

STUDENT AFFILIATE CHAPTER OF A.C.S.
Tbia ia a local chapter of undergraduates affiliated with the
'

Chemical Society. A charter was granted the Wofford

in 1949. The aims of this student group arc pre-professional

are achieved

through bi-monthly meetings. Lecture-demonstraof new processes and theories of general interest are presented
meetings of the organization.

PRE-MEDICAL SOCIETY
The Pre-Medical Society was organized in 1946 for the purpose
1Cquainting the pre-medical students with the field of medicine
furthering their interest in the profession. Lectures by promipenons in the field of medicine feature the monthly meetings,
one meeting each year is of the lyceum type, with the public
to attend. Membership in the society is limited to Juniors
Seniors.

SOCIAL FRATERNITIES
The following social fraternities have chapters in the College :
Sigma Phi, Delta Sigma Phi, Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma,
K•IO Alpha, Pi Kappa Phi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
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Student: Publications
The following publications afford to those students who
special aptitudes for such matters, excellent training in j .
and in business management. Interested students are auim4
encouraged by the Faculty in their efforts.

THE OLD GOLD AND BLACK
The Old Gold and Black is a newspaper edited by the
It keeps the record of the news and happenings of the c:ampa1,
gether with editorial comments and interpretations of mattell
special interest to students.
THE JOURNAL
The Journal was established in 1889 and is a magazine ·
to represent the best intellectual life of the student body. la
dition to its editorials, the material in it consists of essays Oil
ous topics, stories, and poems, and the method of treatmmt
literary in character. It is published five times during the
year.
THE BOHEMIAN
The Bohemian is a handsome, illustrated volume published
nually near the close of the year by the student body. It is a
tory of the Senior Oass throughout its college course, and a
of all student activities and achievements for the current
literary, oratorical, athletic, social, and religious-and the illulllill.
tions include photographs of various groups and college ~
tions and pictures of campus scenes and buildings.
S. C. A. HANDBOOK
The S. C. A. Handbook is an annual publication of the
Christian Association, and is intended primarily for freahmm
all new students coming to Wofford for the first time. It ia
tributed to all students during the first days of each collqe
It attempts to give to all new men an introduction to the life of
College and is a valuable source of information on practically
phases of student life at W offord.

BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE
Lellll J. Alford, Jr.

Baroid Walker

Alley, Jr.
Qlll'la Robert Anderson
J_. Edward Arl~ge
8lsaae1 'Marvin Atkinson, Jr.
Wi11iam Wade Barham
Wi11iam Peebles Baskin, Ill
Jtdc Dempsey Bayless
J_. Tarlton Beasley
William Marshall Bennett, Jr.
J_. Anderson Berry, Jr.
l&1 Gideon Black
Jadolpb Dunlap Blackmon
C.eci1 Graham Bond
Mamie Wilkins Brown
llaaald Preston Brown
laJmoOd Handford. Bryson
Lewis Patrick Bullington
Jaliua Weyland Burns
lay Deforest Butler
John Lewis Byrd .
James Edwin Cambria, Jr.
William Paul Carlson
Arthur Lee Cartrette, Jr.
Cater Robertson Chamblee
(;ennette Justing Clardy, Jr.
Donald Wayne Oark
'Robert Beaty Clyburn
Samuel Bryson Coker
Ralph Euger.e Cooper, Sr.
Walliam Wallace Culp, Jr.
William Blake Dil.leshaw
James Mitchell Ditty
Fred Fairey DuBard, _Jr.
George Summers Duffie, Jr.
Wade Hadley Durham, Jr.
Patrick Manning Edwards, Jr.
TbomaS Nicholas Egerton, Sr.
Jack Columbus Elli~n
Laurie Nelson Ervm
Don Pratt Ferguson
Frank Tatum Fletcher, Jr.

Alton LeRoy Foster, Jr.
Donald Lionel Fowler
James William Fowler, Jr.
Philip Owen Garland
James Olin Gilliam, Jr.
Thomas Marion Godbold, Jr.
J' Goode
2~de Moffett Graham, Jr.
J seph Walker Graham, Jr.
~organ Bagnal Guilford
Joel Wyman Hand, Jr.
Frederick Brevard Hayes
William Swinton Haynsworth
M
Bunyan Henderson
M~vin Elton Hendricks
Herbert Ernest Holder
Richard Marcus Huff, Jr.
William Ralph Huff, Jr.
Stephen Jennings Huntley
Donald Mcintosh Hyatt, Jr.
Francis Paul Inman
Albert Raymond Jones
Frederick Dean Jones
John Earl Jones
William Wayne Kirkpatrick
Augustus Joe Knox
David LeRoy Lane
Richard Francis Leo
James Daniel Lewis, !r.
Leon Craig McK~z1e
Roy Goodwin McKinney, Jr.
Dan William McMillan
Otis Arnold Mace, Jr.
Jimmy Albert Maners.
Archie Eugene Martin
Reese Martin Massey, Jr.
George Arthur Meares, Jr.
Billy Cothran Metcalf
Thomas Pinckney Miller
Stanley Joseph Moore
Ray Hughes Morgan
James Stephen Morrisett, Jr.
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Charles Arthur Neves, Jr.
William Ray Nunn
Clarence Thomas Oakman
Harry Jack Palmer
Robert Lynn Penny
Douglas Drayton Pitts, Jr.
Joe William Potts
Clarence Wesley Propst, Jr.
Carl Rhame Reasonover
Bobby Franklin Roberson
Thomas Glenn Rogers
Maxcy Webber Rowell
Garland Lucius Sarratt, Jr.
Richard Waite Scudder
Donald Jackie Sexton
Carlton Burnett Simms

William Carlyle Small
Billy Scott Smith
Henry Walter Smith, Jr.
David Stuart
Ben Moore Tatum, Jr.
Rex Adams Taylor
Walter Newton Taylor
Jerry Ellison Teal
Craig Templeton
Leon Edwin Thompson
John Robert ThrailJcill
Milton Dale Warner
Thomas Byars Willces, Jr.
Jake Witsell Williams, Jr.
Bobby Gray Wilson
Russell Paul Wood

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DECREE
Steve Dagnal Allen
Marion Jewel Blanchard
Clark Robert Carson
Joseph Franklin Carter
William Howard Cole
Jerry Haltiwanger Cromer
Jerry Thomas Davis
Charlie Monroe Foster
Cobia Dwight Goforth
Floyd Alister Goodwin
James Martin Grimes, Jr.
Jack Milton Hawkins
Evans Parnell H olland
Everette Keith Johnson
Andrew Ho Kang
Wayne Manly King
Julius Rutledge Lawson
Theodore Alison Lide, Jr.

Willis Edwin McMillan
James Elmore Martin
Billy Hugh Mason
Martin Lee Mays
Charles Ashleigh Mood
William Benjamin Moyer
Grover Clifford Owens, Jr.
George Rentz Rice
Lindsay Cody Robinson
John Augustus Seiler, Jr.
Robert Keith Shuler
Jack Monroe Smith
Thaddeus Jackson Smith
Bobby Gene Stephens
Thomas Jason Stunmers
Robert Malcourt Watsoa, Jr.
Sidney Henry Westbrook, Jr.
Vincent Smith Wright

HONORS IN GRADUATING CLASS

Summa Cum Laude
Andrew Ho Kang

Robert Keith Shuler

Magna Cum La ude
Ronald Preston Brown
Harry Jack Palmer

Leon Edwin Thompson
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s Conferred
Honorary Degrees

JOICPh Claude Evans, D.D.
James Carlisle Holler, LLD.
lloaie

Edwin Lee Jones, LLD.
Abel Francis Ragan, D.D.

Saunders Hudson, D.Sc.

Class of 1957
A. B. Graduates
B. S. Graduates

116

36
152
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ROLL OF STUDENTS
NatM

James Arthur
Jamet Crosland
Jolm Newton, Jr.
Sterling Austin
Viqil Price
William Marshall, Jr.
Marcus Carlisle

Class Ronk

Adkins, Richard Crook
Alexander, Robert Lee
Alexander, Robert Linwood
Allen, Benjamin Louis
Allen, Clyde William, Jr.
Allen, John LeRoy, Jr.
Allen, Mitchell Hurst, Jr.
Alman, Willie Alfred
Amos, James Larry
Anderson, David Edward
Anderson, James Harrison
Anderson, Millard Purvis
Andrews, Larry Thomas
Andrews, Phillip Edward
Anthony, Carroll Dean
Apostle, George John, II
Arant, Everette Pierce, Jr.
Ariail, Doyce William, Jr.
Arledge, Thomas Nunn
Arnette, Wilbur June
Arrowood, Arnold Devoid
Atwater, Charles Finley
Austell, Frank Giles, III
Avant, Homer Daniel

Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Fresman
Senior
Freshman

Bagwell, Harry Lee
Baker, James Steadman
Ball, James Kenneth
Banks, Martin Luther
Barbee, William Hawksley
Barefield, Ernie Roy
Barrack, Tommy Lee
Barron, Archibald Ingram
Barton, Kenneth Ray
Baskin, Emsley Pittman
Bass, Horace Theo
Bauknight, H eber Felder, Jr.
Baxter, Charles Eugene
Beam, Joe Malcolm
Beard, Marion Leonard
Beleos, Billy Gus
Belk, William Herbert
Bell, Arthur Doran

Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior,
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior

Fort Kill,
Clayton,
Wilkaboro,
Spartanbars,

Oliftl' F.asterlin
Omlie Nolan

Great Falla,
An:adil,
Spartanbars,
Spartanbars,
Spartanbars,
Spartanbq, S.
Spartanburr,
Timmonsville, S.
Spartanbq, S.
N. Augum, S.
Spartanbq, S.
Brooklyn, New Yi

Orangebarr. S.
Sevierville, T
Tf10G. :tf.

Hamer,

Travelers Rat, S.
Charlatca, s.
Spartanbarr, &

OrangelJarr.

a.

Flctcber, :tf.
Benton,
Spartanbarr, &

Chester, & c.

wtavemtlt, :tf. c.
Turbeville, S. C.

warwick, VirsWI
y~
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s.c.

Spartanburs, S. C.
Bishopyille, S. C.
Savannah, Georsk
Piedmont, S. C.
Spartanbarg.S.C.

s. c.
Camden, s. c.
Gaffney,

Avoadale, H. C.
Rock Hill, S. C.

Spartanbq, S. C.

Jolm Alexandar
Charles Isaac

Ernest Earl
JimmJ Sheppard
Gary Wilson
Joaepb Nates, Jr.
l'.elmeth Gordon
Walter Lorantz
Robert Edmond, Jr.
Jama Paul
Richard Allen
, Jama Michael
, Jolm Morgan
Bobby Mayton
Tommie Lewis, Jr.
, Emory Carlton
Tbomu Elwyn
• Albury Cecil

John Risher
Linwood Gray
William Nettles, Jr.
:w, Charlie Edward, Jr.
, Charles Jackson

(]mies Kenneth
Michael Jcrome
Ted William
Dee Campbell
Donald Gene
Samuel Walter, Jr.
Holland Carter
Marshall Willis, Jr.
Jridde, William Phelps
lrldps, Sammie Belton
, Robert Blakely
Jrillo:w, Thomas Cole
ldllain. Bill Drew
1n1C1r, Bobby Dean

Class Ronk
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Special
Sophomore
Special
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore
Special
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Fr:eshman
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior

City and State
Spartanburg, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
Richburg, S. C.
Pauline, S. C.
Lowrys, S. C.
Walterboro, S. C.
Marion, S. C.
Aileen, S. C.
Ruth, N. C.
Roebuck, S. C.
Rocky Mount, N. C.
Gable, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Gaffney, S. C.
Orangeburg, S. C.
Pacolet Mills, S. C.
Arcadia, S. C.
Greensboro, N. C.
Russellville, S. C.
N. Augusta, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Lexington, S. C.
Mountain City, Ga.
Mountain City, Ga.
Christiansburg, Va.
Moore, S. C.
Manning, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Society Hill, S. C.
Dublin, Georgia
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Rock Hill, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
Duncan, S. C.
Holly Hill, S. C.
Williams, S. C.
Luray, S. C.
N. Charleston, S. C.
Chester, S. C.
Darlington, S. C.
Summerville, S. C.
Newton, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
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Name
Brock, Ralph Leonard, Jr.
Brockwell, Charles Wilbur, Jr.
Brooks, Boyce Franklin
Brown, Estil Herbert
Brown, J ohn Robert
Brown, Kendall Lagran
Brown, Lloyd Raeford
Brown, Richard Allen
Brown, Travis Martin
Brunner, Nils Karl
Bryson, Basford Belew, Jr.
Buchanan, Robert Harrison, Jr.
Burch, Leland Edward
Burchette, Joe Thomas
Burnett, Donald Lewis
Burnette, Everette Richard
Burns Cecil Medley
Burns, George Marshall
Burns, James Calvin
Burrell, Wesley Smith
Butler, Irvin S., Jr.
Bynum, Alvis Jesse
Byrd, Grady Gideon
Cain, James Palmer
Calhoun, Philip Earl
Calhoun, Robert Earle
Cameron, Carl Herman
Campbell, Gary Thomas
Campbell, James
Campbell, Jerry Parrish
Campbell, Kenneth Huff
Campbell, Victor Clyde
Cannon, James Melbourne, Jr.
Cannon, Wayne Martin
Carlisle, Robert Norman
Carlton, Bill Munro
Carnes, Dale Eugene
Carnes, Robert Spinks
Carpenter, William Twitty, Jr.
Carroll, Clifford Charles
Carswell, Matthew Edward
Carter, Charles Joe
Carter, Lemuel Corydon
Carter, Ronald Allen
Case, George Tilden, Jr.
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City arid State

Class RMk

Class Rank

Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman

Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Special
Freshman

Saluda, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Mayo, S. C.
Neeses, S. C.
Durham, N. C.
Oswego, S. C.
Dillon, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Greenwood, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Chesterfield, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Augusta, Georgia
Inman, S. C.
Easley, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Hazard, Kentucky
Lyman, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Startex, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Winter Haven, Fla.
Warwick, Virginia
Arcadia, S. C.
Landrum, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
China Grove, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Union, S. C.

Junior
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore

Concord, N. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Warwick, Virginia
Spartanburg, S. C.
Saluda, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Cheraw, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.

Senior
Senior
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman

Henrietta, R.
Columbil,
Charlotte, ..
Draytoa, S.
HephzibU,

Inmu. s.

s.
s.

Eulq,
Eulq,
Hepbzi)U.
Spartanhaq, S.
Myrtle Bach, S.
Duncan,
Jacksonville
Townsend, T~
Fort Mill, S,
Rutherfordton, N.
Spartanburr, S.
Rocle Hill,
Gafflle)',

s.

s.
s.
Manninr. s.
Batesburr, S. C.
Duncan, s. c.

Jr.
_n...,rc. Donald Ray

James Ludy, III
Ronald Hardison
Joseph Willard
Joseph William
Kenneth Joseph
Wilson McCollum
, James Fisher
Lafon Carabo
guirme, Charles DuBose
David Gerald
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DePass, John Prioleau
DePrete, Frank Joseph, Jr.
Derrick, Charles Warren, Jr.
Derrick, William Slaughter
Detter, Don Gene
Detwiler, John 0 1ristopher
DeWitt, Thomas Harold
Diamond, Jimmy Gus
DiBuono, Ronald Patrick
Dillard, Alfred M., Jr.
Dillingham, Richard Dean
Dixon, Charles Carlisle, Jr.
Doggett, Max Ray
Dorn, Donald Ulric
Douglass, Francis Michael
Douglass, George Woodward
Dowis, James Ray
Drake, Charles Robert
Drake, Tommy Millard
Drawdy, Jackie Edward
Drayton, Edward Raynor, III
DuBose, Burnett Geer
DuBose, David Singleton
Duncan, James Earl
Dunn, Carle Eugene
Dunn, James Otis
DuPre, Arthur Mason, III
Duryea, Lee Vaughn
Dye, Thomas Vinson
Eaddy, Joseph Ezra
Edwards, Donald Layton
Edwards, Elias Charles
Edwards, Reuben Olander
Elder, Kenneth Jacques
Elliott, Donald Lee
Elliott, William Rankin
Ellison, Thomas McKnight
Elmore, Roland G., Jr.
Emery, Carroll Eugene
England, Bobby Flay
Etters, William Bomar
Eubank, Graham Manly
Eubanks, Harry Lee
Eubanks, Larry Lee
Evans, Jackie Branson

Class Rank

Freshman
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
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CllJ•

Class Rot1k

SPll'tanllarr.

Senior
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Special
Jtmior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Senior

Travelers Rest, S. C.
Lexington, Ga.
Piedmont, S. C.
Startex, S. C.
Walterboro, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
McColl, S. C.
Augusta, Ga.
Loris, S. C.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Pacolet Mills, S. C.
Gaffney, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Pauline, S. C.
Anderson, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Lyman, S. C.
Lancaster, S. C.
Summerton, S. C.

Senior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Special
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Senior

Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Manning, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Simpsonville, S. C.
Marion, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Lexington, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Pauline, S. C.
Ehrhardt, S. C.
Pauline, S. C.
Shelby, N . C.
Roanoke, Va.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Woodruff, S. C.
Lyman, S. C.
Andrews, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Lake City, S. C.
Lake City, S. C.
Conway, S. C.
Clover, S. C.

w~

Man..

Marie-.

SllUtlallq

Colamllll,
Orancelllq,
SIJUtlallaq,

J

....

Cuidm.
Mallim,
Forest Ot,,

III

SJllU1IDIJarr.

Whitmire,

Wbitmin.
L,_,
()pa
Travelers Rat,

Eata.....
Bisbop,iD,.
Biabopftllt,

P.ule,,
S1*11anbarr,
s~

Ccmwa,,

wasbiactm, D.

Anselmo N
Sa.......

Scrantat.

Avon Put,
Mill SJlriar,
SPIU1anlJarr.

Stub,
SPIU1anlJarr.
SPIJ'tanharr,
SJ>artanbarr.

Sumter, S.

Piedmoat, S.
SJlindaJr, lf.

SPlrtaflbarr. S.

Fa~lf.
Sl>&J'tanbaq. S.
Sl>&J'tanbaq. S.

Easle,,

s.

Ted Hamilton
Walter Perry
William Albert, Jr.
'Bobby Moore
Charles Leroy, Jr.
Thomas James
James Montgomery
Sidney Jerome
Samuel Asbury, Jr.
, William Peter
Richard Henry
Gerald Wray
Henry Edward
Joseph Haskell
John Richard
Joseph w.
John Vance
David Allen
Russell Turner

Joe B.
'

Kenneth Daniel
· ' Charles Edward
Samuel Louie, Jr.
William Trapier
, Richard Lawrence

City cmd State
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N<mie
Gooch, Joe Hester, Jr.
Goode, John Edward
Goodwin, John Coke, Jr.
Gore, James Franklin, Jr.
Gowan, Jimmy Lee
Graham, Billy Gene
Graham, Thomas Spencer
Gramling, Ben Martin
Gravely, William Bernard
Gravley, Monroe Leon
Gray, Donald Edward
Green, Henry Davis
Green, James Franklin
Greene, David Hursey
Greene, James Baxter, Jr.
Greene, Reuben Frank
Greene, Warren Talmadge
Gregory, Charles Edwin
Griffin, Donald Hugh
Gr!ff~n, Newell Cullen, Jr.
Gnfftth, John Patrick
Griggs, James Leslie
Grubb, Jimmy Lynn
Gunter, Robert Joseph
Guy, Charles Eugene
Hagy, Roger Glen
Hall, Albert Cleveland
Hall, Albert Kent
Hall, Robert F.
Ham, Charles H., Jr.
Ham, James Olin
Ham, Jerry Timmons
Hames, Gilbert H., Jr.
Hamilton, Marion Pickens, Jr.
Hammack, Dennis Wayne
Hammett, John Matthew
Hammond, Dempsey Bennett
Hammond, Jack Lowell .
Hammond, Robert Lee
Hardee, Donald Fowler
Harlan, George Mason
Harmon, Sam Lloyd
Harris, Carl N.
Harris, Charles Spence
Harris, Harold Fleming
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Class Ranlr

Cif7-'

Senior
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore

Spartanbaq,

Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Senior
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Special
Senior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore

Robert W., III

Hawldnnlllt..
Smolb,
Mullilll,

Buffalo,

Lorir.

Myrtle Bad!,
Gramlinr,
Piclcmt,

Greer,
Spartanbarr,

Camdem,
Moncks Comer,
Uke CitJ,
Uniaa,
Unioa,
Pacolet Milli,
Spartanbarr,
Rocle Hill.
Pinewood,

Salada,
BennettnilJr.
Spartanbarr,
Spartanbarr,
Spartanbarr,

9.

Tazewell,

Convene,

a.

Saner,

Spartanbarr,
Darlinpoa,
New Zion, 9.
Florenct,
Forest CitJ,
F.dgefield.

a.
Cowpem, a.
Radford.

Spartanbarr,
Spartanbarr,
Spartanburr,

Loria,
F.none,
Spartanbarr,

S.
S.
S.

s.
s.

S.

Union, S.
Jacbomille, ....

Columbia,

..

s.

'l'rapier Keith
Donald Sidney
Harper · Oonald
, Kenneth Howard
Jerry Norman
James Turner
Joseph Wallace
John Paul, Jr.
Medus Preston
John Goss
William Grey
Everett Eldred, Jr.
James Breathitt
William H.
Ben Leigh
Rudolph Townsend
Donovan David
Eugene Franklin
James Capers
Jimmy Wilton
Frank C., Jr.*
, William C.
Theron Dale
James Raymond
, Richard Terry
, William McFall
, Daniel Lester
Richard Emery
Ted Qeo
Robert Oscar
Charles Earl
, Richard Douglas
, Robert Charles
Kenneth Edgeworth
Furman Duane
Gordon Conway, Jr.
John Clifford, Jr.
Wayne Everette
Heyward
William Don
Archie Vernon, Jr.
Ansel Lee, Jr.
Everett M.
Robert Stuart
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Class Ranlr
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Special
Sophomore

City and State
Greenwood, S. C.
Greenwood, S. C.
Taylors, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Newton, N. C.
Greer, S. C.
Whitney, S. C.
Alpharetta, Ga.
Duncan, S. C.
Easley, S. C.
Charlottesville, Va.
Dalzell, S. C.
Rock Hill, S. C.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Florence, S. C.
Loris, S. C.
Duncan, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Campobello, S. C.
St. Matthews, S. C.
Pacolet Mills, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Balfour, N. C.
Augusta, Ga.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Darlington, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Drayton, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Lincolnton, N . C.
Ruffin, S. C.
Fountain Inn, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Mullins, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Marion, S. C.
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Name

Class Rank

Hughes, Russell Archie, Jr.
Hunter, Harry Douglas
Hurst, Cleo Conrad
Hurst, Spencer Robert
Hutchinson, Franklin Delano
Hyatt, James Lewis, Jr.
Hyatt, Tyree Edward

Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman

Inman, Frederick Roger
Irick, Fred Lawton, Jr.

Junior
Freshman

Jack, James Ward
Jackson, Julian LeVal, Jr.
Jackson, Lonny June
James, Daniel Oliver, Jr.
James, Doane Epps, Jr.
James, Don Henry
James, Larry Bernie
James, Larry Dean
Jaques, Joseph H.
Jarret, David M.
Jeffcoat, Glen Autrey
Jeffries, William Henry Jr.
Jenkins, Douglas White '
Jenkins, Ingrid Allen
Jenkins, Joe Steele
J enlcins, Robert Dowell
Jenkins, Willard Dean
Jenkins, William Glenn
Jenrette, John Wilson
Johnson, David c.
Johnson, David Oneal
Johnson, Glynn Garland
Johnson, James Kinard
Johnson, James Roy, Jr.
Johnson, John Walter
Johnson, Joseph Dykes
Johnson, Stanford Ward
Johnson, William Boyd
Jolley, Paul Wesley
Jones, Donald Collins
Jones, Hubert Ellsworth
Jones, Malcome Carl
Jones, Robert Perry
Jones, Rome Earl
Jordan, Burt DeKalb
Jordan, Harry Thomas
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Senior
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore

Ridge Spriar.
Moocb eon.,

Spartaobiq,
Spartaobara;
Lanculer,
Gsw,
Buffalo.

v--.

Spartaobaqo,
Hondo,

Spartanbarr,

Ferrr,

Galivants

Ferrr,

1-

Charlestml,

P.ulef.

North Aaguata,

Lincolnton,
Oiarlestml,
Lake at,,

Mallim.
Greer,

Spartanbarr,

er.,

BuffaJo,

Whime,,
Loril,

Spartanbarr, S.
Woodndf,
AJDOr,

Jonenillt,
CampobeJJo,
Greenwood, S.
Charlotte, lf.
Oiarlotte, lf.

s.

Spartanburs, S.
Ma,o.

s.

SlllJIDI.
Kno~ Tl

Roebudr,
Pacolet,

s.
s.

HickorJ, lf.

Darlinctm, S. C.

Marion. s. c.

City CJfld State

Freshman
Freshman
Senior

McColl, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.

Senior
Senior
Junior
Senior
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Special
Junior
Senior
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman

Scnntmr.

Galivants

Class Ronk

, James Edgar, Jr.
Walter Winn
Junius Kenneth
Donald Rutledge
James Henry
, John Robert
James Kenneth
Stephen Hayes
John Robert
Francis Marion, Jr.
Wirron H.
Joseph Monroe
, James Benjamin, Jr.
, Michael Rice
, Milford Oeo, Jr.
William Sidney
Richard Arnold
Paul Stroman, Jr.
John King, Jr.
Lowe, Dudley Thomas

Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior

Fayetteville, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Royston, Ga.
Sumter, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Stuart, Fla.
Seneca, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Newton, N. C.
Chevy Chase, Md.
Woodruff, S. C.
Hodges, S. C.
Neeses, S. C.
Tryon, N. C.
Newton, N. C.
Forest City, N. C.
Union, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
North Haledon, N. J.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Rock Hill, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Dillon, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Reidville, S. C.
Winnsboro, S. C.
Inman, S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
North, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Ninety-Six, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
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Name
Lowery, Joe Lee
Lowrance, William Steven
Lytle, William Franklin, Jr.
McAbee, Fred Kenneth
McAbee, Kenneth Lee
McAlister, Joseph Richard
McAlister, Van Mcl..aurin
McBee, William Grover
McBride, Bobby Eugene
McCarter, James Samuel
McCarter, Wayne Elliott
McCorkle, James Anthony
McCoy, Franklin DeWitt
McCurry, Jack Edwin
McDaniel, William Maurice
McDonald, Billy Lester
McDougall, Hugh Marshall
McElrath, Clyde Edward
McFall, Henry Eugene
McGuirt, Milton Lee
Mclnnis, William Sidney
McLain, Lucien Brooks, Jr.
McLain, Robert F.
McLeod, Harold McCallum, Jr.
McLeod, James McLean, Jr.
McMeekin, William Thomas, Jr.
McMillan, Marion Liddell, Jr.
Mabry, George Thomas
Mahaffey, Clay Randolph, Jr.
Malone, Frank Ray
Maness, George Lane
Mann, Frank Milton
Marchant, Robert Michael
Marler, Ronald Cleon
Marler, William Roy
Marsh, Carroll Wayne
Marshall, Malvin Hurst
Martin, Charlie Dale
Martin, George Brantley
Martin, James Lewis
Maultsby, Dan Baker
Maultsby, Don Mize
Meeks, Joseph Donald
Mellette, Julian Ramsey, Jr.
Melton, Chance Calhoun, III

CataJ,ogue
Class Rank

Cii,9'

Freshman
Senior
Sophomore

Kannapolja,
Forest at,,
Fort Kill,

Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior

lnnm,
Wellford,

Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Senior

-

Grm,
Columbia,
Spartanbaq,
Ninety Siz,

Gastonia,
Spartanbaq,

AJ'Cldil,
Greenwood,
Hendersomillt,

Laureaa.

Spartanbaq,
Charleston,
McBer,

Oemsoa,
Kershaw,
Gtlleaa,
Bennettsvillt,
Bennettsvillt,
Orangebarr.

Milmi,
Whitmire,

Laarem,
Pacolet Milli, S.
Spartanbuq,
Spartanbarr, S.
Whitmire,
Spartanbq.
Columbil,

s.
s.

Draytoa,

Moore,
Spartanbq.
Orangebuq,
Liberty,

S.
S.
S.
S.
S.

Bamberr. s.

Naplel,
Whiteville, H.
Whiteville, H.
Belton,
Tinunonnille, S. C.

s. c.
Gaffne,, s. c.
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I

I

Class Rank

William Copeland
W. Jack
Brevard, Jr·
Rooald Curtis
Edward Andrew
Kenneth Alfred
Samuel Kramer
Tony Brown
Dwight Hill
Edward Lyon, Jr.
John Donald
Wylie Edward, Jr.
Marion Judson
, Melvyn Henry
James Carlton
Lewis Jackson
Ristine Marshall
William Robert
Jesse Lawrence
: George Britton, Jr.
Harold Dean
1yn, Marvin, Jr.
Marion Dunbar
Tommy Gayle

Robert Francis
Bobby Gene
William Grady
Clyde Randall
Durwood Wyatt
John Stevens, Jr.
William Fletcher, III
Newton Jasper, Jr.

Lee Sims
Grady Lowell
Maurice Leroy
Charles Michael
al, Marvin Hum~rt
al, Seavy Highsrruth, Jr.
Robert Edison
Bobby Wilson
Ernest Ray
ah, Charles Bryan
James Rembert, Jr.

Junior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman

City and State
Sardinia, S. C.
Spindale, N. C.
Charlotte, N · C.
Spindale, N. C.
Drayton, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Chesterfield, S. C.
Darlington, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
Lyman, S. C.
Camden, S. C.
Rutherfordton, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Charleston Heights, S. C.
Inman, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Woodruff, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Dillon, S. C.

Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Junior

Spartanburg, S. C.
Gaffney, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Mullins, S. C.
Camden, S. C.
Camden, S. C.
Anderson, S. C.

Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman

Spartanburg, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Georgetown, S. C.
Estill, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Aiken, S. C.
York, S. C.
Greenwood, S. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Greenville, S. C.
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Class Rank
Name

Paclc, Frank Thomas
Padgett, Oyde Talmadge
Palmer, Harold Benjamin
Papadopoulos, Gregory N eofytos
Parham, John Manning, Jr.
Parker, Weldon Larry
Parnell, Furniss LeRoy, Jr.
Parris, Bruce Bernard
Parris, Jerry Daniel
Parsons, Robert McRoy
Patterson, Dwight Fleming, Jr.
Patterson, James Ford
Patterson, William Harrison
Patton, James Douglas
Paul, Arthur Prioleau
Pearman, Jerry Francis
Pearson, Robert LeRoy
Peele, Shuler Austin
Pendarvis, James William
Pender, Rexford Henry
Pendleton, William W.
Penland, Joe Maynor
Perkins, Marshall Hubert
Perry, Gary C.
Peterson, Donald James
Petty, Raymond Donald
Phillips, Carl Franklin
Pike, Dennis Earl
Pike, Joseph Howard
Pittman, Douglas Wendell
Pittman, Marion Gerald
Pitts, Laurens Dorroh II
Pitts, Philip Gordon '
Player, Tommy Carroll, Jr.
Poole, Dixon Lamar
Porter, Kenneth Claud
Poston, Daltrum Holmes
Poteat, Max Gordon
Potter, Ned Wilson
Pounds, George Luther
Powell, Oarence William
Powell, David Lee
Powell, Hubert Hague, Jr.
Powell, Miles Phil
Prewet, Ernest Wroten
Price, Howard Lee, Jr.

Class Ra"k
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Special
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Freshman

Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman

George Kirkland
Carl Allen
Qiarlcs Allan
Joe Thomas
James Lehman

Freshman
Junior

a--.

Spartanbiq.
Belmalt,

Lamm,

Andencm,
Bishoprillt.
Oiarlont,

Beaufort.

Fairforat,

be-

Spartanbaq,

Tall a
•
Dorc:belllr,
A-..,

Spartanbaq,
Honea, Padl,

Spartanbaq,

Durham.

Darlinpm,

Spartanbaq;
Kenbaw,

Jr.

Immn.
Immn.

Greer,
Grw,
Rock HiD.
Greer,
Timmoonili.,

Spartanbarr, S.
Travelera Relit,
J ohmomille,
CowpeDI,
Cowpeaa,

s.
s.
s.
Spartanbarr,
Jonesville, s.

1'f10ll. N.
Kannapo61t N.

Mullim. S. C.
Walterboro, S. C.
Spartanbarr.S.C.

Huntley
Conrad Wienges
Donald Ray
Franklyn Farquhar
Frederick, Kirkland
James Hugh
, William Green
, Olin Bennett, Jr.
Raymond Davis
Bates Lupo, Jr.
Carol Earle
LeGrand Thurman
Robert Gettys
William Melvin
Conrad Allen

Qli'fOUI

Freshman
Senior
Senior
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Junior
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
Junior
Senior
Junior

City <Md State
Sullivans Island, S. C.
Shelby, N. C.
Tryon, N. C.
Greer, S. C.
Aiken, S. C.
Saluda, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Santee, S. C.
Camden, S. C.
Camden, S. C.
Newton, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Tryon, N. C.
Inman, S. C.
Birmingham, Ala.
Fayetteville, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Chester, S. C.
Winnsboro, S. C.
Whitmire, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Mullins, S. C.
Gilbert, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
North Augusta, S. C.
Swansea, S. C.
Rutherfordton, N. C.
Orangeburg, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Rock Hill, S. C.
York, S. C.
Darlington, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Gaffney, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
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Ncmu
Sentelle, William Eugene, Jr.
Sermons, Henry Proctor
Sewell, Ernest Lee
Sexton, David Billy
Sharpe, John Lawrence, III
Shaw, Ebbie Leon, Jr.
Shimkus, James Robert
Shockley, Joel Ellis
Shoneke, Austin Dean
Shuler, Robert Burchill
Shumaker, Ronald Allen
S~mn:ions, William Lee, Jr.
Simril, William Perry
Sink, Lloyd Wallace
Slaughter, Wilbur Willis, Jr.
Smathers, Keener McNeal
Sm~ley, John Carlisle, Jr.
Smiley, William Maxie
Smith, Bruce E.
Smith, Charles Roland
Smith, Foy Walden
Smith, Frank Bradshaw
Smith, Furman Gerald
Smith, Lee Cole, Jr.
Smith, Mitchell Hebb Jr
Smith, Paul Burns ' '
Smith, Rupert Lamarr
Smithyman, Harold s.
Smoak, Glenn David, ] r.
Smoak, John M.
Soule, Samuel A.
Southworth, William Howard
Splawn, Rhett Evans
Squires, James Lamar
Stamper, Walton Bennett
Stanley, Reginald Wright
Stanton, Frank Carroll
Stickle, Joseph Walter
Still, Reddick Bowman, III
St. John, James Ivan
Stockman, Abner Pierce, Jr.
Stokes, Hunter Rhoad
Stokes, Leonidus Michael, III
Stokes, Thomas Edward
Stokes, Troy Furman
Stokes, William Finley

Class Rank
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Special
Sophomore
Special
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore

Class Rank

City9'

Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore

Fairf~

Spartaabarr.

HidtorJ,
Duaca,
Blythewood,
Fl0renct,
Th

um.,

CoW]lmli

James Oifford
Joba Louis

Ellone,
Grw,
Georreton.
North Aurmta,
Wanriclr,

Mullim,
Lake Junalulb.
Orangeburr,
Orangeburr,

w.u.u..

Garnett.

Forest Citf,
High Point,
Gilbert,
Fl0renct,

Camden.

Spartanbarr,

McColl,&
Spartanbarr,
Yonges Islaod,

Pacolet,
Hamptm.
Johnson QtJ,
Spartanbq, S.
Galivants FCITJ',
Charlotte,

.

Loria. s.

N. Augusta, S.
Hamptmi.
Spartanbarr, S.

Aikm, 8.
Greenwood, S.
Floraa, S.
Walterboro, S.
Bishopville, 8.
SimpsooviJR, 8.
Hendersonville, H.

Thomas Hendrix
, Arthur Hartwell, Jr.
, Cbde Calvin, Jr.
!mest Edward
• Joba R.
, Leon Sandifer
Thomas Walker
, Frank Wilburn
, Perry Harmon
Rodric David
Reginald Carlisle
Paul Keith

Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Special
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Special
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Junior

City and State
Spartanburg, S. C.
Ruby, S. C.
Bishopville, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Holguin, Cuba
Spartanburg, S. C.
Charleston Heights, S. C.
Whitmire, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Burlington, N. C.
McColl, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Hampton, Va.
Knightstown, Ind .
Spartanburg, S. C.
Rock Hill, S. C.
Glendale, S. C.
Pacolet Mills, S. C.
Newburgh, N. Y.
Summerton, S. C.
Woodruff, S. C.
York, S. C.
Rutherfordton, N. C.
Kershaw, S. C.
McCain, N. C.
Bamberg, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Anderson, Ind.
Spindale, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Everett, Mass.
Dillon, S. C.
Inman, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Summerville, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Mullins, S. C.
Little River, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
North Augusta, s. c.
Florence, S. C.
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Name

Varn, George Holland, Jr.
Vassey, Boyd Bryan
Vaughn, Lindsay Columbus
Vinesett, Billy Ray
Vuncannon, Lonnie Lewis
Wade, Charles Coates
Wade, Jesse Linwood
\: age, Joseph Edward
Wagnon, Leon Louis, III
Waldrop, Marion D.
Waller, Billie Gene
Waller, John Henry, Jr.
Ward, Albert Edison
Warr, Robert Alexander
Wasson, John McBride
Waters, Edmund \ ideman
Watson, George Thompson, J r.
Watson, John Travis
Watson, Thomas Coburn, Jr.
Watson, Wallace Steadman
Way, John Gilbert
Way, Samuel Allen
Weathers, Marvin Walker, Jr.
Webber, Oliver Blake
Weber, Richard Charles
Weesner, Charles Barton
West, Charles Gratiot
West, David Philip
West, Lon Hugh, Jr.
Westmoreland, William H.
Whalen, Michael Bernard
Wheeler, Felder Barron, Jr.
Wheless, Albert Eugene
Whitesell, Robert F.
Whitley, William Henry, Jr.
Whitlock, Myles Wentworth, Jr.
Whitmire, Glenn Harvey
Whitt, Bobby Earl
Wiggins, Lemuel Edgar
Wilder, Hugh O'Neal
Wilkins, Eddie Wayne
Williams, Herbert Harold
Williams, James Kendree, Jr.
Williams, John King
William, Peter Myrick

Class Rank

Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Special
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Junior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman

Class Ronk

""-'
Abbnillt.

Needham Rodgers
Arthur N.
Billy Oarence

Rutherfonltmt.
Rocle Hill.

Bobby Gray

GaffneJ.

Don Ted
Harlan Euel, Jr.
Joe Lewis
Maurice Eugene
Ray Millard, Jr.
Fred. Jr.
William Vaughn
Robert Hugh
James Otho
John Harmon
Qwles Ray
Alva Leslie, J r.
Malcolm Carr, III
l(arion Fuller, J r.
Stephen Luther
Thomas Fleming, III
Erskine Daniel

HcnderlOllYillt,

Flormcr.

Ftorat.
Joaenillt,
Uaicm,

Green'fillt,
Friet,
MaJlim.
Jonenillr,
TilllJllOllnillt.
Charlotlr,

Saladt,
Greenwood,
Granitnillt,
Flormcit,
FIOl'alCll,

Greenwood.

Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Special
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Special
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore

Orangebarr,
Woodraff,
SP111anbarr,

City and State

Kingstree, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Fort Mill, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Fort Mill, S. C.
Shelby, N. C.
Tryon, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
ttalla, Ala.
Branchville, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Pinelevel, N · C.
Bishopville, S. C.
Marion, S. C.
Clio, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Alcoa, Tenn.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Darlington,
Fort Mill,
Saluda,
Fort Mill,

S.
S.
S.
S.

C.
C.
C.
C.

N. Braddodr,
Spartariburi.

Doraftllt,
Salisbury, It
Yadkinvillt,
Grm, a.

SPECIAL-NURSES CLASS OF
SPARTANBURG GENERAL HOSPITAL
City at1d Stott

Spartanbarr. S.
Meaett,
Timmonsville,

Whitner.

s.

Kannapolis, N.
Spartanburr. S.
Lymu, S.

Drayton, S.
Goosecreelr, s.
Spartanburr. S.

Cowpens,
Spartanburi.
Mullim,
Spartanbarr.
Mullim,

C.

s. c.

S.C.
S. C.
S. C.
S. C.

Helen Gladys
Jlldette, Marr Ethel
l)mnl1. Doris Jcan
OlllJ, Virginia Ruth
CWd. Shirley Ann
Qmmrings, Becky Ann
1181. Dorothy Ann
hr, Dorothy Jean
Godfrey, Ronnie Lee
J1o1comb, Myrtis
Boward. Mary Linda
Bowell. Janice Marie
J-cboa. Shelby Jean
)lmiloa. Cora Elizabeth

Hickory, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Campobello, S. C.
Enoree, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Concord, N. C.
Enoree, S. C.
Chesnee, S. C.
Forest City, N. C.
Inman, S. C.
Flat Rock, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
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STUDENTS BY COUNTIES AND STATES, 1957-1958

Name
Jones, Dorcas Louise
Layton, Frankie Louise
Lipscomb, Margaret Ann
McCluney, Mary Florence
McCraw, Patricia Lee
Mabrey, Shirley Anne
Marshall, Sarah Frances
Martin, Pauline Lucille
M~lhuish, Frances Joy
Miller, Kathryn Louise
Mosley, Kathryn Ann
Neely, Mattie Elizabeth
Neighbors, Linda Faye
Reece, Janice Marlene
Robertson, Sarah Frances
Settle, Mary Willie
Timmerman, Emily Kay
Turner, Reba Faye
Walter, Nancy Lou
Watson, Susan Adele
Willard, Barbara Josephine
Willis, Margret Alma

2
10
1
7
4
0
1

s

1
15
9
4
12
6
11

8

Greenville

STUDENTS BY CLASSES, l9S7-l9SS

Gnenwood

Senior Class
Junior Class
Sophomore Class
Freshman Class
Special Students

Jlampton

JlorrJ

Juper

Kenhaw
Llncuter

I.amen•

Total

Lee
Lexington

Special-Nurses Cl ass of Spartanburg General Hospital

Marion
Marlboro

Total

l(cCormick

Summer Session, 1957 1st Term
Summer Session, 1957, 2nd Term
Total
Less Duplicates in Summer School
Total Net Registration for Summer Schoo~ 1957

4
2
19
10
11

6
252
13
26
1
17

6

Geoqetown

.

Counties
Newberry
Oconee
Orangeburg
Pickens
Richland
Saluda
Spartanburg
Sumter
Union
Williamsburg
York

Counties

•
•

574

3
1
2
29
3
31
12
2
15
0
9

s

9
7
6
19
17
0

States

South Carolina
North Carolina
Georgia
Virginia
Florida
New York
Tennessee
Pennsylvania
Alabama
Kentucky
Indiana
Rhode Island
Massachusetts
Maryland
New Jersey
Washington, D. C.
Nebraska

633
79
20
15
11
5
5
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
l

Countries

Cuba
Greece

1
1
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